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As a follow-up to our teamwork’s former work against SARS-CoV-2, eight compounds (ramelteon (68), prilocaine (224),
nefracetam (339), cyclandelate (911), mepivacaine (2325), ropivacaine (2351), tasimelteon (2384), and levobupivacaine (2840))
were revealed as the best potentially active SARS-CoV-2 inhibitors targeting the main protease (PDB ID: 5R84), Mpro. Te
compounds were named in the midst of 3009 FDA and clinically approved compounds employing a multistaged in silicomethod.
A molecular fngerprints study with GWS, the cocrystallized ligand of the Mpro, indicated the resemblance of 150 candidates.
Consequently, a structure similarity experiment disclosed the best twenty-nine analogous. Ten, molecular docking studies were
done against the Mpro active site and showed the binding of the best compounds. Next, a 3D-pharmacophore study confrmed the
obtained results for the eight compounds by exhibiting relative ft values of more than 90% (except for 68, 74%, and 2384, 83%).
Levobupivacaine (2840) showed the most accurate docking and pharmacophore scores and was picked for further MD sim-
ulations experiments (RMSD, RMSF, Rg, SASA, and H-H bonding) over 100 ns. TeMD simulations results revealed the accurate
binding as well as the optimum dynamics of the Mpro-levobupivacaine complex. Finally, MM-PBSA studies were conducted and
indicated the favorable bonding of the Mpro-levobupivacaine complex with a free energy value of −235 kJ/mol. Te fulflled
outcomes hold out hope of beating COVID-19 through more in vitro and in vivo research for the named compounds.

1. Introduction

Te WHO noted on March 4, 2022, that the confrmed in-
fections of COVID-19 on a worldwide basis are 440,807,756
humans. In sorrow, 5,978,096 humans among them are dead
[1]. Despite the fact that the number of vaccine doses reached
10,585,766,316, the dangerous virus still has the ability to

infect vastly [2]. According to these horrible numbers,
massive work is demanded from scientists all over the world
to fnd a cure. Te routine process of drug discovery and
detection is greatly expensive and lasts for a very long time.
Te usual time needed for new drug discovery is twelve years
costing about 2.6 billion USD [3]. On the other hand, drug
repurposing is a much faster process [4, 5].
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Drug repurposing includes the identifcation of new
biological use or uses for an old drug [6].Te process of drug
repositioning was employed successfully in the development
of anticancer [7], anti-COVID-19 [8], anti-infammatory [9]
antibacterial [10], antiparasitic [11], and antiviral [12] drugs.

Methods of computational chemistry were used to explore
various pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic parameters
that connect the chemical structure to activity as well as to
explore the interaction of ligands with biological proteins
such as structure similarity [13], molecular fngerprints [14],
QSAR [15], pharmacophores [16], homology models [17],
molecular modeling, drug molecular design [18], rational
drug design [19], molecular docking [20], MD simulations
[21], absorption [22], distribution, metabolism [23], excretion
[24], and toxicity properties [25] as well as physicochemical
characterization [26] assessment and DFT.

For that reason, our team composed a multiple-phase
computational screening approach to name the most efective
inhibitor/s for an essential SARS-CoV-2 enzyme in the midst
of hundreds or thousands of compounds. Among a set of 310
antiviral natural metabolites, we pointed the most potential
inhibitors against various SARS-CoV-2 proteins, including
nsp10 [27], helicase [28], the main protease [29, 30], and the
papain-like protease [31]. Similarly, the most potential FDA-
approved drugs were anticipated against the SARS-CoV-
2 nsp16-nsp10 2′-o-methyltransferase complex [32] and the
SARS-CoV-2 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase [33]. We
also expected potential natural inhibitors for the SARS-CoV-2
helicase [34] and RdRp [35].

Viral proteases stand out as promising targets for the
development of antiviral treatments, demonstrating efcacy
against specifc viruses such as the human immunodefciency
virus and hepatitis C virus when targeted by aspartyl and
serine proteases, respectively [36]. In the context of SARS-
CoV-2, the main protease (Mpro) plays a pivotal role in the
activation of sixteen functional and nonstructural proteins
through the cleavage of the large polyproteins (pp1a and
pp1ab). Te inhibition of Mpro emerges as a strategic ap-
proach, causing substantial impairment to the virus and
impeding its replication [37]. It is noteworthy that the
structural and sequential distinctions between the viral main
protease (Mpro) and human proteases further emphasize Mpro

as a viable target for anti-COVID-19 drug discovery [38]. Te
unique structural properties of the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro, cou-
pled with its signifcant role in the viral life cycle, underscore
its potential as a focal point for developing novel and efective
therapeutic interventions against COVID-19 [39, 40]. In this
work, a set of 3009 clinical and FDA-approved compounds
were retrieved from the website of https://Selleckchem.com
[41] and has been subjected to multi-staged in silico methods
to determine the most potent inhibitors targeting SARS-CoV-
2 main protease (Mpro). Te applied methods included
molecular structures similarity study against the cocrystallized
ligand (GWS) of Mpro (PDB ID: 5R84) [42] (Figure 1),
molecular fngerprints study against the same ligand, mo-
lecular docking, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and
MM-PBSA experiments against Mpro.

Unfortunately, the in vitro and in vivo examinations
against COVID-19 are not accessible for our team currently.

However, we employed extensive well-structured in silico
methods to present a sort of strong potential SARS-CoV-2
inhibitors for every scientist who has these facilities aiming
at fnding a treatment.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Filter Using Fingerprints. Te cocrystallized ligand is
a compound that strongly binds to a specifc protein,
forming a crystalized complex [43]. Tis complex provides
crucial insights into the nature of interaction, revealing
important structural and chemical characteristics that
contribute to the strong binding with that protein [44]. Te
chemical structural features of the cocrystallized ligand serve
as a valuable blueprint for designing inhibitors that can
efectively bind to the target protein. By examining the
structural features and functional groups of the cocrystal-
lized ligand, we can better understand the key elements
responsible for its strong binding [45]. We used this
knowledge to select compounds similar to GWS, aiming to
discover potent inhibitors with a high afnity for the Mpro

protein (Table 1). Tis approach is rooted in the principle of
a structure-activity relationship (SAR), which suggests that
compounds with similar chemical structures are likely to
have similar biological efects [46]. Te molecular fnger-
prints analysis represented the absence or existence of the
next descriptors in the fragments and atoms of the con-
sidered compounds and GWS: H-bond acceptors [47], H-
bond donors [48], charges [49], hybridization [50], positive
ionizable atoms [51], negative ionizable atoms [52], halogens
[53], and aromatic groups [54], align with the ALogP [55].

2.2. Molecular Similarity. A fundamental distinction be-
tween molecular similarity studies and fngerprint studies
lies in the depth of molecular information they capture.
Molecular similarity studies embrace a wider array of mo-
lecular descriptors and properties, facilitating a compre-
hensive evaluation of structural and chemical resemblances.
Tese studies encompass considerations such as molecular
shape, electrostatic characteristics, and pharmacophoric
attributes. In contrast, fngerprint studies focus on specifc
structural motifs encoded in binary fngerprints, presenting
a more condensed representation of molecular structures
[56]. In a molecular similarity study, a holistic analysis is
conducted, wherein the complete structures of the reference
compound and the examination set are characterized and
juxtaposed, employing descriptors encompassing steric,
topological, electronic, or physicochemical attributes [57].
Molecular structural similarity study also belongs to the
approaches of ligand-based in silico (computational) type

O
N

N
H

Figure 1: Structure of the cocrystallized ligand (GWS) of Mpro

(PDB ID: 5R84).
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Table 1: Fingerprint similarity between the tested compounds and GWS.

Comp Similarity SA SB SC
GWS 1.000 176 0 0
18 0.686 168 69 8
58 0.594 174 117 2
68 0.552 137 72 39
74 0.532 158 121 18
92 0.559 176 139 0
114 0.622 217 173 −41
163 0.629 158 75 18
169 0.609 168 100 8
224 0.517 109 35 67
227 0.583 183 138 −7
252 0.613 168 98 8
266 0.595 194 150 −18
276 0.607 167 99 9
279 0.539 213 219 −37
286 0.530 123 56 53
297 0.562 218 212 −42
325 0.536 118 44 58
339 0.533 122 53 54
393 0.554 163 118 13
400 0.583 123 35 53
417 0.571 192 160 −16
419 0.629 158 75 18
438 0.540 218 228 −42
462 0.531 155 116 21
486 0.512 174 164 2
497 0.514 150 116 26
508 0.573 172 124 4
515 0.567 160 106 16
530 0.584 185 141 −9
552 0.587 145 71 31
560 0.558 201 184 −25
614 0.520 130 74 46
643 0.540 154 109 22
671 0.557 230 237 −54
675 0.562 136 66 40
686 0.564 137 67 39
727 0.608 163 92 13
736 0.522 153 117 23
741 0.538 183 164 −7
756 0.524 177 162 −1
768 0.556 140 76 36
772 0.553 210 204 −34
786 0.530 178 160 −2
829 0.542 156 112 20
843 0.572 158 100 18
854 0.646 159 70 17
855 0.590 207 175 −31
863 0.519 285 373 −109
878 0.512 148 113 28
911 0.551 151 98 25
935 0.520 259 322 −83
970 0.558 203 188 −27
987 0.518 142 98 34
1064 0.608 163 92 13
1069 0.573 172 124 4
1108 0.585 226 210 −50
1113 0.582 114 20 62
1168 0.567 136 64 40
1177 0.512 173 162 3
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Table 1: Continued.

Comp Similarity SA SB SC
1178 0.586 190 148 −14
1179 0.564 168 122 8
1186 0.587 138 59 38
1211 0.547 188 168 −12
1253 0.530 151 109 25
1267 0.530 254 303 −78
1284 0.554 206 196 −30
1315 0.548 165 125 11
1320 0.531 155 116 21
1410 0.512 174 164 2
1441 0.523 104 23 72
1443 0.523 104 23 72
1461 0.515 150 115 26
1462 0.535 147 99 29
1463 0.527 97 8 79
1516 0.618 168 96 8
1521 0.523 104 23 72
1551 0.529 208 217 −32
1553 0.514 182 178 −6
1589 0.553 121 43 55
1591 0.549 169 132 7
1604 0.531 170 144 6
1608 0.512 214 242 −38
1622 0.596 121 27 55
1649 0.529 101 15 75
1694 0.547 181 155 −5
1737 0.516 127 70 49
1742 0.595 209 175 −33
1756 0.524 204 213 −28
1805 0.580 170 117 6
1818 0.527 194 192 −18
1822 0.531 241 278 −65
1919 0.564 168 122 8
1955 0.579 169 116 7
1975 0.615 134 42 42
1993 0.547 169 133 7
2023 0.512 127 72 49
2024 0.601 176 117 0
2075 0.606 168 101 8
2091 0.530 96 5 80
2126 0.533 147 100 29
2163 0.682 189 101 −13
2171 0.532 166 136 10
2185 0.550 138 75 38
2205 0.567 174 131 2
2261 0.519 160 132 16
2264 0.584 201 168 −25
2274 0.690 191 101 −15
2296 0.537 110 29 66
2306 0.523 174 157 2
2325 0.602 136 50 40
2333 0.603 185 131 −9
2334 0.632 127 25 49
2351 0.608 158 84 18
2372 0.562 154 98 22
2380 0.614 159 83 17
2384 0.545 126 55 50
2395 0.646 168 84 8
2399 0.530 151 109 25
2403 0.594 168 107 8
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that considered following descriptors; hydrogen bond do-
nors (HBA) [58], acceptors (HBD) [59] partition coefcient
(Alog p) [60], molecular weight (M.W) [61], rotatable bonds
[62], rings and aromatic rings [63], and molecular fractional
polar surface area (MFPSA) [64]. Te computation of the
mentioned features using Discovery Studio software led to
the revelation of the best 29 analogs (Figure 2, and Table 2).

2.3. Docking Studies

2.3.1. Validation of Molecular Docking. Te molecular
docking algorithm was initially validated by redocking of the
cocrystallized ligand into the active site of the target receptor
(SARS-CoV-2 Mpro PDB ID: 5R84) with the calculation of
root mean square deviation (RMSD) for reliability and re-
producibility of the proposed docking algorithm. Te
redocked ligand showed an RMSD value of 0.56A indicating
a validated docking process (Figure 3).

Te binding mode of the cocrystallized ligand (GWS)
exhibited a binding energy of −6.51 kcal/mol against Mpro.
Te cyclohexyl moiety formed three Pi-Alkyl interactions
with His41, Met165, and Met49. Additionally, the amino
group in (pyridine-3-yl) acetamide moiety interacted with
His163 by one hydrogen bond with a distance of 1.99°A.

Moreover, the amide linker interacted with Glu166 and
Asn142 by two hydrogen bonds with distances of 2.04 and
2.72°A, respectively (Figure 4).

Te binding mode of compound 68 (Ramelteon)
exhibited a binding energy of −6.49 kcal/mol against Mpro.
Te tetrahydro-2H-indeno[5,4-b]furan-8-yl moiety formed
three Pi-alkyl interactions with Met49, His41, and Met165.
Additionally, the ethyl propionamide moiety formed two
hydrogen bonds with Glu166(2.51°A) and Asn142 (2.35°A)
(Figure 5).

Compound 224 (Prilocaine) exhibited a binding energy
of −6.05 kcal/mol against Mpro. Te o-tolyl moiety formed
three Pi-alkyl and Pi-Pi interactions with Cys145, His163,
and Leu141. Te amide moiety interacted with Asn142 and
Glu166 by two hydrogen bonds with distances of 2.31 and
1.97°A, respectively (Figure 6).

Te binding mode of compound 339 (Nefracetam)
exhibited a binding energy of −6.12 kcal/mol against Mpro.
Te 2,6-dimethylphenyl moiety formed three Pi-alkyl in-
teractions with His41 and Met165. Te (2-oxopyrrolidin-1-
yl) acetamide moiety formed two hydrophobic interactions
with His163 and Cys145. Moreover, the central amide
moiety interacted with two hydrogen bonds with Asn142
and Glu166 with a distance of 2.42 and 2.01°A, respectively.
(Figure 7).

Table 1: Continued.

Comp Similarity SA SB SC
2425 0.532 100 12 76
2437 0.576 179 135 −3
2447 0.573 201 175 −25
2478 0.535 168 138 8
2524 0.597 160 92 16
2525 0.578 170 118 6
2530 0.556 155 103 21
2553 0.550 105 15 71
2603 0.604 116 16 60
2622 0.516 214 239 −38
2630 0.539 138 80 38
2638 0.515 152 119 24
2649 0.636 140 44 36
2657 0.633 143 50 33
2660 0.618 168 96 8
2704 0.561 162 113 14
2761 0.528 239 277 −63
2775 0.603 152 76 24
2788 0.521 126 66 50
2790 0.522 186 180 −10
2825 0.516 145 105 31
2839 0.588 143 67 33
2840 0.606 172 108 4
2865 0.542 156 112 20
2877 0.519 217 242 −41
2901 0.565 140 72 36
2917 0.568 147 83 29
2918 0.540 162 124 14
2939 0.523 229 262 −53
3003 0.607 167 99 9
SA: Te number bits in both GWS and the target. SB: Te number of bits in the target but not GWS. SC: Te number of bits in GWS but not the target. Te
bold values indicate that the number is based on the number of compounds.
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Figure 2: Twenty-nine compounds with good molecular similarity with GWS.

Table 2: Molecular descriptors of the examined compounds and GWS.

Comp Alog
p M. Wt HBA HBD Rotatable

bonds Rings Aromatic
rings MFPSA Minimum

distance
GWS 2.17 218.3 2 1 3 2 1 0.179 0
68 2.83 259.34 2 1 4 3 1 0.143 0.388
163 2.35 275.34 3 1 4 3 1 0.17 0.456
169 3.4 313.86 3 1 5 2 1 0.088 0.733
224 2.26 220.31 2 2 5 1 1 0.157 0.484
286 4.17 250.33 3 1 6 1 1 0.154 0.666
325 2.39 233.7 3 1 4 1 0 0.261 0.732
339 1.44 246.31 2 1 3 2 1 0.182 0.21
400 1.29 232.28 3 2 2 2 1 0.293 0.664
419 2.35 275.34 3 1 4 3 1 0.17 0.456
497 2.86 285.34 3 0 3 3 1 0.132 0.634
552 2.49 207.27 2 1 1 2 0 0.186 0.594
675 3.36 282.81 2 1 2 2 1 0.1 0.532
686 3.91 269.81 2 1 2 2 1 0.074 0.63
829 1.72 289.37 4 1 5 3 1 0.167 0.683
854 2.8 263.38 3 2 4 2 1 0.144 0.526
911 3.64 276.37 3 1 4 2 1 0.149 0.515
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Compound 911 (Cyclandelate) exhibited a binding en-
ergy of −6.89 kcal/mol against Mpro. Te trimethyl cyclo-
hexyl moiety formed six hydrophobic interactions with
His41, Met49, and Met165. Additionally, the 2-hydroxy-2-
phenylacetate moiety formed three hydrogen bonds with
Glu166, Asn142, and Leu141 with distances of 1.99, 2.45, and
2.55°A, respectively (Figure 8).

Compound 2325 (Mepivacaine) exhibited a binding
score of −6.19 kcal/mol. Te 2,6-dimethyl phenyl moiety
formed three Pi-alkyl and Pi-sulfur interactions with His163
and Cys145. Te piperidine moiety formed two Pi-alkyl
interactions with His41 and Met49. Moreover, the central
amide moiety interacted with two hydrogen bonds with
Glu166 and Asn142 with a distance of 2.01 and 2.40°A,
respectively (Figure 9).

Te binding mode of compound 2351 (Ropivacaine)
exhibited an energy binding of −6.38 kcal/mol against
Mpro. Te 2,6-dimethyl phenyl moiety formed three Pi-
alkyl and Pi-sulfur interactions with His163 and Cys145.
Te propylpiperidine moiety formed two Pi-alkyl in-
teractions with His41 and Met49. Moreover, the central
amide moiety interacted by two hydrogen bonds with
Glu166 and Asn142 with a distance of 2.27 and 2.25°A,
respectively (Figure 10).

Te binding mode of compound 2384 (Tasimelteon)
exhibited an energy binding of −6.45 kcal/mol-1 against
Mpro. Te 2,3-dihydrobenzofuran-4-yl moiety formed four
Pi-alkyl and Pi-Pi interactions with Met49, Met165, and
His41. Additionally, it formed one hydrogen bond with

Glu166 at a distance of 2.44°A. Te (cyclopropyl methyl)
propionamide moiety interacted with Asn142 through one
hydrogen bond with a distance of 2.63°A. Moreover, it was
incorporated in four Pi-alkyl interactions with His163,
His172, His41, and Cys145 (Figure 11).

Interestingly, the binding mode of compound 2840
(Levobupivacaine) was very similar to that of the cocrys-
tallized ligand (GWS) exhibiting a binding energy of
−6.65 kcal/mol, slightly bitter that GWS (−6.51 kcal/mol)
against theMpro. In detail,Te 2,6-dimethylphenyl moiety of
compound 2840, in a similar way to the cyclohexyl moiety of
GWS formed hydrophobic interactions with the same three
amino acids; Met49, His41, and Met165. Additionally, the
butylpiperidine moiety of compound 2840 interacted with
Asn142 by a hydrogen bond with a distance of 2.36°A. Te
amide linker of GWS interacted with the same amino acid
through a hydrogen bond with distances of 2.72°A. Fur-
thermore, the butylpiperidine moiety of compound 2840
formed one hydrophobic interaction with His163 similar to
the amino group in (pyridine-3-yl) acetamide moiety of
GWS. Finally, the amide linker of compound 2840 formed
two hydrogen bonds with Gln189, and Glu166 in a distance
of 2.24, and 2.64°A, respectively. Tis interaction was similar
to that of the amide linker of GWS with Glu166 a hydrogen
bond with a distance of 2.04°A. In summary, compound
2840 (Levobupivacaine) exhibited interactions with all the
amino acids that the cocrystallized ligand (GWS) interacted
with. Additionally, there was an extra interaction observed
with Gln189 (Figure 12, and Table 3).

Table 2: Continued.

Comp Alog
p M. Wt HBA HBD Rotatable

bonds Rings Aromatic
rings MFPSA Minimum

distance
1113 4.11 194.27 2 2 5 1 1 0.181 0.643
1186 2.94 246.3 3 1 4 2 1 0.212 0.364
2296 3.25 190.24 2 0 3 2 1 0.131 0.481
2325 2.98 246.35 2 1 2 2 1 0.114 0.362
2334 2.9 259.8 2 1 3 2 1 0.206 0.281
2340 3.04 164.24 1 1 4 1 1 0.104 0.568
2351 3.85 274.4 2 1 4 2 1 0.102 0.563
2384 2.2 245.32 2 1 4 3 1 0.154 0.311
2395 3.02 277.4 3 1 5 2 1 0.1 0.572
2553 4.39 178.27 1 1 4 1 1 0.093 0.714
2840 4.31 288.43 2 1 5 2 1 0.096 0.703
2865 1.72 289.37 4 1 5 3 1 0.167 0.683
2901 4.01 262.34 3 1 3 2 1 0.158 0.517
Te bold values indicate that the number is based on the number of compounds.

Figure 3: Superimposition of the docked and original poses of the cocrystallized ligand of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro (PDB ID: 5R84).
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2.4. Pharmacophore Study. Te pharmacophore recognizes
the key features in a ligand to interact with a protein target
resulting in elicitation or blockage of a certain biological
activity. Te 3D pharmacophore model determines the es-
sential chemical feature of a metabolite to be active against
a specifc protein. Additionally, it specifes the 3D geometry
of these essential features [65].Te generated 3Dmodel is an
important key that can be used to predict defnite bioactivity
based on the presence or absence of these features [66, 67].
Te presented study concerned the optimization of the key
pharmacophoric interaction features of the cocrystallized
ligand (GWS) of the main protease (PDB ID: 5R84) and the
consequent examination of the presence of these features in
the tested FDA-approved drug to pick the most promising
candidates.

2.4.1. Generation of a 3D-Pharmacophore Model. Te gen-
erated 3D pharmacophore model consisted of three features:
one H-bond donor and two hydrophobic centers

(Figure 13(a)). Te generated model was used as a 3D search
query to evaluate the tested drugs as possible SARS-CoV-2
main protease inhibitors. Te ftting of the cocrystallized
ligand against the generated pharmacophore model was
illustrated in Figure 13(b).

2.4.2. Te Test Set Activity Prediction. Te test set of thirty
FDA-approved drugs was mapped to the generated 3D
pharmacophore model. As a result, the FDA-approved drugs
that verifed the essential pharmacophoric features and the
ft value were selected as promising candidates.

Te results privileged nineteen drugs that have the main
essential features of SARS-CoV-2 main protease inhibitors.
Surprisingly, the drugs that showed good binding mode
against SARS-CoV-2main protease showed high ft and high
relative ft values. In detail, compounds 68 (Fit value� 2.86,

Figure 4: Binding mode and mapping surface ofGWS in the active
site of Mpro.

Figure 5: Binding mode and mapping surface of compound 68 in
the active site of Mpro.
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Relative Fit� 74.48%), 224 (Fit value� 2.75, Relative
Fit� 96.15%), 339 (Fit value� 2.56, Relative Fit� 89.51), 911
(Fit value� 2.81, Relative Fit� 98.25%), 2325 (Fit val-
ue� 2.73, Relative Fit� 95.45%), 2351 (Fit value� 2.75,
Relative Fit� 96.15%), 2384 (Fit value� 2.38, Relative
Fit� 83.22%), and 2840 (Fit value� 2.78, Relative
Fit� 97.20%) showed high ft value comparing to the coc-
rystallized ligand (Fit value� 2.86, Relative Fit� 100%)
(Table 4).

Figure 14 shows the mapping of the most promising
drugs that showed good ftting value against the generated
3D-pharmacophore and well as good binding mode against
SARS-CoV-2 main protease.

In summation, eight compounds were appointed as
potential Mpro inhibitors (ramelteon (68), prilocaine (224),
nefracetam (339), cyclandelate (911), mepivacaine (2325),
ropivacaine (2351), tasimelteon (2384), and levobupivacaine

(2840)). levobupivacaine (2840) demonstrated identical 3D
pharmacophore features to the cocrystallized ligand (GWS),
encompassing HBD-1, hydrophobic-2, and aromatic ring-3.
Notably, levobupivacaine (2840) displayed the highest ft
value at 2.78, accompanied by the highest relative Fit of
97.20%. Ramelteon, the melatonin agonist, is used to treat
insomnia [68]. Interestingly, Ramelteon demonstrated sig-
nifcant in silico anti-SARS-CoV-2 activities through bind-
ing and inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 RBD and ACE 2 [69]. A
drug repositioning study identifed prilocaine as a potential
candidate against COVID-19 [70]. Stimulatingly, cyclan-
delate showed in vitro inhibitory efect against 1 ribosomal
frameshifting of SARS-CoV-2 at a concentration of 2 μM

Figure 6: Binding mode and mapping surface of compound 224 in
the active site of Mpro.

Figure 7: Binding mode and mapping surface of compound 339 in
the active site of Mpro.
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[71]. Additionally, mepivacaine, the local anesthetic, dem-
onstrated an in vitro inhibitory efect against Herpes simplex
1 before [72]. Further, tasimelteon displayed signifcant in
silico binding with the COVID-19 PLpro [73]. Also, a mo-
lecular modeling study suggested the anti-COVID-19 po-
tential of the local anesthetic, levobupivacaine [74]. On the
other side, this is the frst time to referee an antiviral po-
tentiality for both nefracetam and ropivacaine. Because
several selected compounds are local anesthetics, further
studies regarding the route of administration and systemic
safety of these drugs are essential.

2.5. Molecular Dynamic Simulations. Molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations can be used to examine almost all sorts of
big molecules (proteins, nucleic acids, and carbohydrates) of
medicinal signifcance. Te MD experiments can supply not
only galore energetic records on the considered macro-
molecules but also a considerable of dynamical structural
specifcs about the interactions that happen between the
ligand and the targeted protein. Te acquired information is
very benefcial to understand several parameters regarding
the protein-ligand interaction [75]. Being an efective guide,
MD simulations experiments have been applied widely and
successfully in the process of modern drug discovery and
discovery [76].

Levobupivacaine (2840) demonstrated excellent ftting
value against the generated 3D-pharmacophore as well as an
ideal binding mode against Mpro. Consequently, it was se-
lected for further molecular dynamic simulations.

Figure 8: Binding mode and mapping surface of compound 911 in
the active site of Mpro.

Figure 9: Binding mode and mapping surface of compound 2325
in the active site of Mpro.
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Te dynamic structural changes of the backbone of the
levobupivacaine—Mpro complex were calculated on an
atomic resolution by RMSD to investigate the stability of the
explored complex after binding. Stimulatingly, levobupi-
vacaine—Mpro complex displayed a low value of root mean
square deviation (RMSD) exhibiting no major fuctuations
(Figure 15(a)). Tis outcome indicates the stability of the
reviewed complex. Te fexibility of the levobupivacai-
ne—Mpro complex was diagnosed in terms of root mean
square fuctuation (RMSF) to expose the fuctuated regions
of Mpro during the simulation. It was confrmed that the
binding of levobupivacaine does not change the fexibility of
Mpro signifcantly (Figure 15(b)). To study the compactness
of the levobupivacaine—Mpro complex, the radius of gyra-
tion (Rg) of Mpro was computed. Te Rg of the Mpro was
more constant at the end of the experiment than at the

starting period (Figure 15(c)). Interaction between levo-
bupivacaine—Mpro complex and the surrounding solvents
was estimated by solvent accessible surface area (SASA) over
a period of 100 ns. Fortunately, the levobupivacaine—Mpro

complex featured a noticeable decrease in the surface area
(lower SASA value) than the starting time (Figure 15(d)).
Hydrogen bonding through the Levobupivacaine—Mpro

complex was estimated over 100 ns. Favorably, the highest
number of the Mpro conformations formed up to two hy-
drogen bonds with the Levobupivacaine over the examined
100 ns (Figure 15(e)).

Figure 10: Binding mode and mapping surface of compound 2351
in the active site of Mpro.

Figure 11: Binding mode and mapping surface of compound 2384
in the active site of Mpro.
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2.6. MM-PBSA. Te molecular mechanics Pois-
son–Boltzmann surface area (MM-PBSA) is a computational
technique employed in molecular modeling and computa-
tional chemistry to estimate the binding free energy between
a ligand and a protein. Tis method combines molecular
mechanics (MM) computations, which elucidate in-
teractions within the complex, with Poisson–Boltzmann
(PB) computations, which factor in the electrostatic in-
teractions between the solute and its surrounding solvent
environment [77].

In the MM-PBSA approach, the binding free energy
(ΔG_bind) is approximated by evaluating the energetic
components associated with the complex, the ligand, and the
receptor in both bound and unbound states. Tese com-
ponents encompass contributions from van der Waals

interactions, electrostatic interactions, and alterations in
solvation-free energy [78]. MM-PBSA is especially valuable
for investigating interactions between proteins and ligands,
ofering insights into the thermodynamics of binding and
aiding in the design of potential drug compounds. It is
important to acknowledge, however, that while MM-PBSA
provides valuable estimates, it relies on several assumptions
and may not capture the complete intricacies of binding
processes in all systems [79]. We calculated the binding free
energy of the last 20 ns of MD production run of the lev-
obupivacaine—Mpro complex with an interval of 100 ps from
MD trajectories using the MM/PBSA method. As shown in
Figure 16(a), Levobupivacaine displayed an excellent
binding free energy of −235 kJ/mol with the Mpro. Fur-
thermore, the participation of each amino acid residue of the
Mpro regarding the binding free energy after the binding
with levobupivacaine was computed. Te total binding free
energy of the levobupivacaine—Mpro complex was decom-
posed into per amino acid residue contribution energy. Te
output of this study helps to identify the essential amino acid
residues in the binding of the levobupivacaine—Mpro

complex. It was found that GLU-47, ASP-48, GLU-55, ASP-
56, GLU-166 and ASP-187 residues of the Mpro shared
higher than −15 kJ/mol binding energy (Figure 16(b)). It is
noteworthy to mention that GLU-166, an essential amino
acid, was identifed in the interactions of both levobupi-
vacaine and the cocrystallized ligand (GWS).

3. Method

3.1. Molecular Similarity Detection. Compound similarity
was assessed in Discovery Studio 4.0 using the CHARMM
force feld and ligand preparation protocol. Compounds
were compared to GWS with a 5% output adjustment.
Default molecular properties were used, including rotatable
bonds, rings, aromatic rings, HBA, HBD, ALog p, M. Wt,
andMFPSA.Te study was operated by Discovery Studio 4.0
software as represented before [80] (additional details in
Supplementary data).

3.2. Fingerprint Studies. Compound fngerprints were
evaluated against GWS using Discovery Studio 4.0.
CHARMM force feld was initially applied, and compounds
were prepared using the ligand protocol. Tey were then
compared to GWS. Default molecular properties were used,
including various atom parameters. Tis encompassed
charge, hybridization, H-bond features, ionizability, halo-
genation, aromaticity, or none of the above. Additionally,
ALogP category of atoms was considered. Te study was
operated by Discovery Studio 4.0 software as represented
before [81] (additional details in Supplementary data).

3.3. Docking Studies. Te crystal structure of Mpro was
obtained from Protein Data Bank.Te docking investigation
was accomplished using MOE2014. Te study was operated
by MOE and Discovery Studio 4.0 software [82] as repre-
sented before (additional details in Supplementary data).

Figure 12: Binding mode and mapping surface of compound 2840
in the active site of Mpro.
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3.4. Pharmacokinetic Profling. LigandScout software was
used to generate a 3D pharmacophore model based onGWS
binding against Mpro.Te Espresso algorithmwas employed.
Te best model, which includes features such as hydrogen
bond acceptors, donors, aromatic rings, and hydrophobic

elements while excluding a volume sphere, was selected from
the ten generated models. Model validation was performed
using ROC Curve and AUC analysis with default parameters
in LigandScout. Discovery Studio 4.0 was used (see method
part in Supplementary data).

Table 3: Docking binding energy (kcal/mol) of the tested compounds against Mpro (PDB ID: 5R84).

Serial Compounds Name RMSD value
(Å)

Docking score
(kcal/mol)

No. of
H-bonds

No. of
hydrophobic bonds

1 GWS 0.56 −6.51 3 3
2 68 Ramelteon 1.45 −6.49 2 3
3 163 Rolipram 1.68 −5.64 1 2
4 169 Venlafaxine hydrochloride 1.20 −5.98 1 3
5 224 Prilocaine 1.19 −6.05 2 4
6 286 Gemfbrozil 1.29 −6.23 3 6
7 325 Lomustine 1.11 −5.98 2 2
8 339 Nefracetam 1.23 −6.12 2 5
9 400 Aminoglutethimide 1.13 −5.73 0 2
10 419 S-(+)-Rolipram 0.91 −6.35 1 3
11 497 Piperine 0.89 −6.23 1 3
12 552 Ciclopirox 1.56 −5.65 2 0
13 675 Mepivacaine hydrochloride 0.78 −6.05 2 3
14 686 Meptazinol hydrochloride 1.11 −5.78 0 3
15 829 Hyoscyamine 1.40 −6.15 1 3
16 854 Desvenlafaxine 1.23 −5.64 2 2
17 911 Cyclandelate 1.38 −6.89 3 6
18 1113 Hexylresorcinol 0.67 −5.80 1 3
19 1186 Loxoprofen 0.88 −6.40 2 1
20 2296 3-n-Butylphathlide 0.85 −5.64 0 3
21 2325 Mepivacaine 0.85 −6.19 2 5
22 2334 Tiletamine Hydrochloride 1.09 −5.80 0 3
23 2340 Fenipentol 0.95 −5.78 1 0
24 2351 Ropivacaine 1.36 −6.38 2 5
25 2384 Tasimelteon 0.89 −6.45 2 8
26 2395 Venlafaxine 1.41 −6.44 2 3
27 2553 Amylmetacresol 1.25 −5.66 1 2
28 2840 Levobupivacaine 0.75 −6.65 3 7
29 2865 Atropine 1.36 −6.01 1 3
30 2901 Homosalate 0.89 −5.36 0 6
Te bold values indicate that the number is based on the number of compounds.

(a) (b)

Figure 13: (a) Te generated 3D-pharmacophore geometry with three features; one H-bond donor (pink color) and two hydrophobic
centers (blue). (b) Mapping of the cocrystallized ligand on the generated pharmacophore (Fit value� 2.86).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 14: Mapping of the tested metabolites on the generated pharmacophore (a) compounds 68 (Fit value� 2.86, Relative Fit� 74.48%),
(b) 224 (Fit value� 2.75, Relative Fit� 96.15%), (c) 339 (Fit value� 2.56, Relative Fit� 89.51), (d) 911 (Fit value� 2.81, Relative Fit� 98.25%),
(e) 2325 (Fit value� 2.73, Relative Fit� 95.45%), (f ) 2351 (Fit value� 2.75, Relative Fit� 96.15%), (g) 2384 (Fit value� 2.38, Relative
Fit� 83.22%), and (h) 2840 (Fit value� 2.78, Relative Fit� 97.20%).
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Figure 15: M D simulations outcomes; (a) RMSD values, (b) RMSF, (c) Rg, (d) SASA, and (e) H-bonding between levobupivacaine—Mpro

complex over 100 ns of the MD run.

Table 4: Fit value and relative ft of the tested metabolites and (GWS).

Comp Mapped features Fit valuea Relative Fitb (%)
1 Cocrystallized ligand HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 2.86 100.00
2 68 HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 2.13 74.48
3 169 HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 1.66 58.04
4 224 HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 2.75 96.15
5 339 HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 2.56 89.51
6 675 HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 2.73 95.45
7 829 HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 2.30 80.42
8 854 HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 1.76 61.54
9 911 HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 2.81 98.25
10 1113 HBD-1, Hydrophobic-2, Aromatic ring-3 2.66 93.01
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3.5. Molecular Dynamics Simulation. Te system was pre-
pared using the web-based CHARMM-GUI [83–85] in-
terface utilizing CHARMM36 force feld [86] and NAMD
2.13 [87] package. Te TIP3P explicit solvation model was
used (additional details in Supplementary data).

3.6. MM-PBSA Studies. Te g_mmpbsa package of GRO-
MACS was utilized to calculate the MM/PBSA (additional
details in Supplementary data).

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, our study identifed eight promising com-
pounds (ramelteon, prilocaine, nefracetam, cyclandelate,
mepivacaine, ropivacaine, tasimelteon, and levobupiva-
caine) as potential inhibitors against SARS-CoV-2 main
protease (Mpro). Tese compounds were selected from
a pool of 3009 FDA and clinically approved compounds
using a rigorous in silico approach. Further analysis
through molecular fngerprints, structure similarity, and
molecular docking studies confrmed their potential.
Levobupivacaine exhibited the highest docking and
pharmacophore scores, leading to extensive molecular
dynamics simulations. Te results demonstrated stable
binding and optimal dynamics of the Mpro-Levobupivacaine
complex over 100 ns.MM-PBSA studies reafrmed the
strong interaction with a free energy value of −235 kJ/mol.

Tese fndings provide a promising foundation for further
in vitro and in vivo research on these compounds in the fght
against COVID-19.
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Chalcones have a skeleton of diphenyls connected via an α,β-unsaturated carbonyl group. Many chalcone derivatives have been
shown to interact with tubulin. Based on previous reports, chalcones derived by substitution of a carbonyl group with 2-pyrazoline
can be expected to inhibit tubulin polymerization.�erefore, 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazolines were prepared to investigate their ability
to inhibit tubulin polymerization. �e clonogenic long-term survival assay showed that derivative 4, 5-(3,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-3-
(2-methoxyphenyl)-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazole-1-carbothioamide, was the most e�ective at inhibiting the clonogenicity of HCT116
human colon cancer cells. Derivative 4 induced G2/M cell cycle arrest. In addition, derivative 4 caused dispersed microtubules, a
disorganized spherical arrangement of chromosomes, and inhibition of mitotic spindle formation. �e binding mode between
tubulin and derivative 4was elucidated by in silicomolecular docking. Derivative 4was superimposed with colchicine and entered
the colchicine-binding site well.�ese results suggest that derivative 4 inhibits tubulin polymerization by binding to the colchicine
binding site of tubulin, thus preventing mitotic spindle formation during mitosis in HCT116 colon cancer cells. We propose that
derivative 4 could be used as a promising antimitotic chemotherapeutic agent.

1. Introduction

�e clinical usefulness of chemotherapeutic drugs is based
on the di�erential e�ect of the drugs on normal versus
cancerous cells. One of the various targets of chemotherapy
is alteration of microtubule dynamics. Molecules that bind
to tubulin to alter its incorporation into microtubules can be
used as chemotherapeutic agents [1]. Tubulin α,β hetero-
dimers interact with ligands at di�erent sites, such as col-
chicine, vinca domain, maytansine, and pironectin sites [2].

Colchicine was the �rst microtubule-destabilizing
molecule to be discovered and it inhibits mitosis. As cancer
cells generally proliferate at a much faster rate than normal
cells, colchicine has been investigated as a potential che-
motherapeutic agent, although it has not been used as such

[3]. Although colchicine is not used as an anticancer drug
because of its low e�cacy and high toxicity, including
anemia and bone marrow damage, there have been extensive
e�orts to identify molecules that interact with the colchicine
binding site. Although a chemotherapeutic agent that targets
the colchicine binding site has yet to be developed, it is
nonetheless still considered a potential target for anticancer
drug development. Combretastatin isolated from Com-
bretum ca�rum have been shown to inhibit tubulin poly-
merization by interaction with the colchicine binding site
[4]. �ese compounds are natural polyphenols that contain
multiple phenol groups. Among these, chalcones have
skeletons of diphenyls connected via an α,β-unsaturated
carbonyl group, as shown in Figure S1. Many chalcone
derivatives interact with tubulin. Chloro-substituted-2′-
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hydroxychalcones have been studied as inhibitors of tubulin
polymerization and cell proliferation [5]. As a natural
chalcone with benzopyran, millepachine, exhibits anticancer
activities, a derivative with a 4-diethylamino group as a
substituent on the B ring was synthesized and shown to
suppress tubulin polymerization in HepG2 cells and it was
able to arrest HepG2 cells in G2/M phase [6].

Colorectal cancer is one of the most common cancers in
both men and women worldwide and the second leading
cause of cancer-related death in the United States [7].
HCT116 is a human colon carcinoma cell line that is
commonly used in cancer biology research due to its
characteristics, including aggressive oncogenic, invasive,
undifferentiated, and growth factor-independent property.
*e authors designed and synthesized 2-hydroxy-2′,4′,6′-
trimethoxy-5,6-benzochalcone, and they showed that it
could disrupt the microtubule cytoskeleton of human colon
cancer cells [8]. Another methoxylated benzochalcone
synthesized by the authors, 2-hydroxy-4-methoxy-2′,3′-
benzochalcone inhibited tubulin polymerization [9].
Naphthalene-chalcone derivatives interact with tubulin and
lead to G2/M cell cycle arrest and apoptosis [10, 11]. 3-
(Naphthalen-2-yl)-N,5-diphenyl-pyrazoline-1-carbothioa-
mide, prepared by substitution of the α,β-unsaturated
carbonyl group of chalcone with 2-pyrazoline, has been
shown to induce apoptosis and trigger cell death via a
caspase-dependent mechanism [12].

Based on the previous results, chalcones derived by
substitution of a carbonyl group with 2-pyrazoline can be
expected to inhibit tubulin polymerization. Based on the
pharmacophoric characteristics of colchicine, as shown in
Figure 1, derivatives containing similar characteristics such
as hydrogen bond acceptor, donor, and hydrophobic centers
could be designed as colchicine-binding site inhibitors
[13, 14]. 2,3′,5′-trimethoxy groups of 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyr-
azoline moiety contained in 19 derivatives satisfy hydrogen
bond acceptor of the pharmacophoric characteristics shown
in Figure 1. Benzene ring attached to thiazole (derivatives
6–12) and benzylidene group attached to thiazolone (de-
rivatives 13–19) satisfy hydrophobic center of the phar-
macophoric characteristics. Eighteen derivatives including
3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline moiety (Figure S2) and a chal-
cone derivative, whose oxygen in the α,β-unsaturated car-
bonyl group was substituted with hydrazine were prepared
and their inhibitory effects on tubulin polymerization were
investigated. As mentioned above, disruption of microtu-
bule dynamics is a property relevant to chemotherapeutic
activity, the cytotoxicities of 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline
derivatives toward cancer cells were determined using a
clonogenic long-term survival assay. Among the
3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline derivatives, derivative 4,
5-(3,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-3-(2-methoxyphenyl)-4,5-dihydro-
1H-pyrazole-1-carbothioamide, exhibited the greatest half-
maximal cell growth inhibitory effect. It inhibited tubulin
polymerization, similar to colchicine, and arrested the cell
cycle in G2/M phase. *e molecular binding mode between
tubulin and derivative 4 was elucidated by in silico docking,
which demonstrated that it fits the colchicine binding site
well.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design and Synthesis of Derivatives. Eighteen 3,5-
diphenyl-2-pyrazoline derivatives and a chalcone derivative,
whose oxygen in the α,β-unsaturated carbonyl group was
substituted with hydrazine, were synthesized, and their
spectroscopic data obtained from NMR spectroscopy and
mass spectrometry were previously reported by the authors
[15]. In the current research, their activities against HCT116
human colon cancer cells were investigated. *eir chemical
structures are shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Cell Culture. Human colon cancer cells (HCT116) were
obtained from the American Type Culture Collection
(Rockville, MD, USA). *e cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10%
(v/v) heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (HyClone, Logan,
UT, USA).

2.3.ClonogenicLong-TermSurvivalAssay. Clonogenic assays
were performed as previously described [16] with a minor
modification. In brief, HCT116 cells (4×103 cells per well)
were treated with different concentrations of the compounds
(0, 1, 5, 10, and 20 μM) for 7 days, followed by fixation with
6% glutaraldehyde and staining with 0.1% crystal violet.

2.4. Cell Cycle Analysis. *e cell cycle was analyzed by flow
cytometry as previously described [17]. In brief, HCT116
cells were treated with 100 ng/mL colchicine or 40 µM de-
rivative 4 for 24 h, fixed in 70% ethanol, and stained with
propidium iodide (50 μg/mL) in RNase buffer (50 μg/mL
RNase A, 0.1% Triton X-100, and 0.1mM EDTA). ‘*e cells
were classified as G1, S, or G2/M phase depending on the
diploid to tetraploid DNA contents. *e percentage of the
cell population in each cell cycle phase was determined using
a NucleoCounter® NC-3000™ cytometer (ChemoMetec,
Allerød, Denmark).

2.5. In silico Docking. Among the many 3D structures of
tubulin deposited in the protein data bank, the 6xer.pdb was
selected because it contains colchicine as its ligand [18]. In
silico docking was performed using AutoDock Vina (*e
Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, USA) as described
previously [19]. *e holoprotein was prepared using the
UCSF Chimera visualization system [20]. *e structure of
derivative 4 was modified based on the 3D structure of 3,5-
diphenyl-2-pyrazoline deposited in PubChem (PubChem
CID 3683844) using the Sybyl 7.3/Sketch module. *e
modified derivative 4 was subjected to energy minimization
using themolecular mechanics algorithms provided by Sybyl
7.3. Minimization ceased when the total energy was con-
verged to 0.05 kcal/molÅ. Systematic conformational
searches were performed using Sybyl 7.3/Molecular Dy-
namics module and the conformer with the lowest energy
was selected as the three-dimensional (3D) structure of
derivative 4 [21, 22]. To validate the docking process, the
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation was performed using
Sybyl 7.3/molecular dynamics module.
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2.6. ImmunofluorescenceMicroscopy. HCT116 cells cultured
on coverslips were treated with either vehicle (dimethyl
sulfoxide) or 40 μM derivative 4. After 24 h, the cells were
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized using
0.1% Triton X-100, as previously described [23]. *e cells
were then incubated with mouse anti-α,β-tubulin (1 : 500
dilution, Invitrogen) and rabbit antipericentrin (1 : 500 di-
lution, Invitrogen) antibodies for 2 h. After rinsing, the slides
were double-labeled with red-fluorescent ALexa Fluor® 555-conjugated antimouse and green-fluorescent Alexa Fluor
488®-conjugated antirabbit antibodies (Invitrogen, Carls-
bad, CA, USA) for 30min. *e nuclear DNA was stained
with Hoechst 33258 (Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were imaged
using an EVOSf1 fluorescence microscope (Advanced Mi-
croscopy Group, Bothell, WA, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. 7e Effect of 3,5-Diphenyl-2-Pyrazoline Derivatives on
Clonogenicity of HCT116 Cells. To confirm whether 3,5-
diphenyl-2-pyrazoline derivatives exhibit anticancer activi-
ties, their ability to inhibit the proliferation of cancer cell
lines was evaluated using a clonogenic long-term survival
assay. *e inhibitory effects on the colony growth of
HCT116 human colon cancer cells at different concentra-
tions (0, 1, 5, 10, and 20 μM) of the derivatives were de-
termined, as shown in Figure 3(a). Some derivatives,

including 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, and 12 were tested at low con-
centrations (0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 5 μM) because they exhibited
potent inhibitory effects (Figure 3(b)). *e half-maximal
cancer cell growth inhibitory concentrations (GI50) were
determined using densitometry and SigmaPlot software
(SYSTAT, Chicago, IL, USA), as previously described [22].
*e GI50 values of the 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline derivatives
are listed in Table 1, and the error bars are shown in
Figure S3. *e GI50 values ranged between 0.09 and
14.82 μM.*ese data suggest that 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline
derivatives differentially inhibited the growth of HCT116
colon cancer cells. *e half-maximal cell growth inhibitory
activities caused by substituents at 1-N of 5-(3,5-dime-
thoxyphenyl)-3-(2-methoxyphenyl)-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyr-
azole increase as follows: thiazol-4(5H)-one (derivative 5)
<methanethial (derivative 2)< acetaldehyde (derivative 3)
<methanethioamide (derivative 4). In the case of 2-(5-(3,5-
dimethoxyphenyl)-3-(2-methoxyphenyl)-4,5-dihydro-1H-
pyrazol-1-yl)-4-phenylthiazole moiety, the activities de-
crease as follows:m-F (derivative 10)> p-OMe (derivative 7)
>m-OMe (derivative 6)> p-Cl (derivative 12)> p-F (de-
rivative 11)> o-F (derivative 9)> p-CN (derivative 8). In (Z)-
5-benzylidene-2-(5-(3,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-3-(2-methox-
yphenyl)-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-1-yl)thiazol-4(5H)-one
moiety, the activities decrease as follows: o-OMe (deriv-
ative 13) > o,m-di-OMe (derivative 16) >m-OMe (deriv-
ative 14) > p-OMe (derivative 15) >m,m-di-OMe
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the pharmacophoric characteristics of the derivatives where HA, HD, and HP denote hydrogen bond
acceptor, donor, and hydrophobic centers, respectively.
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(derivative 19) > o,p-di-OMe (derivative 17) �m,p-di-
OMe (derivative 18). Structures of the 3,5-diphenyl-2-
pyrazoline derivatives and their GI50 structure-activity
relationships (SARs) are shown in Figure 4. While

derivative 1 consists of an open bridge between diphenyl
rings, two phenyl rings of 18 derivatives are connected via
2-pyrazoline. As described in the introduction section, we
focused on the activities of 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline
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derivatives. *erefore, we selected derivative 4 for further
biological study even though derivatives 1 and 4 showed similar
activities in the inhibition of clonogenicity of cancer cells.

3.2. 7e Effect of Derivative 4 on Cell Cycle Progression.
To investigate the mechanism of action of the colony growth
inhibition of HCT116 cancer cells by 3,5-diphenyl-2-

pyrazoline derivatives, we tested the effect of derivative 4,
which exhibited the best GI50 value, on cell cycle progres-
sion. HCT116 cells were treated with 40 μM derivative 4 for
24 h, and changes in the distribution of the number of cells in
the various cell cycle phases were examined by flow
cytometry. As a reference compound, 100 ng/mL colchicine
was used. Notably, derivative 4 treatment increased the cell
population in the G2/M phase from 25% to 63% after 24 h,
with a concomitant decrease in the number of cells in the G0/
G1 phase (Figure 5(a)). In addition, the percentage of sub-
G0/G1 cells, representing apoptotic cells, increased slowly,
but steadily, after exposure to derivative 4. Cyclins are a
family of proteins that control cell cycle progression by
activating cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) at different
stages of the cell cycle. Upon the addition of derivative 4,
cyclin E and cyclin A levels progressively decreased over 24 h
after treatment (Figure 5(b)). In contrast, cyclin B1 levels
increased by 12 h and declined at 24 h. As cyclin B levels
begin to increase before entering mitosis and decline during
metaphase and anaphase as cells reenter the next G1 phase
[24], we suggest that derivative 4 triggers the cell cycle arrest
at the G2/M phase, resulting in the growth of HCT116 cells.

3.3. 7e Effect of Derivative 4 on the Mitotic Spindle Network.
Inhibition of microtubule dynamics leads to disruption of
the mitotic spindle in dividing cells and hence results in M
phase cell cycle arrest [25]. We used antitubulin immuno-
fluorescence microscopy to examine the effect of derivative 4
on the arrangement of the microtubule cytoskeleton. Ve-
hicle-treated mitotic cells had mitotic spindles that were
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Figure 3: (a) Clonogenic long-term survival assay of 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline derivatives against HCT116 human colon cancer cells at
different concentrations (0, 1, 5, 10, and 20 μM) and (b) of derivatives 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, and 12 at lower concentrations (0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 5 μM).

Table 1: *e half-maximal cell growth inhibitory concentrations
(GI50) of 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazolines obtained by the clonogenic
long-term survival assay of HCT116 human colon cancer cells.

Derivatives GI50/μM Standard deviation
1 0.09 0.00
2 0.94 0.00
3 0.93 0.00
4 0.09 0.00
5 9.74 0.06
6 1.47 0.03
7 0.97 0.00
8 6.07 0.12
9 2.11 0.04
10 0.80 0.00
11 2.01 0.06
12 1.84 0.01
13 0.95 0.00
14 0.98 0.00
15 11.94 0.24
16 0.98 0.00
17 Not detected —
18 Not detected —
19 14.82 0.23
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attached to chromosomes aligned at the metaphase equa-
torial plate. However, in the presence of derivative 4, the
mitotic cells exhibited densely dispersed microtubules and a
disorganized spherical arrangement of chromosomes (Fig-
ure 6, top panel). *e centrosome, composed of a pair of
centrioles, is a cellular organelle that controls the cell cycle
and regulates mitotic spindle formation and chromosome
segregation [26]. At the G2/M transition, the duplicated
centrosomes separate and move to opposite poles of the cell
by a process known as centrosomematuration. Pericentrin is
a centrosome component involved in microtubule organi-
zation [27]. To address whether derivative 4 caused ab-
normal mitotic spindle formation, we stained the cells for
pericentrin. In vehicle-treated cells, pericentrin was typically
located at the edge of the bipolar spindles attached to

chromosomes. However, in the presence of derivative 4, the
distribution of pericentrin was abnormal, with singlet or
doublet dots within spherically arranged chromosomes
(Figure 6, third panel). *ese data suggest that derivative 4
inhibits mitotic spindle formation, leading to the incomplete
microtubule networks during mitosis, which results in M
phase cell cycle arrest.

3.4. Prediction of the α,β-Tubulin Binding Site of Derivative 4
through InSilicoDockingSimulation. To gain insight into the
mechanism by which derivative 4 inhibits mitotic spindle
formation, we tested whether derivative 4 binds to tubulin
α,β-dimer. *e binding mode between tubulin and deriv-
ative 4 was elucidated by in silico molecular docking. Since
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Figure 4: Structures of the 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline derivatives and their GI50 structure-activity relationships (SARs).
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6xer.pdb contains colchicine as its ligand, its structure was
used in in silico docking [18]. It consists of two α,β-tubulin
heterodimers and stathmin-4. Since the colchicine site is
located between the tubulin heterodimers, one α,β-tubulin
heterodimer and stathmin-4 were deleted using the UCSF
Chimera visualization system. To obtain the solution
structure of the α, β-tubulin holo-protein without colchicine
and stathmin-4 prepared by chimera, energy minimization
was carried out using Sybyl 7.3/energy minimization
module. *is holoprotein was used in in silico docking. In
silico docking experiments were performed using AutoDock
Vina (*e Scripps Research Institute, San Diego, CA, USA).
*e grid box was determined using AutoDock Tools (ADT;
Scripps Research Institute). *e grid box for the docking
procedure was set as follows: the centers of x, y, and z were
−7.639, −9.167, and 39.472, respectively, and the sizes of x, y,
and z were 18, 20, and 18, respectively. To confirm whether

the current docking procedure was correct, colchicine was
docked into the α,β-tubulin holoprotein.*e binding energy
between the α,β-tubulin holoprotein and colchicine was
−10.4 kcal/mol, and the binding pose was superimposed on
the crystal structure 6xer.pdb well (Figure S4). Werefore, the
docking procedure was considered to be effective. To
validate the docking procedure, the MD simulation was
carried out at the length of 100 nsec. *e kinetic energy of
colchicine was stable over the simulation time as shown in
Figure S5A. Derivative 4 was docked into the α,β-tubulin
holoprotein in the same manner, and its binding energy
was −8.0∼−6.4 kcal/mol. As shown in Figure 7, its binding
pose was similar to that of colchicine. For the validation of
the docking process for derivative 4, the MD simulation
was performed, and its kinetic energy was stable at 100
nsec, as shown in Figure S5B. *e residues participating in
the binding site of colchicine were compared with those of
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Figure 5: effect of derivative 4 on cell cycle progression. (a) HCT116 cells were either untreated or treated with 100 ng/mL colchicine or
40 μM derivative 4 for 24 h. *e cellular DNA was stained with propidium iodide, and the DNA contents were determined by flow
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derivative 4 using the LigPlot program [28]. In the col-
chicine-α,β-tubulin holoprotein complex, hydrophobic
interactions were formed by 19 residues, including
S178(A), T179(A), A180(A), C239, L240, L246, A248,
D249, K252, L253, N256, M257, T312, V313, A314, I316,
N348, K350, and A352, and a hydrogen bond was observed
between the nitrogen of V181(A) and the hydroxyl group
of colchicine (2.88 Å), where (A) denotes residues of the A
chain and the other residues belong to the B chain (Fig-
ure 1). In the derivative 4, the α,β-tubulin holoprotein
complex and hydrophobic interactionswere formed by 13
residues, including N101(A), S178(A), T179(A), C239,
L246, A248, L253, N256, M257, A314, K350, T351, and
A352 (Figure 8). Two residues, N101(A) and T351, were
not detected for colchicine. As shown in Figure 7, the
hydroxyl group of colchicine is close to V181, but deriv-
ative 4 is far away. As a result, there was no hydrogen bond
to derivative 4. It can be considered that a lesser number of
residues participating in binding results in poor binding
energy values. However, derivative 4 was superimposed
with colchicine and readily entered the colchicine binding
site.

Since there is a big problem in the solubility of the
colchicine binding site inhibitors, the aqueous solubility of
derivative 4 was assessed using SwissADME provided by the
Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (https://www.sib.swiss/).
*e lipophilicity of derivative 4 was determined based on
iLogP of 3.44. Because the iLogP of colchicine is 3.28, de-
rivative 4 is considered to show similar lipophilicity to

colchicine. Water solubility was determined using the
decimal logarithm of the molar solubility in water (logS).
While the logS values of colchicine obtained by three models
namely ESOL, Ali, and SILICOS-IT were 0.502, 1.72, and
8.76×10−5mg/mL, respectively, those of derivative 4,
6.58×10−2, 1.41× 10−2, and 3.67×10−3mg/mL, respectively.
*is result demonstrated derivative 4 is moderately water
soluble [29].

4. Conclusion

*e GI50 values showing the half-maximal cell growth in-
hibitory effects against HCT116 human colon cancer cells
caused by nineteen 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline derivatives
ranged between 0.09 and 14.82 μM. Because 5-(3,5-dime-
thoxyphenyl)-3-(2-methoxyphenyl)-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyr-
azole-1-carbothioamide (derivative 4) showed the best effect
(90 nM), further biological experiments were carried out
using derivative 4 to investigate the mechanism of action by
3,5-diphenyl-2-pyrazoline derivatives. Derivative 4 inhibited
tubulin polymerization by binding to the colchicine binding
site on tubulin, thus disrupting mitotic spindle formation
during mitosis in HCT116 colon cancer cells. As proper
assembly of the mitotic spindle microtubules is essential for
the segregation of chromosomes to the two daughter cells
during cell division, derivative 4 was tested whether it binds
two tubulin α,β-dimer through in silico docking simulation.
Even the interactions between the residues surrounding the
colchicine binding site of tubulin and derivative 4 were
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slightly different with those of colchicine, the 3D image
showing the docking pose of derivative 4 was superimposed
with that of colchicine and it readily entered the colchicine
binding site. As a result, we propose that derivative 4 could
be a promising antimitotic chemotherapeutic agent.
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Figure S1: the chemical structure and numbering of chal-
cone. Figure S2: the chemical structure of 3,5-diphenyl-2-
pyrazoline. Figure S3: graph of the half-maximal cell growth
inhibitory concentrations (GI50) of 3,5-diphenyl-2-pyr-
azoline derivatives (with error bars). Figure S4: 3D images of
colchicine obtained from the current docking (pink) and
colchicine contained in the crystallographic structure of
tubulin 6xer.pdb as its ligand (cyan) in the binding pocket of
the 6xer.pdb generated using PyMol. Figure S5: plots of
kinetic energy of the colchicine-tubulin complex (A) and
derivative 4 (B) against the simulation time 100 nsec. Figure
S6: interactions between colchicine and residues of the
holoprotein of 6xer.pdb analyzed using LigPlot. Residues in
the red half-circles denote hydrophobic interactions, and
Val181 of the A chain forms a hydrogen bond with col-
chicine. Figure S7: 3D images of colchicine (cyan) and
derivative 4 (magenta) contained in the binding pocket of
6xer.pdb generated using PyMol. *e hydroxyl group of
colchicine forms a hydrogen bond with the nitrogen of
Val181 of the A chain (2.9 Å). (Supplementary Materials)
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�e chlorinated tetracyclic 1,5-dichloro-9,10-dihydro-9,10-ethanoanthracen-12-yl)-N-methylmethanamine 1, a maprotiline
analog, has been synthesized via reduction and the Diels–Alder reaction followed by reductive amination of aldehyde 2.1D-NMR
(DEPT) and 2D-NMR (HSQC, DQF-COSY) techniques were recruited for structural elucidation in addition to HRMS. Density
functional theory calculations were performed to identify the possible isomers of the intermediate compound aldehyde 2; these
calculations were in good agreement with experimental results where aldehyde 2 could exist in three isomers with comparable
energies. In addition, the side chain of this aldehyde 2 was extended via the Wittig reaction to obtain the unsaturated ester 5 that
was subjected to selective ole�nic catalytic hydrogenation to obtain the corresponding saturated ester 6. Molecular docking
simulation showed that all the compounds (1, 2, 5, and 6) have high antidepressant activities and form stable complexes with LeuT
by inhibiting the neurotransmitter reuptake at the synapse and hence are good candidates as antidepressant drugs.

1. Introduction

Anthracenes are simply and e�ciently incorporated into
several organic reactions and are proved to have a wide range
of industrial applications such as in �uorescent sensors
[1, 2], laser dyes [3], and supramolecular assemblies [4, 5].
�eir application in pharmaceutical agents is another in-
teresting �eld.

From the organic synthesis point of view, 1,5-dichlor-
oanthracene was functionalized through the Kumada cou-
pling to access a series of 1,5- functionalized anthracenes [6].
Based on 1,5-dichloroanthracene, many macrocyclic com-
pounds have been synthesized and reported in the literature
[7–9]. 1,5-dichloroanthracene was allowed to react with 3-
chlorobenzene through the Diels–Alder (DA) reaction to
access substituted triptycene derivatives [10, 11]. Starting

from 1,5-dichloroanthracene and other anthracenes, a series
of SiMe3-functionalized anthracene derivatives were syn-
thesized via multistep cross-coupling reactions and NMR-
qualitatively studied towards UV irradiation [12].

From a biological point of view, 1,5-dichloroanthracene
itself shows antioxidant activities through proton transfer
mechanisms [13]. A variety of 1,5-dichloroanthracene- and
anthraquinone-related derivatives proved to possess an anti-
in�ammatory activity with no signi�cant cytotoxicity in
human neutrophils [14] and other anthracene analogs dis-
played potent anti-in�ammatory activity against superoxide
anion production and induced apoptosis, thus exerting
antitumor activity [15].

1,5-dichloroethanoanthracene derivatives are related in
structure to the antidepressant drug maprotiline 9,10-
dihydro-N-methyl-9,10-ethanoanthracene-9-propanamine
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(Figure 1), which exhibits in vitro antiproliferative activity
against Burkitts’s Lymphoma (BL) cell lines DG-75 [16] and
induce anti-multidrug resistance (MDR) effect in the cancer
cell lines, and plasmodium falciparum [17] as well the de-
rivatives of 1,5-dichloroethanoanthracene are related in
structure to benzoctamine 9,10-dihydro-9-(methyl-
aminomethyl)-9,10-ethanoanthracene (Figure 1) that have
been used to treat anxiety and tension [18]. Ethanoan-
thracene derivatives were described as therapeutically ef-
fective agents for treating neurodegenerative disorders and
neurotoxic injury [19]. Another similar class of 9,10-dihy-
dro- 9,10-ethanoanthracenes has been reported [20–22].

&e serotonin transporter (SERT) has been considered to
be the primary target for the treatment of major depressive
and anxiety disorders [23, 24]. &e most widely used an-
tidepressants for the treatment of major depressive disorders
are selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, which inhibit
serotonin uptake from the synaptic space into presynaptic
neurons [25, 26]. It has been shown that serotonin reuptake
inhibitors have contrasting chemical structures, which
resulted in compounds with considerable pharmacological
activities.

Designing and synthesizing new 1,5-dichlor-
oethanoanthracene derivatives is not straightforward and is
considered as imperative challenges that more than one
isomer will be obtained in the first step of 1,5-dichloroan-
thracene functionalization. However, we were delighted to
synthesize 1,5-dichloroethanoanthracenes (1, 2, 5, and 6)
and discover their structures by using different spectroscopy
techniques including 2D-NMR. In addition, computational
calculations were performed in order to identify the possible
isomers of the aldehyde 1,5-dichloroethanoanthracene 2.
Moreover, in the present study, molecular docking simu-
lation was employed to investigate the binding mechanism
of the compounds (1, 2, 5, and 6) in the active binding site of
a bacterial leucine transporter (LeuT) using the high-reso-
lution structure of SERT (PDB : 2QJU) [27]. &ese com-
pounds and standard antidepressant maprotiline were
docked into the central active site of the SERT protein.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Retrosynthetic Analysis and Strategy for Chlorinated
Maprotiline Analog 1. We began the synthesis with the
intention of obtaining the products efficiently in high yields,

lowering the number of steps, high level of selectivity, high
level of atom economy, making it environmentally friendly,
and at a low cost.&e retrosynthetic breakdown of our target
chlorinated maprotiline analog 1 yields two fragments; the
tetracyclic intermediate with its bridged dihydroethanoan-
thracene system I and anthracene precursor 3 (Scheme 1).
&e target compound 1 could be obtained by functional
group interconversion (FGI) of the key intermediate 2. &e
key intermediate 2 with its system [2.2.2] could be built in
one step via a DA reaction between a suitable dienophile
possessing a functional group and the 1,5-dichloroan-
thracene 3 center ring as a diene. Acrolein is a reactive
dienophile in the DielsF02DAlder reaction and its reaction
with 1,5-dichloroanthracene 3 could lead to the aldehyde
functionality, which allows us to access other functional
groups via FGI including the target amine 1. Precursor 3 can
be prepared from a commercially available 1,5-dichlor-
oanthraquinone 4, as described in the literature [6].

2.2. Synthesis of the Chlorinated Maprotiline Analog 1.
&e target compound 1 was obtained according to the
synthetic pathway (Scheme 2). &e intermediate 1,5-
dichloro-9,10-dihydro-9,10-ethanoanthracene-12-carbal-
dehyde 2 was prepared by HCl-catalyzed reduction of 1,5-
dichloroanthraquinone 4 followed by DA reaction of 1,5-
dichloroanthracene 3 with acrolein. In fact, it attempts to
react 1,5-dichloroanthracene 3 with acrolein to yield al-
dehyde 2 under a variety of conditions which were not
successful. TLC monitoring of these attempts reactions
showed that a substantial amount of starting materials
remained unreacted; this may refer to the presence of
chlorine atoms on anthracene that render it a poor elec-
tron-donating diene. &en, 1,5-dichloroanthracene 3 was
allowed to react with acrolein using boron trifluoride
etherate (BF3·OEt2) as a catalyst, at room temperature as
well at F02D15F06F Celsius to yield compound 2 but as
three isomers in a ratio of 1 : 1:1.75 were deduced from the
1H-NMR spectrum (Figure. S1). &e IR spectrum sup-
ported the structure of compound 2 and showed stretching
vibration of the carbonyl group (CHO) as a strong peak at
1723 cm−1 (Figure. S2). &eoretically, compound 2 could
exist in more than one isomer and conformer form, due to
its three stereocenters as well due to the possible different
spatial positions of the CHO group in relation to benzene

NHCH3

NHCH3

Maprotiline Benzoctamine

Figure 1: Structures of the ethanoanthracene pharmaceutical agents: maprotiline and benzoctamine.
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rings; in contrast, the C2 symmetry of the reactant 1,5-
dichloroanthracene 3 could reduce the number of the
product isomers. Computational calculations were in the
same line, where three conformers were identified as
presented in Table 1 and Figure 2. Different solvent systems
were recruited to purify these isomers, among which the
hexane: toluene (1 : 1) mixture was the best one. Unfor-
tunately, the three isomers of aldehyde 2 could not be
separated individually, so we have no chiral columns.

However, after several trials of normal column chroma-
tography, the two isomers (called 2a) were initially eluted
together (Figure S3(a) and Figure S4) while the third
isomer (called 2b) was purely separated alone (Fig. S3(b),
Figure S5, and Figure S6).&e protons of the CHO group of
the aldehyde 2a appeared separately as doublet signals at δ
952 and 9.56 ppm with coupling constant J 0.8 Hz for each,
whereas the signals of bridgehead protons appeared col-
lectively; and the signal of the protons integrated for carbon
10 (C10) appeared as pentet at δ 4.93 ppm with coupling
constant J� 2.74Hz and the signal of the protons integrated
for carbon 9 (C9) appeared as a double doublet at δ
5.26 ppm with coupling constant J� 7.2 and 2.45Hz
(Figure. S3(c)).

&e 1H and 13C spectra of the isomer 2b can be divided
into two regions: aromatic and aliphatic (Figure. S5, Figure.
S6). In the aromatic region, multiple regions at δ
7.21–7.45 ppm were assigned for the protons integrated for
anthracene rings and this region is exhibited in the 13C
spectrum as peaks at δ 123.45–144.06 ppm. In the aliphatic
portion, there is a triplet signal at δ 4.44 ppm with a coupling
constant J 0.8Hz assigned for the protons integrated for
carbon 10 (C10) and a doublet signal δ 4.72 ppm with a
coupling constant J 0.8Hz assigned for the protons inte-
grated for carbon 9 (C9). &ese signals correspond to the
peaks that appeared at δ 43.69 and 45.20 ppm in the 13C
spectrum, respectively; these signals are considered as one of
the two markers indicating DA cycloaddition adduct 2b
(Figure. S5(b)). &e multiplet signals that appeared at δ
1.99–2.06 and 2.11–2.18 ppm are assigned to the protons of

NHCH3

Cl

FGI

I
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Cl

DA

Cl
Cl

Cl

Cl
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Scheme 1: &e retrosynthetic analysis and strategy for compound 1.
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Scheme 2: Synthesis of 1,5-dichloroethanoanthracene
derivatives.

Table 1: DEPT and HSQC results of the target amine 1.

Carbon
NO.

Chemical shift δ

1H (M, J)
13C

δ DEPT 90 DEPT 135
CH3 2.32 (s) 33.39 (↑CH3)

C1/, CH2
2.25–2.29 (m),
2.43–2.47 (m) 54.31 (↓CH2)

C9 4.47 (d, 1.64) 46.05 (↑CH) (↑CH)
C10 4.29 (t, 2.12) 43.73 (↑CH) (↑CH)

C11, CH2
1.25–1.28 (m),
1.95–2.11 (m) 33.02 (↓CH2)

C12 2.25–2.29 (m) 35.80 (↑CH) (↑CH)
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carbon 11 (C11) that appeared at δ 28.76 ppm in the 13C
spectrum and the 1H multiplet signal that appeared δ
2.77–2.84 ppm is assigned to the proton of carbon 12 (C12)
that appeared at δ 51.22 ppm in 13C spectrum. &e aldehyde
signal is considered as the second marker indicating DA
cycloaddition adduct 2b, and this signal represents the only
aldehyde proton in the expected structure 2b and appears as
a doublet at δ 9.45 ppmwith a coupling constant J� 0.8Hz as
well as 13C NMR confirms the existence of aldehyde group
(CHO) as a single peak at δ 202.73 ppm.

Reductive amination of the aldehyde 2 was achieved by
using a combination of a commercially available solution of
methylamine in methanol, molecular hydrogen, and Pd–C
produced target amine 1. Generally, the two commonly used
reductive amination protocols are based on either catalytic
hydrogenation or hydride reducing agents; in contrast to
hydride reducing agents, the use of molecular hydrogen is
economically attractive [28–33]. &e 1H and 13C NMR
analysis of the target amine 1 is similar to its precursor 2 with
slight differences but the signal of CHO disappeared in
amine 1 and IR supported this finding (Figure 3), in addition
to the appearance of singlet signal at δ 2.32 ppm that
assigned to the methyl protons (-N-CH3) and correspond to
the peak at δ 33.39 ppm in the 13C NMR spectrum. For
further structural elucidation of the target compound 1,
distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer (DEPT)
and heteronuclear single quantum coherence spectroscopy
(HSQC) were run and are presented in Table 2 and Figure
S8, Figure S9, and Figure S10. It is well known that only CH
groups appear as positive signals (↑CH) in the DEPT-90
spectrum, whereas in the DEPT-135 spectrum, CH3 and CH
groups appeared as positive signals (↑CH, ↑CH3) but CH2
groups appeared as negative signals (↓CH2). &e DEPT-90
spectrum of amine 1 shows three positive signals (↑CH) at δ

35.80, 43.73, and 46.05 ppm assigned to C12, C10, and C9,
respectively (Figure. S8). &e DEPT-135 spectrum shows
four positive signals and two negative signals; among them,
three positive signals were assigned to the three CH groups
and the fourth positive one was assigned to the carbon of
methyl group (CH3) that appeared at δ 33.39 ppm, the two
negative signals that appeared at δ 33.02 and 54.31 ppm were
assigned to methylene groups (–CH2–) of C11 and C1,
respectively (Figure. S9).

HSQC experiments permit to obtain high-quality spectra
of the protons attached to a specific carbon. According to the
HSQC spectrum (Figure. S10), the structure of amine 1 is
clearly elucidated and the H atoms that are attached to the
carbon atoms are shown in Table 1. Interestingly, the two
protons assigned to C11 have appeared in separate regions;
one of them appeared at δ 1.25–1.28 ppm as multiple signals;
although, it appeared as an overlapped triplet signal when
enlarging this spectra region, and the other proton appeared
at δ 1.95–2.11 ppm as multiple signals.

2.3. Extending the Side Chain of the Aldehyde 2 via theWittig
Reaction. Aldehyde 2 was subjected to a Wittig olefination
reaction employing two equivalents of the air-stable stabi-
lized commercially available Wittig reagent (carbethoxy-
methylene) triphenylphosphorane (Scheme 2). &e reaction
was smoothly run at room temperature in dichloromethane
(CH2Cl2) to give α,β-unsaturated ester 5 in 76% yield as a
mixture of cis and trans isomers. &e NMR J-coupling and
chemical shift of the vinylic protons were recruited to dif-
ferentiate between the cis and trans isomers. Based on the
integration of the vinylic proton signals, the ratio of the cis
and trans was approximately 1 : 3.5 (Figure. S11(a)–S11(c)).
&e 1H-NMR spectrum of the trans isomer exhibited a

C1

C2

C3

T1

T2

T3

Figure 2: Conformational interconversion of the various minimum (C) and transition state (T) conformers of compound 2.
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doublet signal at δ 5.78 ppm with coupling constants
J� 25Hz assigned for olefinic proton attached to C/2
(-C�CH–COOEt) and a double doublet signal at δ 6.45 ppm
with coupling constant J� 15, 5Hz assigned for an olefinic
proton attached to C/1 (-CH�C-) (Figure. S11(b)). &e IR
spectrum of the unsaturated ester 5 displayed characteristic
absorption of the enone system at υ 1650 cm−1 (C�C) to-
gether with the absorption peak of (C�O) at υ 1709 cm-

1(Figure. S12). For further structural elucidation of com-
pound 5, HSQC were run and are presented in Figure. S13.
α,β-unsaturated ester 5, product of the Wittig reaction, was
then subjected to selective hydrogenation to reduce (C�C)
double bond using palladium on carbon (Pd/C) as catalyst
under H2 in ethanol at room temperature to obtain the
saturated ester 6 in a yield of 42%. &e NMR spectra of
saturated ester 6 were clear where the signals of olefinic
protons of the precursor 5 disappeared and instead, the
triplet signal appeared at δ 2.33 ppm with coupling constant
J� 12Hz assigned for the protons attached to the C/2 (-CH2-
COOEt) (Figure. S14). For further structural elucidation of
saturated ester 6, homonuclear correlation 1H–1H correla-
tion, a double-quantum filtered correlation spectroscopy
(DQF-COSY) technique was employed to assign proton
chemical shifts (Figure. S15). HSQC experiments were
performed to determine the protons attached to a specific

carbon (Figure. S16) and high-resolution mass spectroscopy
(HRMS) was used to specify the molecular weight (Figure.
S17). &e NMR-based structural elucidations of these
compounds were clear and valuable; however, the correla-
tion study between experimental and theoretical NMR
values will be more valuable than what is reported in the
literature [34, 35].

2.4. DFT; Conformer Analysis. Conformational analysis of
compound 2 revealed three minima and three transition
states (Figure 2). &e absence of imaginary frequencies on
the calculated vibrational spectrum confirms the global
minimum energy for all the conformers. Different con-
formers of compound 2 were found by carrying out a po-
tential energy scan on the C–C bond connecting the
aldehyde group (CHO) with the fused ring structure. &e
relative energies (kJ/mol) of different conformations are
tabulated and are displayed in Table 2. &e 2-C2 conformer
was found to be the most stable, which is lower in energy
than the other two conformers 2-C1 and 2-C3 by 2.5205 kJ/
mol and 5.3035 kJ/mol, respectively (Figure 4).

&e low energy of the 2-C2 conformer may be the result
of the electrostatic interaction between the electropositive
region or σ hole of the chlorine atom, which serves as a Lewis
acid, and the carbonyl oxygen, which serves as a Lewis base
(Figure 4) and is analogous to a classical hydrogen bonding.
&is result is supported by the most “provisional recom-
mendation” by IUPAC [36], which states that there is an
interaction between the nucleophilic region of carbonyl
oxygen and the electrophilic region of a halogen atom. More
DFT confirmation and analysis of energy plane using TD-

En
er

gy

C1

C3

C2

5.3035 kJ/mol

2.5205 kJ/mol

Figure 3: Binding modes of (a) the native ligand, desipramine, (b) standard drug, maprotiline, (c) compound 1, (d) compound 2, (e)
compound 5, and (f ) compound 6 and at the central binding site of LeuT.

Table 2: Energies (a.u.) of the predicted conformations of the
compound 2.

Parameter 2-C1 2-C2 2-C3
ETot −1650.88155 −1650.88251 −1650.88049

Journal of Chemistry 5



DFT and UV-visible to know more about the conformer’s
differences are recommended [37, 38].

2.5. Molecular Docking. In order to verify the docking
protocol, we have removed the co-crystallized ligand, de-
sipramine, from the crystallized structure of LeuT and then
redocked it at the same binding site. &e root mean square
deviation (RMSD) between the docked pose and the crystal
structure conformation of desipramine was found to be less
than 1 Å (Figure 5), which indicates the quality of the
docking procedure [39]. All the compounds (1, 2, 5, and 6)
and the standard drug, maprotiline, were prepared for
docking by minimizing their energies using the density
function theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) level of
theory.

Among fifty docked confirmations obtained, one which
has the lowest binding energies (−7.34 kcal/mol for com-
pound 1, −6.60 kcal/mol for compound 2, −6.62 kcal/mol for
compound 5, −6.94 kcal/mol for compound 6 and 7.93 kcal/
mol for the standard drug maprotiline) was selected for
analyzing binding interactions within the active site of LeuT
using Discovery Discover Studio Visualizer4.0 software [40]
and Chimera [41].&e docked structure of the standard drug
maprotiline, co-crystallized ligand, desipramine, and syn-
thesized compounds (1, 2, 5 and 6) with LeuT crystal
structure is shown in Figure 6. &e binding poses and the
interactions corresponding to the lowest energy

conformations of the compounds at the central binding site
of the LeuT protein are shown in Figure 7.

From Figures 7 and 8, it is clear that the amino acid
residues responsible for the binding mechanism of all the
derivatives in the active site are Arg30, Val33, Ile111, Ala319,
and Phe320. As in the same manner by which the native
ligand, desipramine and standard drug, maprotiline has the
hydrogen bond interaction with Asp401, the amino group of
compound 1 also forms a hydrogen bond with amino acid
residue Asp401 in the binding site with a bond length of
1.97 Å. In the case of compounds 2, 5, and 6, there are no
observable hydrogen bonds with the amino acid residue
ASP401. From the analysis of the binding mechanism, it is
clear that all compounds 1, 2, 5, and 6 show hydrophobic
interactions with amino acid residues Arg30, Val33, Ile111,
Ala319, and Phe320. &e binding energy values and binding
interactions show that all the compounds form stable
complexes with the SERT protein by interacting with the
important amino acids present in the central binding site
similar to the native ligand, desipramine and the standard
drug, maprotiline.

3. Experimental Methods

3.1. Chemistry Protocols. Most of the reagents and solvents
were of analytical grade. Starting chemicals were purchased
from Aldrich (Merck). A Perkin Elmer 240 elemental

Cl

Cl 2-C2

O

H

Figure 4: Plausible intramolecular interaction between chlorine (Cl) and oxygen (O) in 2-C2.

Figure 5: &e docked pose (yellow) and the crystal structure
conformation (red) of desipramine, the native ligand. Figure 6: &e docked structures of the co-crystallized ligand,

desipramine (red), and standard drug maprotiline (yellow) along
with the compounds 1 (orange), 2 (pink), 5 (green), and 6 (blue) in
the binding site of LeuT.
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analyzer was used to obtain the infrared (IR) spectrum. 1H
and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded on either Joel 400MHz
or Bruker 500MHz. Mass spectra (MS) and high-resolution
mass spectra (HRMS) data were obtained on a Q-Tof Pre-
mier UPLC-MS. Reactions were monitored using thin-layer
chromatography (TLC) plates (Merck, Germany), stained
with valine and then spots were detected with a 254 nm UV
lamp. Silica gel (35–70 mesh) was employed in column
chromatography purification.

3.2. Synthesis

3.2.1. Synthesis of 1,5-Dichloroanthracene 3 [6, 42].
1,5-Dichloroanthraquinone 4 (10.0 g, 36.1mmol) and zinc
dust (50.0 g, 765mmol) were suspended in 200mL of
aqueous 28% NH3 with stirring for 3 h at 100 degree Celsius.
After cooling to r.t., the reaction mixture was separated by
filtration and the filtrate was eluted and extracted several
times with CH2Cl2. &e CH2Cl2 organic phases were col-
lected, dried over MgSO4, filtered, and concentrated under a
vacuum. To the residual crude, 500mL isopropanol and
50mL aqueous HC1 (12M) were added. After refluxing the
reaction mixture for 3 h, the mixture was cooled, concen-
trated in vacuo and then partitioned between CH2Cl2 and
aqueous 5% NaHC03. &e CH2Cl2 organic phase was col-
lected, dried with MgSO4, filtered, and concentrated to give
crude 1,5-dichloroanthracene 3. &is crude was crystallized
using a CH2Cl2-petroleum ether mixture. &e product 1,5-

dichloroanthracene 3 was dried in the air for 24 h (7.5 g,
30.49mmol) as yellow-orange needles in a 84.45% yield; mp
187–188 Celsius degree; IR (KBr): υ� 681, 720, 736, 778, 849,
873, 903, 958, 996, 1145, 1162, 1212, 1300, 1449, 1530, and
1618 cm−1; 1H-NMR (CDCl3, 400MHz): δ � 7.40–7.61 (m, 4
H, ArH), 8.00 (dd; J� 2.92Hz, 2 H, ArH), 8.42 (s, 1 H, ArH),
8.84 (s, 1 H, ArH) ppm. 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100MHz):
δ � 124.37, 125.42, 125.58, 126.29, 128.24, 131.7, 132.8 ppm.

3.2.2. Synthesis of 1,5-Dichloro-9,10-dihydro-9,10-etha-
noanthracene-12-carbaldehyde 2. Into a previously F02D15
Celsius degree cooled solution of 1,8-dichlorolanthracene 3
(500mg, 2mmol) in 70mL CH2Cl2, acrolein (0.65mL,
9.3mmol) was added. &en, BF3·OEt2 (0.5mL, 4.05mmol)
was added dropwise and the mixture was allowed to stir at
-15 Celsius degree for 1 hour then at room temperature for 4
hours. &e reaction was then quenched with sat. NaCl and
extracted with CH2Cl2. &e organic layers were collected,
dried with Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated. &e crude
product was preliminary purified by column chromatog-
raphy on silica gel using dichloromethane-petroleum ether
(1 :1) to obtain aldehyde 3 (450mg, 1.49mmol) as three
isomeric adducts in a 74% yield; IR (KBr): υ� 576, 706, 775,
1169, 1264, 1458, 1570, 1723, 2961, 3024,and 3047 cm−1. A
mixture of isomeric adducts (300mg, 1mmol) was separated
by column chromatography on silica gel (1:1-hexane:tolu-
ene) to give the initially eluted two isomers of 2 (2a) (160mg,
0.53mmol) as yellow viscous with the following

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 7: Potential energy scan profiles for the conformational interconversion of the conformers 2-C1, 2-C2, and 2-C3.
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characteristics: 1H-NMR (CDCl3, 400MHz): δ �1.93–2.04
(m, 2H, H–C11), 2.14–2.22 (m, 2H, H–C11), 2.8–2.89 (m,
2H, H–C12), 4.93 (pent, J� 2.74Hz, 2H H–C10), 5.26 (dd,
J� 7.2, 2.45Hz, 2H, H–C9), 7.1–7.47 (m, 12H, H–Ar), 9.52

(d, J� 0.8, 1H, H–CHO), and 9.56 (d, J� 0.8, 1H–CHO) ppm.
13C NMR (CDCl3, 100MHz): δ � 27.29, 27.32, 40.37, 41.50,
41.59, 49.87, 51.07, 122.45, 122.48, 122.56, 123.54, 123.77,
126.78, 127.11, 127.17, 127.24, 127.28, 127.50, 127.78, 129.35,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 8: Binding modes of (a) compound 1, (b) compound 2, (c) compound 5, (d) compound 6, (e) standard drug maprotiline, and (f) the
native ligand, desipramine at the central binding site of Leu T.
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123.38, 129.57, 130.23, 136.58, 138.98, 140.61, 140.79, 140.94,
143.25, 145.08, 145.37, 200.91, 201.17 ppm, and a pure
isomer of 2 (2b) (140mg, 0.46mmol) as a white solid with
the following characteristics: 1H-NMR (CDCl3, 400MHz):
δ � 1.99–2.06 (m, 1H, H–C11), 2.11–2.18 (m, 1H, H–C11),
2.77–2.84 (m, 1H, H–C12), 4.44 (t, J� 0.8Hz, 1H, H–C10),
4.72 (d, J� 0.8Hz, 1H, H–C9), 7.21–7.45 (m, 6H, H–Ar), and
9.45 (d, J� 0.8, 1H, H–CHO) ppm. 13C NMR (CDCl3,
100MHz): δ � 28.76, 43.69, 45.20, 51.22, 123.45, 123.51,
123.64, 124.53, 125.96, 125.99, 126.28, 126.55, 139.37, 142.12,
143.79, 144.06, and 202.73 ppm.

3.2.3. Synthesis of 1,5-Dichloro-9,10-dihydro-9,10-etha-
noanthracen-12-yl)-N-methylmethanamine 1 [43]. To a 5°
mL two-neck round-bottom flask connected to a condenser
capped with a H2 balloon and a rubber septum, a 100mg
Pd–C catalyst was added. &e flask was evacuated and
backfilled with H2 two times. &en, a solution of aldehyde 2
(50mg, 0.165mmol) in methanol (3mL) and (0.25mL, 2M)
methylamine solution in methanol were added to the flask
by syringe through a septum. After 1.5 h of the reaction time,
the reaction mixture was filtered and washed with
CH2Cl2,,and the solvent was then removed to obtain amine 1
with the following characteristics: IR (KBr): υ� 706, 740,
1266, 1422, 2987, 3055 cm−1, 1H-NMR (CDCl3, 500MHz):
δ= 1.25–1.28 (m, 1H, H–C11), 1.95–2.11 (m, 1H, H–C11),
2.25–2.29 (m, 2H, H–C12, H–C1/, CH2), 2.32 (s, 3H,
H–CH3), 2.43–2.47 (m, 1H, H–C1/, CH2), 4.29 (t, J� 2.12,
1H, H–C10), 4.47 (d, J� 1.64, 1H, H–C9), 7.07–7.17 (m, 3H,
ArH), and 7.19–7.46 (m, 3H, ArH) ppm; DEPT 90: 35.80
(↑CH), 43.73 (CH), and 46.05 (↑CH); DEPT 135: 33.02
(↓CH2), 33.39 (↑CH3), 35.80 (↑CH), 43.73 (↑CH), 46.05
(↑CH), and 54.31 (↓CH2) ppm;MS (ES)m/z (%)� 318 (100)
[M+], 284 (70), 250 (18), 184 (40), 117 (62), and 85 (40);
HRMS (ES) Calcd for C18H18 NCl2 [M+] 318.0816, Found
318.0815.

3.2.4. Synthesis of Z/E-Ethyl 3-(1,5-dichloro-9,10-dihydro-
9,10-ethanoanthracen-12-yl)-propenoate 5. Into a 50-mL
round-bottomed flask containing aldehyde 2 (755mg,
2.5mmol) predissolved in a 15mL dichloromethane, a two
equivalent Wittig reagent (carbethoxymethylene) triphe-
nylphosphorane (174mg, 5mmol) was added. &e reaction
mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature; then, the
solvent was removed to purify via silica gel column chro-
matography using the eluent system (ethyl acetate/petro-
leum ether, 1 : 20) obtaining unsaturated ester 5 as Z/E
isomer (700mg, 1.9mmol, 76%) in ratio of 1 : 3.5, respec-
tively, as a yellow oil with the following characteristics; IR
(KBr): υ� 650, 735, 909, 1036, 1097, 1170, 1240, 1271, 1305,
1369, 1461, 1650, 1709, 2254, 2875, 2971, and 3537 cm−1; 1H-
NMR (CDCl3, 400MHz): δ= 1.15–1.35 (m, 6H, H–CH3 (Z/
E)), 1.45–1.52 (m, 1H, H-11), 2.07–2.12 (m, 1H, H-11),
2.73–2.80 (m, 1H, H-12), 4.12–4.18 (q, J� 25, 2H), 4.22 (d,
J� 5, 1H, H-9), 4.26 (q, J� 25, 2H), 4.34 (t, J� 3, 1H, H-10),
4.35 (t, J� 2, 1H, H-10), 5.78 (d, J� 25Hz, 1H), 6.45 (dd,
J� 15, 5, 1H), 7.1–7.19 (m, 6H, ArH), and 7.25–7.35 (m, 6H,
ArH) ppm. For only (E) HSQC and 13C NMR (CDCl3,

100MHz): δ= 14, 33.9 (CH3), 43 (CH2, C11), 40.09 (C12),
43 (C10), 48 (C9), 59.8 (-O–CH2–), 120.7, 122.9, 123.2,
123.5, 125.03, 125.06, 125.08, 125.1, 134, 139.5, 143.4, 143.6,
143.9, 152, and 167 ppm; HRMS (ES) Calcd for C21H18
O2Cl2Na [M+] 395.0582, Found 395.0576.

3.2.5. Synthesis of Ethyl 3-(1,5-dichloro-9,10-dihydro-9,10-
ethanoanthracen-12-yl)-propanoate 6. A two-necked
round-bottom flask containing Pd/C (70mg, 10%) was
wetted with ethanol. After evacuation and charging the flask
with hydrogen (H2, balloon) two times, a solution of un-
saturated ester 5 (820mg, 2.2mmol) in 15ml ethanol was
added. &e mixture was stirred overnight at room tem-
perature under H2, then filtered through celite with CH2Cl2.
&e solvent was removed in vacuo to obtain the saturated
ester 6 (350mg, 0.93mmol, 42%) as yellow oil with the
following characteristics; 1H-NMR (CDCl3, 400MHz):
δ= 1.15–1.2 (m, 1H, H–C11), 1.21–1.30 (m, 4H; 1H –C/1, 3H,
H–CH3), 1.47–1.56 (m, 1H, H–C/1), 1.87–1.95 (m, 1H,
H–C12), 2–2.12 (m, 1H, H–C11), 2.33 (t, J� 12, 2H, H–C/2),
4.08 (q, J� 10Hz, 2H, -O–CH2–), 4.15 (d, J� 0.4Hz, 1H,
H– C9), 4.26 (t, J� 2Hz, 1H, H–C10), 7.1–7.20 (m, 3H,
ArH), and 7.25–7.35 (m, 3H, ArH) ppm; HSQC (CDCl3,
100MHz): δ= 14, 30.05 (CH3), 30.05 (CH2, C/2), 31.15
(CH2, C/1), 34 (CH2, C11), 38 (C10), 49 (C9), and 60 (CH2,
-O–CH2–) ppm; HRMS (ES) Calcd for C21H20 O2Cl2Na
[M+] 397.0738, Found 397.0735.

3.3. Computational Details

3.3.1. DFT Calculations. Density functional theory (DFT)
calculations were performed using Gaussian 09 software [44]
for identifying the possible conformers of compound 2. A
hybrid, nonlocal exchange, and correlation functional of
Becke-Lee, Parr, and Yang (B3LYP) [45] has been used with
the 6-311G (d, p) for DFT calculations. &e lowest energy
conformers have been obtained by detailed conformation
search employing the potential energy scan method.

3.4.MolecularDocking. &e interactions of the ligands at the
central binding site of LeuT were simulated using Auto-
dock4.2 [46]. &e crystal structure of the LeuT protein was
downloaded from the Protein Databank [27] and was used as
a target by removing all co-crystallized ligands. Discovery
studio [25] and Chimera [41] were used to visualize and
analyze the docked structures.

4. Conclusion

&e synthesis of 1,5-dichloroethanoanthracenes (2, 3, 5, 6)
has been successfully performed via multistep reactions
involving the Diels–Alder and Wittig reactions. In order to
identify the structures of the newly synthesized compounds
clearly, the structural elucidation techniques, including
COSY, HSQC, and HRMS, were extensively employed. &e
DFT calculations and the experimentally found isomers of
aldehyde 2 were in good agreement. From the molecular
docking, it can be concluded that all the synthesized
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compounds have antidepressant activities and form stable
complexes with LeuT by inhibiting the neurotransmitter
reuptake at the synapse and hence are good candidates for
use as antidepressant drugs. &is study will pave way for the
researchers to synthesize another 1,5-dichloroethanoan-
thracene and explore their biological activities as antide-
pressants, antimalarial agents, and antiproliferative agents.
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As part of our research group’s continuous e�orts to �nd alternative treatments for cancer, the aqueous ethanol extract of
Sesbania sesban L. Merr. (SS, Egyptian riverhemp) demonstrated an antileukemic activity against K562 cell line. Bioguided
fractionation of SS leaves hydroethanolic extract resulted in the isolation of one new compound (33) named as hederatriol 3-O-
β-D-glucuronic acid methyl ester as well as 34 known compounds. Seven compounds ((34), (22), (20), (24), (21), (19), and (35))
showed high antiproliferative e�ects (IC50 = 22.3, 30.8, 31.3, 33.7, 36.6, 37.5, and 41.5 μM, respectively), while four compounds
((32), (5), (29), and (1)) showed milder activities (IC50 = 56.4, 67.6, 83.3, and 112.3 μM, respectively). A mechanistic study was
further carried out on a molecular genetics level against several transcription factors signaling pathways that are incorporated
in the incidence of cancer.e results showed that compounds (22) and (21) demonstrated a speci�c inhibition ofWnt pathway
(IC50 = 3.8 and 4.6 μM, respectively), while compound (22) showed a speci�c inhibition of Smad pathway (IC50 = 3.8 μM).
Compound (34) strongly altered the signaling of Smad and E2F pathways (IC50 = 5 μM).e bioactive metabolites were further
investigated in silico by docking against several targets related to K562 cell line. e results showed that compounds (22) and
(34) exhibited a strong binding a�nity towards topoisomerase (docking score = −7.81 and −9.30 Kcal/Mole, respectively).
Compounds (22) and (34) demonstrated a strong binding a�nity towards EGFR-tyrosine kinase (docking score = −7.12 and
−7.35 Kcal/Mole, respectively). Moreover, compound (34) showed a strong binding a�nity towards Abl kinase
(docking score = −7.05 Kcal/Mole).

1. Introduction

In our previous study, the antileukemic activities of 56medicinal
plants grown in Upper Egypt were checked, where Sesbania
sesban (SS) leaves extract demonstrated a promising

antileukemic activity against the chronic myeloid leukemia cell
line (K562) [1]. Considering the limited studies on the phyto-
constituents of SS leaves, we carried out this research with the
aim of bioguided isolation of the antileukemic metabolites from
SS leaves.
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Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is the third most
regular mortality-causing neoplasm and the fourth pre-
dominant cancer among the Egyptian population [2, 3].
CML has a trademark and explicit chromosomal irregularity
known as Philadelphia (Ph) chromosome (Bcr-Abl gene)
that is produced from a reciprocal translocation between the
Abl gene on chromosome 9 and the Bcr gene on chromo-
some 22 in the pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells [4].

,e value of natural products in the arsenal of leukemia
therapies is clearly correlated with several agents such as
L-asparaginase, Daunorubicin, Anthracyclines, Vinca alka-
loids (Vincristine and Vinblastine) [5, 6], Homo-
harringtonine, Indirubin, Flavopiridol, Maytansinoids,
Meisoindigo [6], and the Podophyllotoxin derivatives (Eto-
poside and Teniposide) [7, 8].

S. sesban (Egyptian riverhemp or Sesbania aegyptiaca
Pers.) is a perennial legume tree belonging to family
Fabaceae (Figure 1). It has several names like Aeschynomene
aegyptiaca (Pers.) Steud., Aeschynomene sesban L., Sesbania
confaloniana Chiov., Sesbania pubescens sensu auct., Ses-
bania punctata DC., and Emerus sesban (L.) Kuntze [9].

Traditionally, SS leaves were used as a poultice for in-
flammatory conditions such as boils and abscesses as well as
rheumatic swellings, and the juice of the fresh leaves was
used as anthelmintic [10–12].

,e methanolic extract of SS leaves exhibited several
biological activities such as anti-inflammatory [13], anti-
oxidant [14], molluscicidal [15, 16], antidiabetic [17], potent
spermicidal [18], antimicrobial [16], and anthelmintic ac-
tivities [10–12]. Phytochemical analyses of the leaves showed
the presence of steroids such as β-sitosterol and campesterol
[13], triterpenoids such as betulinic and oleanolic acids [13,
19, 20], saponins of oleanolic acid [15, 18], and flavonoids
[21].

,e aim of this study is to isolate the antileukemic
metabolites of SS leaves through extensive biological and
phytochemical investigations.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Experimental Procedures. High-resolution
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (HRESIMS) data
were acquired using a Bruker BioApex-FTMS with elec-
trospray ionization (ESI). 1D (1HNMR, DEPTQ) and 2D
(HSQC, HMBC, and TOCSY) NMR spectra were recorded
on a Bruker 400 and 500MHz spectrometer. Optical activity
was measured using AA-65 series automatic polarimeter
(Cambridgeshire, PE26 1NF, England). HPLC analysis was
conducted using an Agilent 1100 HPLC system (Supple-
mentary Materials). GC-MS analysis was performed with an
Agilent 7890B gas chromatograph (Supplementary Mate-
rials). Sephadex LH-20 (Mitsubishi Kagaku, Tokyo, Japan)
and silica gel (60–120 μM·mesh, Merck, Darmstadt, Ger-
many), reversed phase silica (40–63 μM, Sorbent Technol-
ogies, 5955 Peachtree Corners East, Suite A, Norcross, GA
30071 USA), and Diaion® HP-20 (250 μm, Supelco, Belle-
fonte, PA 16823-00048, USA) were used for column chro-
matography (CC). SPE cartridges silica gel and C18 (Supelco
Inc., Bellefonte, PA, USA) were used in the fractionation

work. Fractions from CC were monitored by TLC using
precoated aluminum sheets (silica 60 F254, 0.25mm (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany)). ,e fractions were dissolved in the
appropriate solvents and spots were applied manually using
the capillary micropipette, and the plates were then dried
and developed in different mobile phase systems such as n-
hexane: ethyl acetate (8 : 2), n-hexane: acetone (8 : 2), and
DCM: methanol (9 :1). ,e spots on the developed plates
were detected using UV light (254 and 366 nm) and by
spraying with 2% p-anisaldehyde-H2SO4 reagent followed by
heating for 5–10min (105°C). Number of spots, colors, and
retardation factors (Rf values) for each of the spots were
determined and recorded [22].

2.2. Plant Material. ,e leaves of Sesbania sesban were
purchased from the medicinal, aromatic, and poisonous
plants experimental station, Faculty of Pharmacy, Cairo
University, Egypt, in April 2018. ,e plant material was
authenticated by Professor Dr. Abdelhalim Mohamed, Flora
and Phytotaxonomy Research Department, Horticulture
Research Institute (HRI), Agricultural Research Center,
Giza, Egypt. A voucher specimen (FUPD-45) was kept at the
Herbarium of Pharmacognosy Department, Faculty of
Pharmacy, Fayoum University, Egypt.

2.3. Extraction and Bioguided Isolation. ,e shade-dried
leaves (1 kg) were grounded and extracted with 75% ethanol
at room temperature three times 24 h each. ,e total extract
was concentrated to afford a crude residue (177 g). 83 g of the
75% ethanolic extract was suspended in water and exposed
to successive fractionation using n-hexane and EtOAc to
afford 9 g and 12 g, respectively. ,e remaining aqueous
fraction was lyophilized to afford 61 g. All fractions were
phytochemically investigated and tested against K562 cell
line. ,e bioactive fractions were subjected to bioguided
isolation techniques as described in the consequent text.

,e n-hexane fraction (6 g) of SS leaves was saponified
according to the published procedure [23] and the fatty acid

Figure 1: Entire Sesbania sesban branch.
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methyl ester (FAME) and unsaponifiable matter (USM)
were then subjected to GC/MS analysis. USM (78.8mg) was
chromatographed on silica gel column by gradient elution
with n-hexane/EtOAc (2.5% gradient) to give 9 subfractions
(A1–A9). Fr-A-6 (eluted by 7.5% EtOAc) was one spot on
TLC and afforded compound 1 (11mg). Fr-A-8 (eluted by
10% EtOAc) was one spot on TLC and afforded compound 2
(25mg).

,e EtOAc fraction (10 g) was chromatographed on a
silica gel solid phase extraction (Si-SPE) column by gradient
elution with n-hexane/EtOAc to give fractions (B1–B5). ,e
subfraction Fr-B-2 (520mg) was first subjected to silica gel
SPE column chromatography and eluted with n-hexane/
EtOAc gradient (2% gradient) to afford 5 subfractions.
Subfraction Fr-B-2-2 was further purified using silica gel
column and eluted with n-hexane/EtOAc (2.5% gradient) to
afford compound (3) (5mg) (eluted by 10% EtOAc). ,e
subfraction Fr-B-2-4 was further chromatographed on silica
gel column and eluted with n-hexane/acetone (2.5% gra-
dient) to afford compounds (4) (1mg), (5) (15.6mg), (6)
(1mg), and (7) (2.5mg) (eluted by 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%, and
15% acetone, respectively). ,e subfraction Fr-B-5 (4.5 g)
was chromatographed on VLC silica gel column by gradient
elution with DCM/MeOH (2.5% gradient) to afford 5
subfractions. Fr-B-5-4 (614.8mg) (eluted by 20% MeOH)
was subjected to a column of Sephadex LH-20 and eluted
with methanol to give 8 subfractions. Fr-B-5-4-5 (164.2mg)
was chromatographed on a silica gel column and eluted with
DCM/MeOH (2.5% gradient) to afford compound (8)
(8mg) (eluted by 25% MeOH). Fr-B-5-4-6 (46mg) was
subjected to a column chromatography on Sephadex LH-20
and eluted with MeOH to give compound (9) (2mg). Fr-B-
5-4-8 (34.3mg) was subjected to column chromatography
on a Sephadex LH-20 and eluted with MeOH to give
compounds (10) (14.5mg), (11) (11mg), (12) (4mg), and
(13) (3mg). Fr-B-5-5 (2.35 g) was subjected to a column of
Sephadex LH-20 and eluted with methanol to afford 8
subfractions. Fr-B-5-5-4 (358mg) was subjected to a column
of Sephadex LH-20 and eluted with methanol to afford 5
subfractions. Fr-B-5-5-4-3 (27mg) was purified by HPLC
RP column and eluted with water/methanol gradient to
afford compounds (14) (20mg) and (15) (2.36mg) at re-
tention times (RT) = 9.8 and 10.3minutes, respectively (Fig.
S1, Supplementary Materials). Fr-B-5-5-4-5 (30mg) was
purified by HPLC RP column and eluted with water/
methanol gradient to afford compounds (16) (15mg) and
(17) (3mg) at RT= 8.0 and 8.29 minutes, respectively (Fig.
S2, Supplementary Materials). Fr-B-5-5-6 (80mg) was
chromatographed on a silica gel column by gradient elution
with DCM/MeOH (2.5% gradient) to afford compound (18)
(6mg) (eluted by 25% MeOH).

,e aqueous fraction (60.0 g) was subjected to a column
chromatography using HP-20 ion exchange resin and eluted
with MeOH/water (25% gradient) to afford five fractions
(C1–C5). Fr-C-5 (5 g) (eluted by 100% MeOH) was further
chromatographed on a silica gel column by gradient elution
with DCM/MeOH (2.5% gradient) to afford 9 subfractions.
Fr-C-5-2 (511mg) (eluted by 2.5% MeOH) was further
chromatographed on a silica gel column using gradient

elution with DCM/EtOAc (5% gradient) to afford com-
pounds (19) (17.7mg), (20) (33.3mg), (21) (5mg), (22)
(8mg), (23) (2mg), (24) (52mg), (25) (1.9mg), and (26)
(1.7mg). Fr-C-5-4 (511mg) was chromatographed on RP-
18-silica gel column by gradient elution with MeOH/water
(5% gradient) to give four subfractions. Fr-C-5-4-1 (7mg)
was purified by RP-18 preparative HPLC to give compounds
(27) (20mg) and (28) (6mg) at retention times (RT)� 17.17
and 18.14minutes, respectively (Fig. S3, Supplementary
Materials). Fr-C-5-4-3 (198mg) was chromatographed on a
silica gel column using DCM/MeOH (5% gradient) to afford
compounds (29) (45mg), (30) (2mg), (31) (2mg), (23)
(3mg), (33) (2mg), and (34) (22.5mg). Fr-C-5-5 (672mg)
was chromatographed on reversed phase silica gel solid
phase extraction (RP-SPE) column by gradient elution with
MeOH/water (5% gradient) to give four subfractions. Fr-C-
5-5-2 (400mg) was further chromatographed on a silica gel
column by gradient elution with DCM/MeOH (5% gradient)
to afford compound (35) (64.8mg).

Compounds (1)–(35) were identified using 1HNMR,
DEPT-Q, HSQC, HMBC, and HRESIMS spectroscopic
techniques as well as comparing these data with the literature.

2.4. Hederatriol 3-O-β-D-Glucuronic Acid Methyl Ester (33).
White powder (MeOH), [α] 25°D �+34.5 (c� 0.15 in MeOH).
1H and DEPT-Q data (Table 1); HRESIMS m/z 649.45082
[M+H] + (calcd. C37H61O9 m/z 649.43156).

2.5. Cytotoxicity Assay. K562 cells from the American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC) were plated in clear 384-well
plates at an initial density of 2500 cells/well in 40 μL of
growth medium (DMEM with 10% FBS and 1% Pen/step).
Next day, the test agents were added in quadruplicates at the
specified concentration and the treatment continued for 48 h
and the cell viability was finally assessed using WST-8 assay
Cell Counting Kit from Bimake, according to manufac-
turer’s instructions. ,e results were calculated by mea-
suring the absorbance at 450 nm using SpectraMax M5 plate
reader (Molecular Devices). Cell viability was calculated in
comparison to DMSO as a negative control, as well as Taxol
and Doxorubicin as positive controls [24]. ,e extract and
fractions were screened primarily at concentrations of 50
and 75 μg/mL and the percentage inhibitions were calcu-
lated. Compounds (1)–(35) were tested at six concentrations
(5, 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100 μg/mL), where compounds (1), (5),
(19), (20), (21), (22), (24), (29), (32), (34), and (35) were
shown to be bioactive and their IC50 values were calculated.

2.6. Transfection and Luciferase Assays. Hela cells from
ATCC were plated in white opaque 384-well plates at a
density of 4300 cells/well in 30 μL of growth medium
(DMEM with 10% FBS and 1% Pen/step). Next day, the
medium was aspirated and replaced with DMEM containing
1% FBS. ,e cells were transfected with respective plasmids
[25] using X-tremeGENE HP transfection reagent (Roche).
After 24 h of transfection, the test agents were added in
duplicates to the transfected cells, followed 30min later by
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an inducing agent (IL-6 for Stat 3, TGF-β for Smad,
m-Wnt3a for Wnt, and PMA for AP-1, NFk-B, E2F, Myc,
ETS, Notch, and Hedgehog). No inducer was added for pTK,
FOXO,miR-2, K-Ras, and AhR. After 4 h or 6 h of induction,
the cells were lysed by the addition of One-Glo luciferase
assay system (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). ,e light
output was detected in a GloMax-Multi+ Detection System
with Instinct Software (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). ,is
luciferase assay determines if the test agent was able to
inhibit the activation of cancer-related signaling pathways.
In the case of FOXO and mi-R21, the enhanced luciferase
activity by the test agent was assessed [26].

2.7. Molecular Docking. All docking simulations were
conducted using MOE 2019 software (https://www.
chemcomp.com). ,e receptors and the ligands were pre-
pared using the standard structure optimization protocol of
the software. ,e receptors were obtained from the protein
data bank, PDB IDs: 3QX3, 3QRJ, 1M17, and 2SRC for
topoisomerase, Abl kinase, EGFR-tyrosine kinase, and SRC

kinase, respectively. ,en they were energy-minimized
under AMBER12:EHTforce field. ,e active sites were set as
where the cocrystalized ligand was bound. ,e docking was
performed using a molecular structure of compounds iso-
lated from SS leaves using the general protocol of MOE
DOCKTITE Wizard. ,e validation of docking experiments
was achieved through the redocking of the cocrystalized
ligands into their corresponding active sites and then the
root means square deviation (RMSD) was calculated. ,e
docking results were visualized and analyzed by DS Visu-
alizer available from BIOVIA Inc. and the affinity of binding
(docking scores) was calculated in Kcal/Mole for each
compound against the selected targets.

3. Results and Discussion

,rough our ongoing efforts to discover antileukemic
natural compounds from Egyptian plants, SS leaves showed
a potential promising result against K562 cell line in vitro [1].
Accordingly, SS leaves were selected for further phyto-
chemical and biological investigations with the aim of

Table 1: NMR data for compound (33) (500 MHz in DMSO-d6).

Position δ C, type δ H (J in Hz) HMBC TOCSY
1 38.4, CH2 0.82 2, 3
2 25.5, CH2 1.59, 1.68 3
3 80.4, CH 3.50 1′ 1
4 42.8, C
5 46.4, CH 1.17 6
6 17.6, CH2 1.39
7 32.7, CH2 1.50
8 39.2, C
9 41.3, CH 2.77
10 36.4, C
11 23.3, CH2 1.80, 1.88 12
12 121.7, CH 5.76 11, 18
13 144.6, C
14 41.8, C
15 27.7, CH2 0.97, 1.61 27
16 22.5, CH2 1.41 15
17 45.9, C -
18 47.5, CH 1.51
19 46.3, CH2 1.59 12, 29, 30 28
20 30.9, C -
21 33.9, CH2 1.41 28
22 32.4, CH2 1.44 28
23 13.3, CH3 0.59 3, 4, 5, 24
24 62.8, CH2 3.07, 3.44 (d, J� 10.5Hz) 3
25 16.0, CH3 0.87 10, 11 9
26 17.4, CH3 0.71 8, 14
27 26.0, CH3 1.09 8, 13, 14, 15
28 70.2, CH2 3.51 (S) 16, 18 18
29 23.9, CH3 0.87 20, 30
30 33.3, CH3 0.86 18, 20
1′ 105.1, CH 4.33 (d, J� 8Hz) 3 2′, 3′, 4′, 5′
2′ 74.1, CH 2.98 (t, J� 8.5Hz) 1′, 5′ 1′, 4′
3′ 75.9, CH 3.16 (t, J� 9Hz) 4′ 1′, 2′, 5′
4′ 72.1, CH 3.28 (t, J� 9.5Hz) 2′ 1′, 2′, 5′
5′ 76.4, CH 3.65 1′ 1′, 2′, 3′
6′ 170.1, C
7′ 52.3, CH3 3.67 (s) 6′ 2′, 3′, 4′
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isolating the bioactive metabolites. ,e total extract and the
successive fractions were screened against K562 cell line at a
concentration of 20 μg/mL and the percentage inhibitions
were calculated.,e extracts of 75% ethanol, n-hexane, ethyl
acetate, and the aqueous fractions showedmild antileukemic
activities with percent inhibitions of 13%, 16%, 23%, and 9%,
respectively, at a concentration of 20 μg/mL. All the fractions
were phytochemically investigated, and their columns
subfractions were screened for their antileukemic activities
as described in the biological study results.

3.1. Phytochemical Study

3.1.1. Bioguided Phytochemical Investigation of the n-Hexane
Fraction. ,e study resulted in the identification of 16
compounds in the saponifiable matter (Table S1, Supple-
mentary Materials) with five majors identified as methyl
palmitate, methyl elaidate, methyl linoleate, methyl
linolenate, and ethyl linolenate at retention times = 33.1,
37.5, 37.8, 38.4, and 39.6 minutes, respectively. Moreover, 12
compounds were identified in the unsaponifiable matter
(Table S2, Supplementary Materials) with five majors
identified as phytol, stigmasta-5,22-dien-3-ol acetate (3,
beta, 22 Z), stigmastan-3,5,22-trien, stigmasta-3,5-diene,
and stigmasterol at retention times = 37.2, 47, 47.2, 52.6,
and 66.1minutes, respectively. Additionally, the unsaponi-
fiable matter was purified and resulted in the isolation of
two compounds identified as phytol (1) [27] and stigmasterol
(2) [28] (Fig. S4, Supplementary Materials).

3.1.2. Bioguided Phytochemical Investigation of the EtOAc
Fraction. ,e result was the isolation of 16 known com-
pounds identified as liquidambaric lactone (3) [29], maslinic
lactone (4) [30], oleanolic acid (5) [31], 11α,12α-epoxy-
oleanolic lactone (6) [32], oleanderolide (7) [33], stigmas-
terol glucoside (8) [34], P-aminophenol (9) [35], quercetin-
3-O-α-L-rhamnopyranoside (10) [36], quercetin-3-O-β-D-
glucopyranoside (11) [36], quercetin-3-O-α-L-arabinoside
(12) [37], quercetin-3-O-β-D-xyloside (13) [37], mauritianin
(14) [38], isorhamnetin 3-O-(2,6-di-O-α-rhamnosyl)-β-D-
galactopyranoside (15) [39], clitorin (16) [40], 3-[(O-6-deoxy-
α-L-mannopyranosyl-(1⟶2)-O-[6-deoxy-α-L-mannopyr-
anosyl-(1⟶6)]-β-D-glucopyranosyl) oxy]-5,7-dihydroxy-2-
(3-hydroxy-4-methoxyphenyl)-4H-1-benzopyran-4-one (17)
[41], and kaempferol-3-O-α-L-rhamnopyranosyl-(1⟶2)
[α-L-rhamnopyranosyl-(1⟶6)]-(4-O-E-p-coumaroyl-β-D-
galactopyranoside) (18) [42] (Fig. S4 and Table S3, Supple-
mentary Materials).

3.1.3. Bioguided Phytochemical Investigation of the Aqueous
Fraction. ,e result was the isolation of one new compound
(33) (Hederatriol 3-O-β-D-glucuronic acid methyl ester), as
well as 16 known compounds identified as betulinic acid (19)
[31,43], ursolic acid (20) [44], 3β-O-(cis-p-coumaroyl)-2α-
hydroxyurs-12-en-28-oic acid (21) [45], 3β-O-(trans-p-
coumaroyl)-2α-hydroxyurs-12-en-28-oic acid (known as
jacoumaric acid) (22) [45], obtuslin (23) [44], corosolic acid

(24) [45], β-sitosterol glucoside (25) [46], hederagenin-3-O-
β-D-glucuronopyranoside 6′-O-methyl ester (26) [47],
kaempferol-3-O-rutinoside (27) [48], isorhamentin-3-O-
rutinoside (28) [49], hederagenin-3-O-β-D-glucuronopyr-
anoside (29) [47], 11-ketocorosolic acid (30) [50], hederagenin
(31) [51], oleanolic acid 3-O-β-D-glucuronopyranoside 6′
methyl ester (32) [52], oleanolic acid 3-O-β-D-glucur-
onopyranoside (34) [18], and chikusetsusaponin II (35) [53]
Fig. S4 and Table S3, (Supplementary Materials).

Compounds (2), (5), (19), and (34) were previously
reported in SS leaves [18,19], while this is the first report of
compounds (1), (3)-(4), (6)–(18), (20)–(33), and (35) from
this species.

3.2. Structure Elucidation of Compound (33). Compound
(33) was isolated as a white powder (2mg, soluble in
MeOH), [α] 25°

D = +34.5 (c= 0.15 in MeOH). Its molecular
formula, C37H60O9, was derived from the 1D NMR data
(Table 1) and the supportive HRESIMS ion at m/z 649.45082
[M+H] + (calcd. for C37H61O9, 649.43156). ,e molecular
formula revealed the hydrogen deficiency index to be
29.6 ppm. From the 1H NMR spectrum, the seven distinct
methyls [δH 3.67 (3H, s), 1.09 (3H, s), 0.87 (6H, s), 0.86 (3H,
s), 0.78 (3H, S), 0.71 (3H, s), and 0.59 (3H, s)] were observed
alongside with the signal assignable to one olefinic proton
[δH 5.76 (1H, t)]. Two oxygenated methylenes were detected
(δH 3.51 (2H, S), 3.07 (1H, d, J= 10.5Hz), and 3.44 (1H, d,
J= 11Hz)). Five oxygenated methines (δH 3.67 (1H), 3.50
(IH), 3.28 (1H, t), 3.16 (1H, t), 2.98 (1H, t)) alongside the one
anomeric proton (δH 4.33 (d, J= 8Hz)) were detected. ,e
DEPTQ-135 spectra of (33) showed 37 carbon signals
(Table 1) of which 30 signals were assigned to the aglycone
moiety (hederatriol) and 7 to a glucuronic acid methyl ester
moiety. ,e anomeric carbon resonances (δC/H 105.1/4.33)
as well as four oxygenated methine signals at δC/H 74.1/2.98,
75.9/3.16, 72.1/3.28, and 76.4/3.67 alongside the carbonyl
ester (δC 170.1) and the attached methoxy signal (δC/H 52.3/
3.67) disclosed the presence of glucuronic acid 6′ methyl
ester moiety.,e anomeric configuration of the glucuronoid
unit was determined to be based on the coupling constant
(JH1=8Hz). ,ere were 30 carbons left for the skeleton,
indicating a triterpenoid core of (33). ,e skeletal carbons,
particularly the six methyl carbons (δC 33.3, 26.0, 23.9, 17.4,
16.0, and 13.3), alongside the two oxygenated methylenes
[δC 62.8 (C-24) and 70.2 (C-28)] implied an olean-type
triterpenes alcohol derivative (hederatriol) scaffold for (33)
[54]. Free alcoholic methylene at position C28 was con-
firmed by 2D HMBC & TOCSY correlations between the
OH-proton at C28 (δH 3.5) and C18 in HMBC spectrum.
Moreover, protons H16, H19, and H21 showed TOCSY
correlations to H28. Free alcohol OH signal (δH 3.79)
showed TOCSY correlation with H28 methylene. All of the
previous data supported the presence of hederatriol. ,e
HMBC cross-peaks enabled the substituent groups to be
positioned.,e glucuronoid moiety was connected to C-3 as
suggested by the HMBC correlation of H-1′ with δC 80.4 (C-
3) and H-3 to the anomeric carbon at δC105.1 (C-1′) of the
glucuronoid moiety (Figure 2). ,e structure of compound
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(33) is considered to be new due to the 3-O-glycosylation of
hederatriol with glucuronic acid methyl ester. ,us, com-
pound (33) was elucidated as hederatriol 3-O-β-D-glucur-
onic acid methyl ester (NMR data, Figures S5–S11,
Supplementary Materials).

3.3. Biological Study

3.3.1. Cytotoxicity against Leukemia K562 Cell Line. ,e n-
hexane fraction was fractionated by saponification with
KOH, where the yielded saponifiable and unsaponifiable
matters were tested against K562 cells and showed inhibi-
tions of IC50 � 75.7 and 73.9 μg/mL, respectively. Accord-
ingly, the phytoconstituents in both fractions were
investigated using GC-MS analysis.

,e EtOAc fraction (Fr-B) was fractionated using Si-SPE
column and the five resulted subfractions were tested against
K562 cells at concentrations of 50 and 75μg/mL. ,e results
showed that subfractions Fr-B-2 and Fr-B-5 were the bioactive
fractions with percent inhibitions of 93.7% and 47.3%, re-
spectively, at a concentration of 75μg/mL (Figure S12, Sup-
plementary Materials). ,e subfraction Fr-B-2 was
chromatographed using silica gel SPE column and the resulting
subfractions were tested against K562 cells. Subfractions Fr-B-
2-2 and Fr-B-2-4 were the most cytotoxic with percent inhi-
bitions of 45% and 47%, respectively, at a concentration of
75μg/mL (Fig. S13, Supplementary Materials). ,e subfraction
Fr-B-5 was chromatographed using VLC silica gel column and
the resulting subfractions were tested against K562 cells.
Subfractions Fr-B-5-4 and Fr-B-5-5 were the most cytotoxic
with percent inhibitions of 28% and 85%, respectively, at a
concentration of 75μg/mL (Fig. S13, SupplementaryMaterials).

,e aqueous fraction (Fr-C) was chromatographed using
HP-20 ion exchange resin and the five resulting subfractions
that were screened for their activity against K562 cells at
concentrations of 50 and 75 μg/mL. ,e results showed that
subfraction Fr-C-5 was the bioactive fraction with 94.4%
percent of inhibition at concentrations of 50 and 75 μg/mL

(Fig. S14, Supplementary Materials). Subfraction Fr-C-5 was
chromatographed on silica gel column and the eight pro-
duced subfractions that were screened for their activity
against K562 cells at concentrations of 50 and 75 μg/mL.
,e results showed that subfractions Fr-C-5-2 and Fr-C-
5-4 were the most active ones with 65% and 63% percent
of inhibitions, respectively, at a concentration of 75 μg/
mL (Fig. S15, Supplementary Materials).

All the detected bioactive subfractions were subjected
to several chromatographic techniques as mentioned in
the Materials and Methods section with the aim of
isolating and elucidating the structures of the bioactive
constituents.

Compounds (1)–(35) were screened against K562 cell
line at concentrations of 50 and 75 μg/mL and IC50 values
were calculated. Oleanolic acid 3-O-β-D-glucur-
onopyranoside (34) was identified as the most anti-
proliferative compound isolated from SS extract with
IC50 value of 22.3 μM compared to Taxol (∼2 μM) and
Doxorubicin (∼4 μM). Other active triterpenes were
betulinic acid (19), ursolic acid (20), 3β-O-(cis-p-cou-
maroyl)-2α-hydroxyurs-12-en-28-oic acid (21), jacou-
maric acid (22), corosolic acid (24), and
chikusetsusaponin II (35) with IC50 values of 37.5, 31.3,
36.6, 30.8, 33.7, and 41.5 μM, respectively. Phytol (1),
oleanolic acid (5), hederagenin 3-O-β-D-glucuronopyr-
anoside (29), and oleanolic acid 3-O-β-D-glucur-
onopyranoside methyl ester (32) showed mild activity
against K562 cell line with IC50 values of 112.3, 67.6, 83.3,
and 56.4 μM, respectively (Figure 3). Out of the 35 iso-
lated compounds, the triterpene glycosides were shown
to be the most active antileukemic compounds in this
plant. Antileukemic activities of betulinic acid (19) [55],
ursolic acid (20) [56], oleanolic acid (5) [57], and phytol
(1) [58] were previously reported in literature but this is
the first report of antileukemic activities of compounds
(21), (22), (24), (29), (32), (34), and (35). Moreover,
methyl linolenate, the major constituent of the saponi-
fiable matter of the n-hexane fraction of SS leaves, was
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Figure 2: Structure and HMBC and TOCSY correlations of compound (33).
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previously reported for its cytotoxicity against K562 cell
line [59]. Other isolated compounds showed no cyto-
toxicity against K562 cell line.

3.3.2. Triterpenes Selectively Target Cancer Signaling
Pathways. ,e most active isolated compounds (21), (22),
(24), and (34) against K562 cell line were further evaluated
for targeting the cancer signaling pathways. ,ese com-
pounds were tested for their influence on the battery of 15-
plex transcription factor assay. ,e results (Table 2 and
Figure 4) showed that compounds (22) and (21) showed

specific inhibition of Wnt pathway (IC50 � 3.8 and 4.6 μM,
respectively) while compound (22) showed specific inhi-
bition of Smad (IC50 � 3.8 μM). Compound (34) can
strongly alter the signaling pathways of Smad and E2F
(IC50 � 5 μM). From these results, we can conclude the
correlation between the inhibition of Smad, E2F, and Wnt
signaling pathways and the leukemia K562 cell line growth
inhibition (Figure 5).

As cancer signaling plays a complex role in CML, the
observed results from this study could be helpful in finding
new therapeutic agents and molecular genetics-based treat-
ment targeting these metabolic pathways. Despite the fortune
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Figure 3: IC50 [μM] of the active isolated compounds against leukemia K562 cell line.

Table 2: IC50 [μM] of active isolated compounds against selected transcription factor signaling pathways in HeLa cells

Compound
no.

Stat
3/IL-
6

Smad/
TGF-β

AP-1/
PMA

NF-
kB/
PMA

E2F/
PMA

Myc/
PMA

ETS/
PMA

Notch/
PMA FOXO

Wnt/
m-
Wnt-
3a

Hedgehog
/PMA pTK miR-

21
K-
Ras AhR

21 13.9 9.5 20.9 21.3 10.5 15.2 11.4 11.3 ND 4.6 14.4 ND 21.4 23.1 ND
22 17.5 3.8 22.2 32.3 ND 18.3 18.9 21.0 ND 3.8 20.1 ND 25.8 26.3 ND
24 15.9 13.9 16.3 18.8 ND 14.4 16.5 17.9 ND 13.5 16.9 ND 18.2 15.5 17.5
34 6.9 5.8 7.0 6.3 5.3 5.9 6.8 6.5 ND 6.70 7.40 7.30 8.00 NA ND
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Figure 4: IC50 [μM] of active isolated compounds against selected transcription factor signaling pathways.
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available research on the molecular details of TGF-β sig-
naling, little is known regarding how TGF-β and Smad in-
fluence CML [60]. One of these realized relationships is that
the constitutively active tyrosine kinase produced by the
specific Bcr-Abl fusion gene on the Philadelphia chromo-
some can enhance the resistance of malignant cells to
TGF-β1-induced growth inhibition and apoptosis [61].
Previous studies reported ursolic acid and oleanolic acid
as antagonists of TGF-β1 binding to its receptor in Balb/c
3T3 cells [62]. A recent study revealed that inhibition of
E2F1 reduced CML cell proliferation, leading to p53-
mediated apoptosis [63]. ,e BCR-ABL1 protein kinase-
dependent pathway intervened by the upregulation of
hsa-mir183, the downregulation of its direct target early
growth response 1 (EGR1), and, as a consequence,
upregulation of E2F1 [58]. Wnt signaling assumes a
significant part in the malignancies of the hematopoietic
system [64]. Several compounds that are natural in origin
were reported in literature for targeting Wnt pathway as

a mechanism for anticancer activity such as ursolic acid
and corosolic acid that were reported as antagonists of
the Wnt/β-catenin pathway [65–67]. Correlating the
previous literature to the results, a mechanism of action
of the active compounds could be supposed. ,e active
compounds were mainly oleanolic acid and ursolic acid
derivatives which exhibited their antileukemic activities
by targeting Smad, E2F, and Wnt signaling pathways
(Figure 5).

3.3.3. Molecular Docking. Multitarget therapies are crucial
in the field of complex diseases such as cancers due to ac-
tivation of compensatory mechanisms and consecutive
cellular pathways [68]. ,e recent research showed a cor-
relation between CML cell line K562 and several proteins
which are considered as targets whose inhibition leads to
antiproliferative effect in this cell line. Four target proteins,
human topoisomerase II beta in complex with DNA and
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Figure 5: Mode of action of active isolated compounds against Smad, Wnt, and E2F signaling pathways.
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etoposide (PDB ID: 3QX3), epidermal growth factor re-
ceptor complexed with erlotinib (PDB ID: 1M17), human
Abl-1 kinase (PDB ID: 3QRJ), and SRC Kinase (PDB ID:
2SRC), were reported as docking targets in the K562 cell line
[69, 70].

Based on the previous biological results, compounds (22)
and (34)were selected and screened against the selected targets
and the affinity of binding was calculated (Table 3). Com-
pounds (22) and (34) showed a strong binding affinity towards
topoisomerase (docking score� −7.81 and −9.30Kcal/Mole,

Table 3: Affinity binding docking scores (Kcal/Mole) of bioactive isolated compounds.

Compound no. Topoisomerase (3QX3) SRC kinase (2SRC) Abl kinase (3QRJ) EGFR-tyrosine kinase (1M17)
22 −7.81 −5.75 −5.70 −7.12
34 −9.30 −2.63 −7.05 −7.35
Etoposide −7.10
Adenylyl-imidodiphosphate −5.78
Rebastinib −7.86
Erlotinib −6.99

22

(a)

34

(b)

Etposide 

(c)

Figure 6: Docking of compounds (22) and (34) with topoisomerase.
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Figure 7: Antileukemic activities of different types of triterpenes isolated from SS leaves against K562 cell line.
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respectively) compared to etoposide (docking score�

−7.10Kcal/Mole). Compounds (22) and (34) demonstrated a
strong binding affinity towards EGFR-tyrosine kinase
(docking score� −7.12 and −7.35Kcal/Mole, respectively)
compared to erlotinib (docking score� −6.99Kcal/Mole).
Moreover, compound (34) showed a strong binding affinity
towards Abl kinase (docking score� −7.05Kcal/Mole)

compared to rebastinib (docking score� −7.86Kcal/Mole)
(Table 3 and Figure 6).

3.3.4. Structure Activity Relationship (SAR) Study. ,e
structures of the isolated compounds could be classified as
oleane triterpenoids, oleane lactones triterpenoids, ursane

R1 R2 Compound name

OH

O
R1

R2 O

K562
IC50
μM

Smad/
TGF-β 

E2F
/PMA 

Wnt/m-
wnt 3a

H H Ursolic acid (20) 31.3

OH H Corosolic acid (24) 33.7 13.9 NA 13.5

OH Z-p-
coumaric

acid

3β-O-(cis-p-Coumaroyl)-2α-
hydroxyurs-12-en-28-oic acid

(21)

36.6 9.5 10.5 4.6

OH E-p-
coumaric

acid

Jacoumaric acid (22) 30.8 3.8 NA 3.8

Figure 8: Antileukemic activities of different types of ursane triterpenes isolated from SS leaves.

R1 R2 Compound name

COOH
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R2 O

K562
IC50µM

CH3 H Oleanolic acid (5) 67.6

CH3 Glucuronic acid Oleanolic acid 3-O-β-D-
glucuronopyranoside (34)

22.3

CH3 Glucuronic acid
methyl ester 

Oleanolic acid 3-O-β-D-
glucuronopyranoside methyl ester (32)

56.4

CH3 β-D-
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(6→1) -β-D-
glucopyranoside

Chikusetsusaponin II (35)

41.5

CH2OH Glucuronic acid Hederagenin 3-O-β-D-glucuronopyranoside
(21) 

83.3

Figure 9: Antileukemic activities of different types of oleane triterpenes isolated from SS leaves.
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triterpenoids, lupane triterpenes, steroids, and flavonoid
glycosides (Fig. S3 and Table S4, Supplementary Materials).

Among the different classes of isolated compounds,
triterpenes were shown as the bioactive antileukemic mol-
ecules present in the SS leaves. ,e potency of the isolated
triterpenoids prompted us to investigate the structure ac-
tivity relationships underlying their antileukemic activities.

In this study, three types of triterpenoids aglycones were
isolated and identified: lupane triterpenoids represented by
betulinic acid, oleane type represented by oleanolic acid, and
ursane type represented by ursolic acid. ,e results showed
that the most active antileukemic triterpenoid is ursane type
followed by lupane and the least active type is oleane tri-
terpenoids (Figure 7).

From ursane type triterpenoids, six compounds
(20)–(24) and (30) were isolated. Comparing their structures
and antileukemic activities, two positions, C-2 and C-3, were
believed to affect the activity. Hydroxylation at C-2 position
slightly decreases the antileukemic activity. Also, the es-
terification at C-3 position by coumaric acid can increase or
decrease the activity depending on the configuration of
coumaric acid moiety. ,e trans coumaroyl derivative,
jacoumaric acid (22), showed higher antileukemic activity
than corosolic acid (24), while cis derivative, 3β-O-(cis-p-
coumaroyl)-2α-hydroxyurs-12-en-28-oic acid (21), showed
lower activity and these results support the idea of the higher
activity of trans conformers than the cis one (Figure 8).

,e SAR study showed that the activity of oleanolic acid
can be greatly increased when esterified at C-3 position by
glucuronic acid. Compound (34) showed strong antileuke-
mic activity compared to compound (5) due to the presence
of glucuronic acid moiety attached at C-3. In addition, the
free OH group in glucuronic acid is crucial for the activity
and, as the results show, when it is methylated as in com-
pound (32) or glycosylated as in compound (35), the activity
decreased. Meanwhile, for oleane triterpenes, the methyla-
tion at C-23 as in compounds (5), (32), and (34) increases the
activity compared to compound (29) (Figure 9).

4. Conclusion

One new compound (33) and 34 known compounds were
isolated from the leaves of Sesbania sesban encompassing 19
triterpenoids ((3)–(7), (19)–(24), (26), and (29)–(35)), three
steroids ((2), (8), and (25)), 11 flavonoid glycosides
((10)–(18) and (27)-(28)), one fatty alcohol (1), and one
phenolic compound (9). ,e antileukemic activity of the
isolated compounds was evaluated against leukemia
K562 cell line in vitro and 11 triterpenoids exhibited re-
markable antileukemic activities against this cell line.
Compounds (34) (oleanolic acid 3-O-β-D-glucuronopyr-
anoside) and (22) (jacoumaric acid) exhibited the strongest
activities with IC50 values of 22.3 and 30.8 μM, respectively.
,e mechanism of the antileukemic activity of these com-
pounds could be attributed to the attenuation of Smad, Wnt,
and E2F signaling pathways. Compound (22) demonstrated
a specific inhibition of Wnt and Smad signaling with an IC50
value of 3.8 μM for both pathways. Meanwhile compound
(34) showed an inhibition of E2F with an IC50 value of 5 μM.

Moreover, the binding patterns of the bioactive molecules
against leukemia cell related targets were explored by
docking them against topoisomerase, EGFR-tyrosine kinase,
and Abl kinase. Compounds (22) and (34) exhibited a strong
binding affinity towards topoisomerase (docking score-
� −7.81 and −9.30Kcal/Mole, respectively). Furthermore,
SAR study reveals that the presence of a carboxyl group
either in the triterpene or in the sugar moiety was identified
as contributing to the cytotoxic activity.
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Continuing our antecedent work against COVID-19, a set of 5956 compounds of traditional Chinese medicine have been virtually
screened for their potential against SARS-CoV-2 helicase (PDB ID: 5RMM). Initially, a �ngerprint study with VXG, the ligand of
the target enzyme, disclosed the similarity of 187 compounds. �en, a molecular similarity study declared the most similar 40
compounds. Subsequently, molecular docking studies were carried out to examine the binding modes and energies. �en, the
most appropriate 26 compounds were subjected to in silicoADMETand toxicity studies to select the most convenient inhibitors to
be: (1R,2S)-ephedrine (57), (1R,2S)-norephedrine (59), 2-(4-(pyrrolidin-1-yl)phenyl)acetic acid (84), 1-phenylpropane-1,2-dione
(195), 2-methoxycinnamic acid (246), 2-methoxybenzoic acid (364), (R)-2-((R)-5-oxopyrrolidin-3-yl)-2-phenylacetic acid (405),
(Z)-6-(3-hydroxy-4-methoxystyryl)-4-methoxy-2H-pyran-2-one (533), 8-chloro-2-(2-phenylethyl)-5,6,7-trihydroxy-5,6,7,8-tet-
rahydrochromone (637), 3-((1R,2S)-2-(dimethylamino)-1-hydroxypropyl)phenol (818), (R)-2-ethyl-4-(1-hydroxy-2-(methyl-
amino)ethyl)phenol (5159), and (R)-2-((1S,2S,5S)-2-benzyl-5-hydroxy-4-methylcyclohex-3-en-1-yl)propane-1,2-diol (5168).
Among the selected 12 compounds, the metabolites, compound 533 showed the best docking scores. Interestingly, the MD
simulation studies for compound 533, the one with the highest docking score, over 100 ns showed its correct binding to SARS-
CoV-2 helicase with low energy and optimum dynamics. Finally, MM-PBSA studies showed that 533 bonded favorably to SARS-
CoV-2 helicase with a free energy value of −83 kJ/mol. Further, the free energy decomposition study determined the essential
amino acid residues that contributed favorably to the binding process. �e obtained results give a huge hope to �nd a cure for
COVID-19 through further in vitro and in vivo studies for the selected compounds.
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1. Introduction

*e WHO disclosed on December 25, 2021 that the con-
firmed COVID-19 infections globally became over 276
million including more than 5 million dead persons [1].
*ese massive numbers demand enormous work from
scientists all over the world to find a cure.

*e utilization of natural products for the treatment
has been mentioned since the oldest historical points [2];
the traditional medicines were unlimited sources for
bioactive natural compounds such as flavonoids [3–5],
alkaloids [6], saponins [7–9], isochromenes [10],
α-pyrones [11, 12], diterpenoids [13], sesquiterpenoids
[14, 15], and steroids [16].

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is an ethno-
medicine that authenticates the experience of ancient Chi-
nese people in the treatment of different illnesses [17]. TCM
is a reflection of a great experience of clinical practice that
extended for thousands of years [18]. To date, the TCM
remedies are still utilized effectively in China as well as
several places of the world [19, 20].

Computer-aided drug design methodologies play an
ever-increasing essential role in the discovery of new drugs
[21, 22]. *ese methodologies have been very effective in
the identification of new promising drug candidates with a
noticeable limitation in time, cost, effort, and use of animal
models [13–15]. *e application of in silico methodologies
included molecular docking [16–23], molecular design
[24, 25], rational drug design [26–31], computational
chemistry [32, 33], toxicity [34–36], ADMET [37–39], and
DFT [40] assessments.

Our teamwork utilized computer-based methodologies
to determine potential inhibitors against COVID-19 in
various reports. For example, metabolites of Artemisia
sublessingiana [41]þ and Monanchora species [42] were
examined in silico against COVID-19. We suggested four
isoflavonoids between a set of 59 as the most promising
inhibitors against hACE2 and Mpro [43]. Recently, our team
adjusted a multistep in silico filtration technique to select the
most promising compound through a huge group of
compounds against a certain COVID-19 protein. For in-
stance, vidarabine was selected to be the most promising
inhibitor against SARS-CoV-2 nsp10 [44]. Complementa-
rily, the most convenient semisynthetic molecule against
PLpro has been determined via a set of 69 compounds [45].

Helicases are pivotal enzymes in the viral lifecycle be-
cause of their responsibility to separate the dsDNA or RNA
strands as well as their essential role in the process of RNA
replication and repair [46]. Helicases can translocate mol-
ecules along the double-stranded (ds) DNA as well as RNA
in a certain direction. Additionally, it can unwind (separate)
the complementary strand of the DNA duplex through the
dissociation of the hydrogen bonds between the nucleotide
bases [47].

In this work, a collection of 5956 natural compounds,
that were derived from traditional Chinese medicine and
available at http://tcm.cmu.edu.tw/, has been subjected to
structure and ligand-based in silico approaches (Figure 1)
to determine the most convenient SARS-CoV-2 helicase

inhibitors. *e starting step in our research was (3S,4R)-
1-acetyl-4-phenylpyrrolidine-3-carboxylic acid (VXG),
the co-crystallized ligand of the SARS-CoV-2 helicase
(PDB ID: 5RMM). VXG showed a high binding affinity
against the target enzyme. Accordingly, it is expected
according to the SAR principles that any compound with
a similar structure could have a high binding affinity too.
*e utilized in silico methods included molecular
structure similarity and fingerprint study against the
VXG. *en, molecular docking against SARS-CoV-2
helicase (PDB ID: 5RMM) was conducted to examine the
binding. ADMET and toxicity were utilized to make sure
about the likeness of the selected compounds. Finally,
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation experiments
(RMSD, RMSF, Rg, SASA, and H-bonding) over 100 ns
for the compound of the highest docking score, as well as
MM-PBSA studies, were preceded to confirm the correct
binding mode.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Molecular Filtration Using Fingerprint Method. *e li-
gand-based in silico approach depends on the computation
of chemical and physical properties of a molecule (ligand)
and comparison of these properties with some biologically
active compounds [48]. *e fingerprint study is one of the
ligand-based in silico methods that is vastly employed to
predict the chemical structure’s similarity or dissimilarity of
two compounds or more [49, 50]. During the fingerprint
study, the computer converts the chemical descriptors of a
molecule to mathematical symbols. *e obtained data are
presented as bit strings. *ese strings describe the presence
(1) or absence (0) of a certain 2D fragment or atomic de-
scriptor (property) in the test and reference molecules
[51, 52]. *e co-crystallized ligand is a molecule that has a
very high affinity to bind to a specific protein forming a
ligand-protein complex in a crystallized form [53]. In
consequence, the chemical structure of the co-crystallized
ligand could be utilized effectively as a starting point to
design and discover a potential inhibitor against the target
protein.

Discovery studio 4.0 software was employed to examine
the fingerprint similarity of 5956 natural compounds, which
were derived from traditional Chinese medicine, against
VXG, the co-crystallized ligand of SARS-CoV-2 helicase
(PDB ID: 5RMM). *e experiment determined 187 com-
pounds to be the most similar candidates to VXG (Table 1).
*e study compared the following descriptors (properties)
in the chemical structures of the experiment set and VXG:
H-bond acceptor [54], H-bond donor [55], charge [56],
hybridization [57], positive ionizable atoms [58], negative
ionizable atoms [59], halogens [60], aromatic groups [61],
and aligning with the ALogP [62] of fragments as well as
atoms.

2.2. Molecular Similarity. *e difference between molecular
similarity and fingerprint studies is that the fingerprint study
computes the presence and/or absence of specific 2D atom
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Table 1: Fingerprint similarity between 187 natural compounds and VXG.

Comp. Similarity SA SB SC Comp. Similarity SA SB SC
VXG 1 166 0 0 5412 0.582205 602 580 −148
138 1 160 100 6 1585 0.581927 586 553 −132
167 1 169 118 −3 1566 0.581457 439 301 15
215 1 180 166 −14 810 0.581121 197 173 −31
258 1 153 128 13 5449 0.580863 431 288 23
347 1 143 101 23 2379 0.580247 329 113 125
364 1 90 −7 76 5154 0.579775 258 −9 196
379 1 143 101 23 3239 0.579154 589 563 −135
380 1 143 101 23 2356 0.57854 523 450 −69
411 1 112 42 54 3258 0.578205 451 326 3
445 1 186 146 −20 3589 0.578089 496 404 −42
496 1 196 201 −30 362 0.577495 272 17 182
501 1 163 145 3 5439 0.577398 608 599 −154
507 1 158 136 8 3255 0.577267 452 329 2
526 1 143 101 23 1584 0.576874 454 333 0
533 1 133 70 33 71 0.576792 169 127 −3
552 1 173 123 −7 623 0.576792 169 127 −3
554 1 173 121 −7 38 0.576087 265 6 189
555 1 173 121 −7 5441 0.576077 602 591 −148
577 1 154 90 12 1982 0.575087 494 405 −40
610 1 116 39 50 398 0.57485 96 1 70
619 1 156 131 10 114 0.561111 101 14 65
637 1 162 108 4 816 0.56 112 34 54
733 1 169 157 −3 92 0.556886 93 1 73
756 1 206 193 −40 169 0.556886 93 1 73
782 1 220 219 −54 5157 0.556701 108 28 58
792 1 207 178 −41 451 0.554878 182 162 −16
794 1 196 177 −30 5154 0.554307 148 101 18
803 1 169 147 −3 768 0.55418 179 157 −13
806 1 210 206 −44 190 0.553299 109 31 57
807 1 183 144 −17 557 0.55298 167 136 −1
818 1 99 9 67 629 0.55 176 154 −10
2379 1 213 229 −47 495 0.543333 163 134 3
405 0.777 136 9 30 433 0.538462 91 3 75
442 0.738 127 6 39 754 0.537764 178 165 −12
85 0.731 125 5 41 566 0.534743 177 165 −11
260 0.722 117 −4 49 354 0.534535 178 167 −12
208 0.697 124 12 42 597 0.53271 171 155 −5
91 0.689 122 11 44 596 0.531148 162 139 4
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paths and descriptors regarding fragments or substruc-
tures in the examined compounds [63]. Contrastingly,
the molecular similarity calculates specific molecular
descriptors considering the whole chemical structure of
compounds. *ese descriptors are steric, topological,
electronic, and/or physical [64]. Utilizing Discovery
studio 4.0 software, a molecular similarity study was

done on the most similar 187 compounds against VXG.
*e applied descriptors in this study (Figure 2 and Ta-
ble 2) were partition coefficient (ALogp) [65], molecular
weight (M. W) [66], H-bond donors (HBA) [67], H-bond
acceptors (HBD) [68], rotatable bond numbers [69],
number of rings as well as aromatic rings [70], and
minimum distance [71] together with the molecular

Table 1: Continued.

Comp. Similarity SA SB SC Comp. Similarity SA SB SC
102 0.689 122 11 44 601 0.528302 168 152 −2
195 0.681 109 −6 57 752 0.527473 192 198 −26
280 0.674 116 6 50 568 0.526946 176 168 −10
344 0.658 121 18 45 790 0.526012 182 180 −16
370 0.658 121 18 45 2368 0.523041 227 268 −61
672 0.652 167 90 −1 439 0.522222 188 194 −22
48 0.649 113 8 53 158 0.521978 95 16 71
58 0.649 113 8 53 5152 0.521898 143 108 23
100 0.646 104 −5 62 250 0.520408 153 128 13
246 0.644 105 −3 61 591 0.519737 158 138 8
84 0.638 118 19 48 5153 0.517699 117 60 49
5169 0.636 159 84 7 150 0.517241 90 8 76
817 0.633 126 33 40 297 0.515789 147 119 19
396 0.624 106 4 60 2370 0.515738 213 247 −47
245 0.622 102 −2 64 5167 0.51567 181 185 −15
57 0.62 106 5 60 413 0.513986 147 120 19
65 0.62 106 5 60 491 0.513699 150 126 16
1942 0.614339 497 355 −43 5177 0.512195 189 203 −23
5415 0.614108 592 510 −138 415 0.511945 150 127 16
5434 0.614017 587 502 −133 5151 0.511696 175 176 −9
3941 0.613833 426 240 28 2367 0.511364 225 274 −59
4050 0.613551 489 343 −35 544 0.511299 181 188 −15
5441 0.613124 626 567 −172 5159 0.511111 92 14 74
5039 0.613119 458 293 −4 266 0.510903 164 155 2
4055 0.612984 491 347 −37 374 0.510563 145 118 21
3591 0.612751 519 393 −65 418 0.510417 147 122 19
2348 0.612622 563 465 −109 5155 0.510288 124 77 42
3912 0.612319 507 374 −53 207 0.510274 149 126 17
3579 0.612128 535 420 −81 5149 0.51005 203 232 −37
3919 0.611429 428 246 26 5180 0.508197 186 200 −20
5055 0.611111 440 266 14 299 0.507042 144 118 22
5168 0.61 158 93 8 5158 0.506329 120 71 46
539 0.609 162 100 4 5176 0.505208 194 218 −28
342 0.608 110 15 56 397 0.505051 150 131 16
511 0.608 178 127 −12 614 0.505017 151 133 15
784 0.607 193 152 −27 622 0.504983 152 135 14
564 0.605 182 135 −16 512 0.504615 164 159 2
201 0.604 186 142 −20 5173 0.50358 211 253 −45
542 0.589905 187 151 −21 639 0.503356 150 132 16
492 0.58885 169 121 −3 50 0.503165 159 150 7
228 0.586319 180 141 −14 116 0.502982 253 337 −87
2365 0.584081 521 438 −67 80 0.502092 120 73 46
3254 0.58408 587 551 −133 3288 0.502092 240 312 −74
206 0.583178 624 616 −170 454 0.502075 121 75 45
1571 0.582915 464 342 −10 419 0.501742 144 121 22
3591 0.582851 503 409 −49 621 0.50165 152 137 14
1593 0.582512 473 358 −19 203 0.501449 173 179 −7
59 0.582353 99 4 67 3291 0.501006 249 331 −83
64 0.582353 99 4 67 86 0.5 154 142 12
86 0.582278 276 20 178 118 0.5 100 34 66
SA, bits number in both similar natural compounds and VXG; SB, bits number in the similar natural compounds but not in VXG; SC, bits number in VXG
but not in the similar natural compounds.
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fractional polar surface area (MFPSA) [72]. *e study
was adapted to select the most similar 40 metabolites
(Figure 3).

2.3. Docking Studies. Computer-aided drug design applies
various techniques to optimize natural products into po-
tentially active against certain biological targets [44, 45]. A
molecular docking technique was applied for 40 VXG
similar compounds against SARS-CoV-2 helicase (PDB ID:
5RMM). *e binding modes and affinities of these com-
pounds were examined.

*e target protein was downloaded from Protein Data
Bank (http://www.pdb.org), and Molecular Operating En-
vironment (MOE .14) was used for the docking analysis. *e
docking process was validated by the re-docking of VXG
inside the active pocket of the helicase protein. *e root
mean square deviation (RMSD) between the re-docked and
the co-crystallized conformers was 0.74A, which confirms
the validity of the docking protocol (Figure 4).

Out of the examined 40 compounds, 26 displayed
correct binding modes as well as good free energies. *e
promising compounds are as follows: (+)-methyl-
pseudoephedrine (48), (1R,2S)-ephedrine (57), (1R,2S)-N-
methylephedrine (58), (1R,2S)-norephedrine (59), (3S)-2,2-

dimethyl-3,5-dihydroxy-8-hydroxymethyl-3,4-dihydro-2H,
6H-benzo[1,2-b5,4-b′]dipyran-6-one (80), 2-(4-(pyrrolidin-
1-yl)phenyl)acetic acid (84), (4S,5R)-ephedroxane (85), 1-
phenylpropane-1,2-dione (195), 2-methoxycinnamaldehyde
(245), 2-methoxycinnamic acid (246), 2-methoxybenzoic acid
(364), 3′-o-acetylhamaudol (374), 3′-o-propionylhamaudol
(388), (R)-2-((R)-5-oxopyrrolidin-3-yl)-2-phenylacetic acid
(405), (Z)-6-(3-hydroxy-4-methoxystyryl)-4-methoxy-2H-
pyran-2-one (533), 6,7-dihydroxy-2-(2-phenylethyl)-5,6,7,8-
tetrahydrochromone (539), 7-demethylsuberosin (610),
8-chloro-2-(2-phenylethyl)-5,6,7-trihydroxy-5,6,7,8-tetrahy-
drochromone (637), 3-((R)-hydroxy ((S)-1-methylpiperidin-
2-yl)methyl)phenol (816), (R)-((S)-1-methylpiperidin-2-yl)
(phenyl)methanol (817), 3-((1R,2S)-2-(dimethylamino)-1-
hydroxypropyl)phenol (818), (R)-4-(1-Hydroxy-2-(methyl-
amino)ethyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5,6,7,8-tetrahydronaphthalen-1-ol
(5153),(R)-4-(1-hydroxy-2-(methylamino)ethyl)-8,8-di-
methyl-6,7,8,9-tetrahydro-5H-benzo [7]annulen-1-ol (5155),
(R)-2-ethyl-4-(1-hydroxy-2-(methylamino)ethyl)phenol
(5159), (R)-2-((1S,2S,5S)-2-benzyl-5-hydroxy-4-methyl-
cyclohex-3-en-1-yl)propane-1,2-diol (5168), and (1S,4R,
5S)-4-benzyl-5-(2-hydroxypropan-2-yl)-2-methylcyclohex-2-
en-1-ol (5169).

*e docking scores of the experienced ligands are pre-
dicted and summarized in Table 3. *e binding modes of the
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Figure 2: Molecular similarity of the examined compounds and VXG.
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tested ligands inside the active site of the target protein were
depicted. *e binding poses of the top five compounds with
the highest energy scores as well as the most perfect modes
were selected for detailed discussion as representative
examples.

Starting with the binding interactions and orientation of
the co-crystallized ligand (VXG) inside the active SARS-
CoV-2 helicase (PDB ID: 5RMM), it revealed a binding
affinity value of −19.37 kcal/mol. It showed a characteristic
four hydrogen bonding interactions through carboxylate
moiety of pyrrolidine ring with the essential amino acids
SER486, ASN516, and ASN177. In addition, two hydro-
phobic interactions were formed between pyrrolidine ring
and amino acid residues HIS554 and TYR515 (Figure 5).

*e results of docking studies showed that the tested
ligands have orientations and binding interactions similar

to that ofVXG against SARS-CoV-2 helicase.*ree- and two-
dimensional representations of binding modes of the most
potent derivatives 533, 637, 84, 195, and 364 inside the active
site of the target protein are depicted in Figures 6–10.

Compound 533 exhibited an interesting binding
mode similar to that of the co-crystallized ligand against
SARS-CoV-2 helicase with a docking score of
−17.10 kcal/mol. It keeps the hydrogen bonding inter-
actions with the essential amino acids SER486, ASN516,
and ASN177. Also, it formed two additional hydrogen
bonds with ASN179 and SER485 residues. Furthermore,
compound 533 was incorporated in two hydrophobic
interactions with amino acid residues HIS554 and
TYR515 (Figure 6).

For compound 637, the binding affinity was −18.85 kcal/
mol. Such compound exhibited the best binding mode into

Table 2: Molecular descriptors of the examined 40 compounds and VXG.

Comp. ALogp M. Wt HBA HBD Rotatable bonds Rings Aromatic rings MFPSA Minimum distance
VXG 0.71 233.26 3 1 2 2 1 0.237
405 0.62 219.24 3 2 3 2 1 0.307 0.357
84 2.12 205.25 3 1 3 2 1 0.187 0.446
816 2.1 221.3 3 2 2 2 1 0.181 0.454
433 1.69 178.19 3 1 3 1 1 0.239 0.529
100 1.09 149.19 2 1 2 1 1 0.252 0.531
342 2.76 204.22 3 1 2 2 1 0.224 0.541
533 1.97 274.27 5 1 4 2 1 0.229 0.552
818 1.53 195.26 3 2 3 1 1 0.187 0.553
364 1.44 152.15 3 1 2 1 1 0.285 0.555
246 1.91 178.19 3 1 3 1 1 0.24 0.559
59 0.8 151.21 2 2 2 1 1 0.264 0.56
64 0.8 151.21 2 2 2 1 1 0.264 0.56
539 1.57 286.32 4 2 3 3 1 0.239 0.564
150 1.54 178.19 3 2 2 1 1 0.3 0.568
85 2.03 191.23 2 0 1 2 1 0.143 0.575
398 1.81 164.2 2 1 3 1 1 0.202 0.596
195 1.45 148.16 2 0 2 1 1 0.21 0.597
57 1.23 165.23 2 2 3 1 1 0.165 0.614
65 1.23 165.23 2 2 3 1 1 0.165 0.614
817 2.34 205.3 2 1 2 2 1 0.102 0.648
5168 2.17 276.37 3 3 4 2 1 0.198 0.672
5153 2.59 249.35 3 3 3 2 1 0.181 0.678
5159 1.56 195.26 3 3 4 1 1 0.231 0.691
118 2.22 203.28 2 0 0 2 1 0.122 0.695
374 2.4 317.36 4 2 2 3 1 0.244 0.706
245 1.93 162.19 2 0 3 1 1 0.143 0.713
48 1.77 179.26 2 1 3 1 1 0.105 0.715
58 1.77 179.26 2 1 3 1 1 0.105 0.715
114 2.2 194.23 3 0 4 1 1 0.157 0.731
610 3.51 230.26 3 1 2 2 1 0.192 0.738
388 2.01 333.36 5 2 3 3 1 0.264 0.743
5169 3.05 260.37 2 2 3 2 1 0.136 0.76
260 1.93 164.2 2 0 4 1 1 0.141 0.765
91 2.99 188.22 2 0 1 2 1 0.131 0.769
102 2.99 188.22 2 0 1 2 1 0.131 0.769
280 1.98 177.24 2 0 1 2 1 0.062 0.775
5155 3.04 263.38 3 3 3 2 1 0.171 0.782
637 1.37 336.77 5 3 3 3 1 0.282 0.784
208 2.16 191.27 2 0 1 2 1 0.057 0.795
80 0.9 292.28 6 3 1 3 1 0.337 0.81
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Figure 4: (a) 3D and (b) 2D superimposition of the re-docked conformer of VXG over the co-crystallized one with an RMSD value of
0.74A.

Table 3: ∆G (in kcal/mole) of the most similar 40 compounds to VXG.

Compound Name ∆G (kcal/mole)
48 (+)-Methylpseudoephedrine −15.92
57 (1R,2S)-Ephedrine −15.64
58 (1R,2S)-N-methylephedrine −15.24
59 (1R,2S)-Norephedrine −14.29
64 (1S,2S)-Norpseudoephedrine −13.65
65 (1S,2S)-Pseudoephedrine −11.66
80 (3S)-2,2-Dimethyl-3,5-dihydroxy-8-hydroxymethyl-3,4-dihydro-2H,6H-benzo[1,2-b5,4-b′]dipyran-6-one −14.27
84 2-(4-(Pyrrolidin-1-yl) phenyl) acetic acid −15.46
85 (4S,5R)-Ephedroxane −14.01
91 (E)-3-Butylidene phthalide −13.31
100 (S)-Cathinone −12.6
102 (Z)-3-Butylidene phthalide −13.9
114 1-(2,4-Dimethoxyphenyl)-1-propanone −13.53
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Table 3: Continued.

Compound Name ∆G (kcal/mole)
118 1,3,6,6-Tetramethyl-6,7-dihydroisoquinolin-8(5H)-one −12.41
150 (4S,5R)-Ephedroxane −13.02
195 1-Phenylpropane-1,2-dione −11.07
208 2,3,4-Trimethyl-5-phenyloxazolidine −13.76
245 2-Methoxycinnamaldehyde −14.92
246 2-Methoxycinnamic acid −14.22
260 2-Phenylethyl acetate −13.29
280 3,4-Dimethyl-5-phenyloxazolidine −13.21
342 3-Butylidene-4-hydro-phthalide −13.24
364 2-Methoxybenzoic acid −12.16
374 3′-o-Acetylhamaudol −18.21
388 3′-o-Propionylhamaudol −18.13
398 4-(4-Hydroxyphenyl)-2-butanone −12.88
405 (R)-2-((R)-5-Oxopyrrolidin-3-yl)-2-phenylacetic acid −15.74
433 4-Hydroxy-3-methoxycinnamaldehyde −13.11
533 (Z)-6-(3-Hydroxy-4-methoxystyryl)-4-methoxy-2H-pyran-2-one −17.1
539 6,7-Dihydroxy-2-(2-phenylethyl)-5,6,7,8-tetrahydrochromone −18.36
610 7-Demethylsuberosin −15.48
637 8-Chloro-2-(2-phenylethyl)-5,6,7-trihydroxy-5,6,7,8-tetrahydrochromone −18.85
816 3-((R)-Hydroxy ((S)-1-methylpiperidin-2-yl)methyl)phenol −17.09
817 (R)-((S)-1-Methylpiperidin-2-yl) (phenyl)methanol −15.95
818 3-((1R,2S)-2-(Dimethylamino)-1-hydroxypropyl)phenol −15.79
5153 (R)-4-(1-Hydroxy-2-(methylamino)ethyl)-7,7-dimethyl-5,6,7,8-tetrahydronaphthalen-1-ol −17.84
5155 (R)-4-(1-Hydroxy-2-(methylamino)ethyl)-8,8-dimethyl-6,7,8,9-tetrahydro-5H-benzo[7]annulen-1-ol −16.59
5159 (R)-2-Ethyl-4-(1-hydroxy-2-(methylamino)ethyl)phenol −17.89
5168 (R)-2-((1S,2S,5S)-2-Benzyl-5-hydroxy-4-methylcyclohex-3-en-1-yl)propane-1,2-diol −18.4
5169 (1S,4R,5S)-4-Benzyl-5-(2-hydroxypropan-2-yl)-2-methylcyclohex-2-en-1-ol −17.42
VXG (3S,4R)-1-Acetyl-4-phenylpyrrolidine-3-carboxylic acid −19.37

(a)

Figure 5: Continued.
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(b)

Figure 5: (a) 3D and (b) 2D of VXG docked into the active site of SARS-CoV-2 helicase.

(a)

Figure 6: Continued.
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(b)

Figure 6: (a) 3D and (b) 2D images of the docked compound 533 into the active site of SARS-CoV-2 helicase.

(a)

Figure 7: Continued.
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(b)

Figure 7: (a) 3D and (b) 2D images of the docked compound 637 into the active site of SARS-CoV-2 helicase.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) 3D and (b) 2D images of the docked compound 84 into the active site of SARS-CoV-2 helicase.
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the target protein, where it completely occupied the
protein through seven hydrogen bonding interactions
with SER486, ASN516, ASN177, SER485, and HIS554
residues. In addition, the terminal phenyl ring formed three
hydrophobic interactions with HIS554, LEU412, and ARG560
residues (Figure 7).

Concerning the binding mode of compound 84
against SARS-CoV-2 helicase, the binding energy was
−15.46 kcal/mol. *e structural similarity of that com-
pound with the co-crystallized ligand revealed the same
binding mode against the receptor, where three hydrogen

bonds were formed with SER486, ASN516, and ASN177
and three hydrophobic interactions were molded with
HIS554 and PRO408 (Figure 8).

*e binding affinity of compound 195was −11.07kcal/mol.
Such affinity was represented by four hydrogen bonds with the
key amino acids SER486, ASN516, and ASN177 and one hy-
drophobic interaction with HIS554 (Figure 9).

Finally, analyzing the binding interactions of compound
364 indicated a binding score of −12.16 kcal/mol. *e car-
boxylate moiety formed three hydrogen bonding interactions
with the key amino acids SER486, ASN516, and ASN177

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) 3D and (b) 2D images of the docked compound 195 into the active site of SARS-CoV-2 helicase.
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while the phenyl ring was incorporated in hydrophobic in-
teraction with HIS55 (Figure 10).

2.4. ADMET Studies. *e likeness of any molecule to be
approved as a drug depends greatly on its pharmaco-
kinetic properties as well as its activity. Subsequently, the
investigation of the ADMETprofile of a molecule should
be considered in the early stages of drug design and

discovery to avoid the withdrawal possibility of the drug
from the pharmaceutical market [73]. *ese descriptors
identify the absorption, distribution, metabolism, ex-
cretion, as well as the toxicity of the examined com-
pound. Although, there are different in vitro experiments
that can determine the ADMET profile, in silico deter-
mination is an available and reliable tool with the profit
of being faster, cheaper, as well as and lifesaver of the
experimental animals [74].

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) 3D and (b) 2D images of docked compound 364 into the active site of SARS-CoV-2 helicase.
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*e predicted ADMETprofiles of the 26 compounds that
showed correct modes of binding besides Remdesivir, the
reference drug, are shown in Table 4 and Figure 11.
Compounds 48, 58, 85, 245, 610, 816, 817, 5153, 5155, and
5169 were excluded because of their predicted strong ability
to pass the blood-brain barriers which may be combined
with a CNS toxicity. Among the excluded compounds,
compounds 48, 58, 816, 817, 5153, and 5155 were predicted
to be inhibitors against the CYP2D6 enzyme which would
cause hepatotoxicity. *e predicted intestinal absorption
and aqueous solubility of all compounds were good to
optimal.

2.5. Toxicity Studies. *e early prediction of toxicity is a
crucial step that minimizes drug failure because of toxicity in
the development stage or the clinical trials [75]. In silico
prediction of toxicity is a credible approach that plays an
essential role in drug design and discovery of lead com-
pounds because in vitro and in vivo approaches are usually
controlled by strict ethical regulations, time, and availability
of resources [76], whereas the in silico prediction is based on
a structure-activity relationship toxicology. *e software
compares the essential structural descriptors of the

examined compounds with a huge library of hundreds of
thousands of reported safe and toxic compounds [77]
(Supporting data (available here)). Discovery studio 4.0
software was employed to predict the toxicity profile of the
selected compounds after the ADMET study against 7
models. *e applied models are FDA rat carcinogenicity
[78, 79], mouse carcinogenic potency (TD50) [80], rat
maximum tolerated dose (MTD) [81, 82], rat oral LD50 [83],
rat chronic LOAEL [84, 85], ocular irritancy, and skin
irritancy [86]. According to the obtained results (Table 5),
compounds 80, 388, and 539 were eliminated due to the
predicted high carcinogenic potency.

2.6. Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations. Despite the
ability of molecular docking studies to expect the mode of
binding of a compound inside a specific protein correctly, it
has a serious defect that it deals with the protein as a rigid
unit. Resultantly, it does not compute the conformational
changes that happen in the protein because of ligand binding
[87]. On the contrary, the MD simulations can adequately
describe the behavior of a protein at the atomic level in full
detail and at very accurate temporal resolution [88]. In
accordance, the MD simulations have the advantage of being
able to predict the conformational changes that occurred in
the protein after ligand binding [89]. Furthermore, MD
simulation studies can effectively compute various factors
related to the energy of the protein-ligand complex for a
determined time. Subsequently, it accurately describes the
binding mode, stability, and flexibility of the ligand inside
the target protein [90].

*e first successful MD simulation experiment of a
protein (bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor) was published
in Nature in 1977 [91]. Fortunately, because of the recently
introduced supercomputer hardware, especially the ad-
vanced graphics processing units, MD simulation experi-
ments became much more accessible, powerful, and
accurate [92].

In the MD simulation study, the forces on every atom of
the examined ligand-protein complex are computed at every
ultra-short time interval according to the basics of the “force
field” [93]. *e computed force field can be utilized to
describe the position and velocity of atoms at each time
interval.*e force field is a physical expression that describes
the functional potential energy of atoms. *e force field is
calculated based on Newton’s laws of motion considering
bonded interactions (bonds, angles, and dihedrals) in ad-
dition to nonbonded interactions (van der Waals potentials
and Coulomb potentials) between all atoms of the complex.
*is step is repeated billions of times to produce the atomic
trajectories for a specific time interval [94].

Several MD simulation studies were employed to in-
vestigate the stability and mimic the dynamic of compound
533, (Z)-6-(3-hydroxy-4-methoxystyryl)-4-methoxy-2H-
pyran-2-one, that exhibited the best docking score inside
SARS-CoV-2 helicase for 100 ns.

First, the interaction of a ligand inside the active site of a
protein leads to some changes in the structure of that protein
[95]. In consequence, the dynamics and the conformational

Table 4: ADMET profile of the 26 compounds with the best
docking scores.

Comp. BBB levela HIAb Aqc CYP2D6d PPBe

48 1 0 4 T F
57 2 0 4 F F
58 1 0 4 T F
59 3 0 4 F F
80 3 0 3 F F
84 2 0 3 F T
85 1 0 3 F F
195 2 0 3 F T
245 1 0 3 F T
246 2 0 3 F T
364 2 0 4 F T
374 2 0 3 F F
388 3 0 3 F F
405 3 0 4 F F
533 3 0 3 F T
539 3 0 3 F T
610 1 0 3 F T
637 3 0 3 F T
816 2 0 3 T F
817 1 0 3 T F
818 2 0 4 F F
5153 2 0 3 T T
5155 2 0 3 T T
5159 3 0 4 F F
5168 2 0 4 F T
5169 1 0 3 F T
Simeprevir 4 3 2 F T
aBBB, ability to pass the blood-brain barrier, 1 is high, 2 is medium, 3 is low,
and 4 is very low; bHIA, human intestinal absorption level, 0 is good, 1 is
moderate, 2 is poor, and 3 is very poor; cAq, aqueous solubility level, 0 is
extremely low, 1 is very low, 2 is low, 3 is good, and 4 is optimal; dCYP2D6,
inhibition of CYP2D6 enzyme, T is an inhibitor and F is a noninhibitor;
ePPB, F means less than 90% and T means more than 90%.
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changes of the SARS-CoV-2 helicase-533 complex were
computed as root mean square deviation (RMSD) to detect
the stability due to binding. It is observed that the SARS-
CoV-2 helicase and 533 exhibited lower RMSD with no
major fluctuations indicating their greater stability
(Figure 12(a)). Interestingly, the SARS-CoV-2 helicase-533

complex was stable till 90 ns∼. Although the SARS-CoV-2
helicase-533 complex showed a minor fluctuation later, it
reached equilibrium again.

Second, the flexibility of SARS-CoV-2 helicase was
calculated in terms of root mean square fluctuation (RMSF)
to calculate the differences in flexibility in the SARS-CoV-2
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Figure 11: Results of the ADMET study.

Table 5: In silico toxicity profile of 15 compounds with good ADMET profile.

Comp. FDA rat carcinogenicity
(mouse-female)

TD50
(mg·kg−1·day−1)

MTD
(g·kg−1)

Rat oral LD50
(g·kg−1)

LOAEL
(g·kg−1)

Ocular
irritancy

Skin
irritancy

Simeprevir Not a carcinogen 2.0138 0.002967 0.208835 0.0021057 Mild None
57 Not a carcinogen 306.685 0.126925 0.678557 0.1091 Severe None
59 Not a carcinogen 209.013 0.130669 1.17822 0.153373 Severe None
80 Multicarcinogen 30.9654 0.320563 0.112645 0.0104398 Moderate None
84 Not a carcinogen 86.2745 0.432043 0.651537 0.0466934 Severe None
195 Not a carcinogen 734.376 0.0920234 0.80394 0.58711 Mild None
246 Not a carcinogen 896.437 0.185908 0.975783 0.0690491 Mild Mild
364 Not a carcinogen 1,152.33 0.178125 1.10017 0.269177 Mild None
388 Multicarcinogen 77.4401 0.158212 0.128576 0.0111578 Severe Mild
405 Not a carcinogen 1,019.87 0.355843 0.565566 0.0958513 Moderate None
533 Not a carcinogen 587.516 0.109002 0.765306 0.026065 Mild Mild
539 Multicarcinogen 71.1582 0.12354 0.366215 0.0229232 Severe None
637 Not a carcinogen 30.3365 0.136595 0.428434 0.0201137 Severe Mild
818 Not a carcinogen 145.39 0.355736 0.71245 0.0937066 Severe None
5159 Not a carcinogen 227.599 0.559977 0.526787 0.0808567 Severe None
5168 Not a carcinogen 128.911 0.242854 2.09646 0.0494677 Moderate Mild
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helicase-533 complex during the 100 ns of the MD simu-
lations. *e decrease of RMSF values during the MD sim-
ulation in 50–100 residue areas (Figure 12(b)) denotes that
SARS-CoV-2 residues were more rigid and stabilized after
binding to 533.

*ird, the radius of gyration (Rg) is a crucial parameter
that is linked to the protein stability according to the
change in its volume. Rg is defined as the root mean square
distance (RMSD) of a weighted mass group of atoms from their
mass center [96, 97]. *us, the calculation of Rg identifies the
dimensions as well as the compactness of the SARS-CoV-2

helicase-533 complex. *e lower degree of fluctuation
throughout the simulation period indicates the greater com-
pactness of a system. *e Rg of the SARS-CoV-2 helicase-533
complex was found to be lower than the starting period
(Figure 12(c)) displaying compactness and stability.

Fourth, the interaction between protein-ligand com-
plexes and solvents was measured by solvent accessible
surface area (SASA) over the simulation period. So, the
SASA of the SARS-CoV-2 helicase-533 complex was cal-
culated to provide the extent of the conformational changes
that occurred during binding. Interestingly, SARS-CoV-2
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helicase featured a reduction of the surface area showing a
relatively lower SASA value than the starting period
(Figure 12(d)).

Finally, hydrogen bonding between a SARS-CoV-2
helicase-533 complex is essential to stabilize the structure.
MD simulation studies showed that the highest number of
conformations of the SARS-CoV-2 helicase formed up to
three hydrogen bonds with 533 (Figure 12(e)).

2.7. Molecular Mechanics Poisson–Boltzmann Surface Area
(MM-PBSA). In this experiment, the molecular mechanics
Poisson–Boltzmann surface area (MM-PBSA) method was the
utilizedmethod to calculate the free binding energy of the SARS-
CoV-2 helicase-533 complex. *e MM-PBSA can evaluate the
binding between a specific receptor and a ligand through the
accurate calculation of the binding free energy of the ligand-
protein complex. *e MM-PBSA method utilizes both ther-
modynamic cycle and molecular dynamics (MD) methods to
compute the binding free energy. *e MM-PBSA calculates the
binding free energies according to the following equation:
ΔGbind.�Gcomp.− (Gprot. +Glig.).
ΔGbind. refers to the total energy difference that was

calculated as the difference between the energy at the bound-
state (Gcomp.) and the sum of energy of both protein (Gprot.)
and ligand (Glig.) before binding [98]. To compute the biding
energy accurately, two main types of energies should be
considered: first, the gas-phase interaction energy, which
consists of van der Waals and electrostatic interactions; and,
second, the solvation energy, which includes both polar and
nonpolar components [99].

*e MM-PBSA, as a tool to calculate the free binding
energies, has several advantages over other methods such as
free energy perturbation and thermodynamic integration
such as being faster, simpler, and producing consistent
results with the experimental [100].

*e binding free energy of the SARS-CoV-2 helicase-533
complex was computed at the last stable 20ns of the MD
production run at a time interval of 100ps fromMD trajectories.
*e MM/PBSA method was utilized. Also, the MmPbSaStat.py
script was employed to calculate the average free binding energy
and its standard deviation/error from the output files that were
obtained from g_mmpbsa. Compound 533, (Z)-6-(3-hydroxy-

4-methoxystyryl)-4-methoxy-2H-pyran-2-one, showed a low
binding free energy of −83kJ/mol with the SARS-CoV-2 heli-
case (Figure 13(a)).*e binding energy was stable during all the
time of examination indicating the correct binding of the SARS-
CoV-2 helicase-533 complex.

2.7.1. Free Energy Decomposition. *e total binding free
energy of the SARS-CoV-2 helicase-533 complex was
decomposed to analyze and understand the different com-
ponents of that obtained binding energy as well as to disclose
the contribution of each amino acid residue of the SARS-
CoV-2 helicase in the binding with 533. *e total binding
free energy was decomposed into per amino acid residue
contribution energy. *is experiment gives a clearer idea
about the essential amino acid residues that have favorable
contributions to the binding process. It was found that THR-
115, PHE-145, PRO-172, TYR-149, and LEU-411 residues of
the protein contributed higher than −2 kJ/mol binding
energy and thus they are crucial residues in the binding with
533 (Figure 13(b)).

3. Methods

3.1. Molecular Similarity. Discovery studio 4.0 software was
used [101, 102] (see Section 3 in Supplementary data).

3.2. Fingerprints Studies. Discovery studio 4.0 software was
used [103, 104] (see Section 3 in Supplementary data).

3.3. Docking Studies. Docking studies were done against the
target enzyme using Discovery studio 4.0 software [105, 106]
(see Section 3 in Supplementary data).

3.4. ADMET Analysis. Discovery studio 4.0 was used
[40, 107] (see Section 3 in Supplementary data).

3.5. Toxicity Studies. Discovery studio 4.0 software was used
[108–110] (see Section 3 in Supplementary data).
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Figure 13: MM-PBSA results of SARS-CoV-2 helicase-1552 complex.
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3.6. Molecular Dynamics Simulation. *e system was pre-
pared using the web-based CHARMM-GUI [111–113]
utilizing CHARMM36 force field [114] and NAMD 2.13
[115] package. *e TIP3P explicit solvation model was used
(see supporting data (available here)).

3.7. MM-PBSA Studies. *e g_mmpbsa package of GRO-
MACS was utilized to calculate the MM/PBSA (see sup-
porting data (available here)).

4. Conclusion

Twelve of 5956 TCM compounds were suggested to be the
potential inhibitors against SARS-CoV-2 helicase (PDB ID:
5RMM). *e compounds were selected according to
structural similarity and fingerprint studies with VXG, the
co-crystallized ligand of the target protein. *en, molecular
docking studies were carried out.*en, ADMETand toxicity
studies were preceded to select the following metabolites:
(1R,2S)-ephedrine (57), (1R,2S)-norephedrine (59), 2-(4-
(pyrrolidin-1-yl)phenyl)acetic acid (84), 1-phenylpropane-
1,2-dione (195), 2-methoxycinnamic acid (246), 2-
methoxybenzoic acid (364), (R)-2-((R)-5-oxopyrrolidin-3-
yl)-2-phenylacetic acid (405), (Z)-6-(3-hydroxy-4-methox-
ystyryl)-4-methoxy-2H-pyran-2-one (533), 8-chloro-2-(2-
phenylethyl)-5,6,7-trihydroxy-5,6,7,8-tetrahydrochromone
(637), 3-((1R,2S)-2-(dimethylamino)-1-hydroxypropyl)
phenol (818), (R)-2-ethyl-4-(1-hydroxy-2-(methylamino)
ethyl)phenol (5159), and (R)-2-((1S,2S,5S)-2-benzyl-5-hy-
droxy-4-methylcyclohex-3-en-1-yl)propane-1,2-diol (5168).
Among them, compounds 84, 195, 364, 533, and 637
showed the best docking scores. Interestingly, compound
533, the one with the highest docking score, bonded fa-
vorably to the target protein with low energy and optimum
dynamics according to advanced MD simulation studies
over 100 ns.
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Cancer is characterized by abnormal cell di�erentiation in or on the part of the body.�emost commonly used chemotherapeutic
drugs are developed to target rapidly dividing cells, such as cancer cells, but they also damage healthy epithelial cells. �is has
serious consequences for normal cells and become responsible for the development of various disorders. Several strategies for
delivering the cytotoxic drugs to cancerous sites that limit systemic toxicity and other adverse e�ects have recently been evolved.
Among them, biomolecule-conjugated metal complexes-based cancer targeting strategies have shown tremendous advantages in
cancer therapy. �is review focuses on several chemoselective biomolecules-bound metal complexes as prospective cancer
therapy-targeted agents. In this review, we presented the details of the various extra- and intracellular targeting mechanisms in
cancer therapy. We also addressed the current clinical issues and recent therapeutic strategies in targeted cancer therapy that may
pave a way for the future direction of metal complexes-based targeted cancer therapy.

1. Introduction

1.1. Introduction to Cancer �erapy. Cancer is a more
complicated and fatal disease that poses a threat to human
health all over the world. It involves multiple genes and
crosstalk between signaling networks, changes in DNA, and/
or gene transcription and/or translation [1]. Cancer is caused
by the malfunctioning of normal cell genes, which promotes
uncontrolled proliferation, metastasis, and the rapid ex-
pansion of aberrant cells that grow beyond their normal
limits. In the year 2020, the US was anticipated to witness
606,520 deaths and 1.8 million new cases [2]. About 4.5
million premature cancer-caused deaths were reported
worldwide in 2016 [3]. Based on current data, the Inter-
national Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) forecasts
that around 13 million cancer-related deaths would occur by

2030, prompting researchers to continue their hunt for an
e�ective anticancer medicine [4, 5]. �e most common
clinical approaches for cancer treatment are chemotherapy,
radiation therapy, surgery, hormone therapy, and targeted
therapy with anticancer drugs [6]. All cancer therapies have
the potential to harm normal cells while destroying cancer
cells [7]. Targeted therapy, on the other hand, is a potential
choice since normal cells can survive when cancer cell
proliferation is reduced during targeted therapy [8]. �e
damaged proteins produced by these mutated genes could be
treated with targeted therapy [9, 10].

1.2. Challenges in Recent Cancer Chemotherapy. �e �nding
of the anticancer drug cisplatin is a noticeable breakthrough
in cancer chemotherapy [11]. Cisplatin, also known as cis-
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diamminedichloroplatinum(II), is an antitumor drug used
in the treatment of a range of malignancies, including tes-
ticular, ovarian, bladder, cervix, lung, head and neck, and
breast cancers [12]. However, cisplatin’s clinical use is
limited due to the appearance of hazardous side effects like
nephrotoxicity, neurotoxicity, and cytotoxicity [13, 14]. )e
primary drawbacks of cancer therapy are mainly the lack of
specificity of drugs and ineffective accumulation of drugs at
tumor sites, as well as development of drug resistance [15,
16]. As a result, second-generation anticancer medicines,
such as metal-based compounds with a tailored drug de-
livery mechanism, are being developed as potential alter-
natives [17, 18]. TDDS is a promising field of study that
requires an interdisciplinary approach to deliver drugs to
target sites while avoiding damage to healthy tissues and
organs [19, 20].

Many research groups have demonstrated delivery
systems based on target-specific groups, primarily peptide
substrates, heterocyclics, oligonucleotides, and monoclonal
antibodies [21, 22]. However, their unreducible mass makes
it difficult to penetrate solid tumors, and the excretion of
unbound reagent is a disadvantage for future use [23]. Only
cancer cells would be affected by targeted therapeutic
medications that inhibit the mutated form of the protein
while maintaining activity of the normal version. Agents that
do not contain metals as well as metal complexes are the
active agents in medicinal inorganic chemistry. Since the
nonemitting ligands are biomolecules (protein or peptide,
lipids, vitamins, and nucleic acid), metal complex fragments
that keep a part of the carrier ligands are essential because
they can help with conjugation and provide selectivity or
controlled release activity [24, 25]. )ere are seven different
types of metal-based drugs: (i) one or more ligands are
involved in biological activity [26], (ii) a fragment of the
complex [27], (iii) the entire reactive complex [28], (iv) the
metal is a radiation enhancer [29], (v) the metal ion or its
biotransformation product is the active ingredient [30], (vi)
the metal is radioactive [31], and (vii) the entire inert
complex [32]. Understanding how metals interact with
biomolecules raises the potential for modifying metal
characteristics, speciation, reactivity, and, ultimately, bio-
logical function [33, 34].

Currently, researchers are focusing their efforts on li-
gand-targeted delivery of medicines. Franz and Metzler-
Nolte [35] have reported many biomolecule ligands such as
peptides, carbohydrates, lipids, and vitamins, which act as
ligand-targeted delivery of drugs. )is review attempts to
investigate the anticancer metal complexes bound to folic
acid, albumin, biotin, and hyaluronic acid, as well as folic
acid-human serum albumin, erlotinib, suberoylanilide
hydroxamic acid, and valproic acid. )e capacity to serve as
drug-carriers delivering drugs to receptors and their high
selectivity and affinity are the two advantages of these
biomolecules [35]. )ere is a pressing need to develop
carriers (vectors) and delivery methods that can carry
chemotherapeutic medicines only to the precise target site,
thereby improving treatment efficiency and reducing un-
desirable systemic side effects [19, 20, 36]. )e other ap-
proach makes use of the fact that malignant cells have more

receptors on their surface than healthy cells, allowing cy-
totoxic drugs to be targeted more effectively at tumor cells.
As a result, therapeutic efficacy enhances while side effects
diminish [37].

)e targeting ligands are biomolecules that include folic
acid, biotin, albumin, and hyaluronic acid. Folic acid (FA) is
a targeted molecule that has been studied extensively in the
fields of imaging, diagnostics, and cancer treatment [35].
Because of their rapid development and cell division, several
cancer cell lines overexpress FA receptors (FARs), including
ovary, prostate, lung, nose, brain, and colon cancer. Normal
cells, on the other hand, express very little folate receptors
(FARs). )erefore, some of the anticancer drugs conjugated
with biomolecules and metal complexes can selectively ac-
cumulate in tumor tissues. By utilizing specific or overex-
pressed receptors, anticancer drugs can be delivered to
cancerous cells and tissues in a targeted manner. However,
the use of biomolecules-conjugated metal complexes re-
mains a challenge in the realm of cancer treatment [38, 39].

1.3. Methodology of the Review. Web-based literature
searching tools, such as SciFinder, PubMed, and Google
Scholar, were used to carefully select articles. )e literature
survey mainly covers the years from 2010 to 2021. However,
some relevant literatures out of the interval were also
highlighted. )e review emphasized on reports on metal
complexes in cytotoxic target-specific anticancer therapy,
cellular targeting and mechanisms, metal complex-conju-
gated biomolecules, and folate-conjugated metal-nano-
particles for target drug delivery. By unbalancing the cellular
redox state, the metal complex takes up the cell membrane
through a receptor on the cell’s surface and interacts with
organelles, causing cellular death. )is review also looks at
how biomolecules like folic acid, biotin, and hyaluronic acid
can be used to selectively interact with and accumulate
metallodrugs in cells.

2. Mechanism of Cellular Targeting and
Targeted Cancer Therapy

2.1. Intracellular Targets

2.1.1. Nucleic Acids. )e nucleus, the cell’s largest organelle,
was initially found in the early 1800s. It functions as the cell’s
brain since it contains the most genetic components, such as
chromosomes made up of lengthy DNA strands and nu-
cleoproteins like histones that regulate gene expression
[40–42]. Transcription from rDNA to rRNA that occurs in
the nucleolus, which includes both nucleic acid and proteins,
is one of the most important phases in the gene expression
process [43].

Metal complexes are appealing candidates in cancer
research, due to their enormous range of structures and
activities, as well as the metals' various oxidation state and
coordination geometry, among large range of organic li-
gands attached to the metal center [44]. )ey are modular
systems with a great deal of adaptability. Functionalization
of ligands can alter cellular absorption, accumulation, and
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biomolecule targeting (Figure 1).With ligand alterations, the
metal core can have photophysical, electrochemical, and
spectroscopic properties that can be tuned. )ese features
can be used to improve diagnosis and treatment of diseases.
Metal complexes bind to nucleic acids in two ways: covalent
bonds via direct coordination of metal ions (e.g., platinum
agents) or noncovalent bonds via supermolecular interac-
tions of organic ligands (for instance, numerous metal
complexes used in bioimaging). As seen in platinum drugs,
the metal center attaches directly to the nitrogen atoms of
the nucleobases in the first case [45]. )e organic ligands, on
the other hand, determine the interaction that can be hy-
drophobic groove bonding, hydrogen bonding, electrostatic
interaction, intercalation, insertion, or a mix of these. Due to
these, metal complexes that interact with nucleic acids have
been proposed for a variety of applications such as phar-
maceuticals, fluorescent imaging probes, foot printing
agents, and nanotechnology [23, 40, 46].

In addition, recent research has focused on the devel-
opment of metal compounds capable of targeting DNA
noncanonical configurations, even though DNA is generally
found as a duplex structure. Target specific sequences using
tailored compounds to target certain structural features
allows metal complexes to attach to nucleic acids [47, 48].
Ruthenium(II) complexes that can bind to extended DNA;
iron(II) that binds to DNA in three-way junctions; and
various metal-containing polycyclic planar aromatic com-
pounds that bind to G-quadruplex DNAs, such as metal-
salphen and platinum(II) terpyridine complexes, were re-
ported [49–51]. All of these noncanonical structures are
found to be potential targets for structure- and shape-spe-
cific binders. Moreover, RNA has even more noncanonical
structural components than DNA, but it has been less in-
vestigated as a metal complex target. RNA is an important
molecule: in recent decades, messenger ribosomal and
transfer RNA have been discovered, permitting the passage
of genetic material from DNA to proteins in enormous
quantities of noncoding RNAs [52, 53]. Examples include
short microRNAs (miRNA) and ribo-switches, which both
play a role in gene regulation, as do ribozymes, which are
catalytically active RNAs that can catalyze reactions without
the use of a protein. )ey target noncanonical elements,
which is a difficult but effective technique to disrupt RNA
function [54, 55]. Also, various small compounds that target
RNAs have been developed [46].

2.1.2. Mitochondria. )e mitochondrion is a semi-inde-
pendent organelle with a double membrane that controls
most the cell’s metabolic functions. )e electron transport
chain is stored within the inner mitochondrial membrane,
where electrons are moved from NADH to oxygen in redox
processes and energy is used to pump H+ out of the matrix,
resulting in a negative charge within [56]. Mitochondria
control cell metabolism, the production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS), cell death, and calcium, the second universal
messenger. Mitochondria, the cell’s powerhouses and energy
centers, are essential for cancer metabolism. )e phrase
“aerobic glycolysis,” known as the Warburg effect, was used

to explain mitochondria’s role in carcinogenesis. )is is
because tumor cells create energy via glycolysis rather than
the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. )is phenomenon was
linked byWarburg to tumor cell mitochondrial malfunction,
and he suggested that tumor cells were forced to rely on
glycolysis due to the loss of the mitochondrial respiratory
chain [57, 58].

Anticancer drugs that directly target mitochondrial
functionality have significant benefits over traditional che-
motherapy drugs that cause mitochondrial dysfunction in an
indirect manner by employing damaged DNAs to generate
apoptosis-initiating signals. Many transition-metal com-
plexes that accumulate within mitochondria are emissive,
and the fluorescence of these complexes can be used to
demonstrate both cellular uptake and organelle-specific
distribution. )e contribution of the Au(I) (phosphine)
moiety to mitochondria has been described, with an em-
phasis on di- and tetrapeptides. )e cause is an increase in
reactive oxygen species (ROS) within the cells [59]. Hao and
coworkers described three novel Ir metallic complexes
containing cdppz (11-chlorodipyrido[3,2-a,2′,3′-c]phena-
zine) as mitochondrial-targeting anticancer agent: [Ir(ppy)
2(cdppz)] (PF6) (ppy� 2-phenylpyridine), [Ir(bzq)
2(cdppz)](PF6) (2) (bzq� benzo[h]quinolone), and [Ir(piq)
2(cdppz)](PF6) (3) (piq� 1-phenylisoquinoline). )ese
complexes increase intracellular ROS levels, diminish mi-
tochondrial membrane capacity, and cause apoptosis by
regulating the stages of apoptosis-related proteins, pre-
venting colony formation, and slowing the cellular cycle at
G0/G1 phase [60].

2.1.3. Lysosome. Lysosomes are dense granular structures
with hydrolytic enzymes that are mainly responsible for
intracellular and extracellular digestion. A hydrogen proton

Figure 1: General model of intracellular targeting mechanism
(adapted from Ref. [44]).
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pump is located on the lysosomal membrane and is re-
sponsible for maintaining the pH of the enzymes. )e ly-
sosomal enzymes’ functionality is ensured by the acidic
media maintained by the proton pump, which pumps H+

into the lumen. Lysosomes, which are loaded with enzymes
known as hydrolases, are responsible for the breakdown of
extracellular and intracellular materials. It contains around
40 different enzymes that are divided into five categories:
proteases, lipases, amylase, nucleases, and phosphoric acid
monoesters. Hydrolases are a class of enzymes that use water
molecules to cleave substrates. Most lysosomal enzymes
work in an acidic environment [61].

Cancer growth, invasion, and metastasis all require ly-
sosomemigration toward the cell periphery. Lysosomes alter
in number, shape, hydrolase concentration, luminal pH, and
intracellular distribution during neoplastic transformation.
)e population of lysosomes has migrated from the center to
the periphery of the cytoplasm, which is a particularly
noticeable modification. Changes in the tumor microenvi-
ronment, such as acidity, or changes in the expression of
genes that control lysosome location and motility, which
occur during oncogenic transformation, could trigger this
redistribution. Lysosome’s exocytosis, extracellular matrix
breakdown, cell adhesion, and migration are facilitated by
centrifugal transport of lysosomes, all of which lead to
cancer. Anticancer treatments should investigate targeting
the regulation of lysosome placement and motility [58, 61].

Yang and coauthors [62] synthesized lysosome-targeted
cyclometalated iridium(III) anticancer complexes contain-
ing imine-N-heterocyclic carbene ligands [Ir(ppy)2(ĈN)]
PF6− (wherein ĈN are imine-N-heterocyclic carbene ligands
with diverse substituents and ppy is 2-phenylpyridine).
Iridium complexes cause cellular autolysis and cell death by
destroying the lysosomal membrane in which lysosomal
damage changes accountable for the cell apoptosis. More-
over, rhodamine-modified metalated Ir(III) complexes that
target lysosomes exert effective anticancer outcomes
through unique mechanisms, along with targeting subcel-
lular organelles and inhibiting protein activities [63]. Ru-1@
TPP-PEG-biotin has also been used in targeting lysosomes
as a brand new anticancer therapeutic strategy, and it was
also stated that it contributed to the instability of the ly-
sosomal membrane through the reduced expression of
ceramide [64].

2.2. Extracellular Targeted 3erapy

2.2.1. Cell Membrane. )e cell membrane is vital for its
receptors, signal transmission, enzymatic activity, fusion-
fission, endocytosis, and transport, in addition to its
structural function. It is responsible for cell-environment
interaction. Specific bilayer activities are linked to high lipid
compositional diversity, flexibility, interactions, and dis-
persion, impacting membrane or cell characteristics. Lipid
research has shown to be critical in better understanding the
intricacies of biological systems and disorders. Lipids feature
a lengthy hydrophobic tail and a polar head. Due to ther-
modynamic factors, hydrophobic tails are covered by a layer

of hydrophilic heads, forming micelles or bilayered sheets
that are thought to be the origin of cell membranes and
spontaneously associate in aqueous conditions. )ese
components facilitate noncovalent interactions with other
biomolecules including proteins and lipids, which help to
shape cellular and organelle membranes. Membranes’ lipid
composition and distribution are not uniform. Lipid
asymmetry between the inner and outer membrane leaflets is
caused by phospholipid enrichment with amine or serine
moieties in the inner leaflet, whereas choline and sphin-
gomyelins (SMs) predominate on the exterior. For millen-
nia, people have used lipids in their meals and supplements
to improve their health and avoid illness [65]. Mono- and
polyunsaturated fatty acids, together with oleic acid, linoleic
acid, and fish oils, are thought to prevent colon cancer. )e
cellular membrane may be used alone or in combination
with current chemotherapeutics and small compounds to
deal with cancer.)e cellular membrane and its components
ought to be considered in cancer treatment, and clean
therapeutic techniques need to be advanced [66, 67].

2.2.2. Cellular Receptors. A cell receptor structure (CRS) is a
structure on a cell’s surface that permits it to admit outside
molecules like nutrients and hormones, as depicted in Fig-
ure 2. )ere are many different types of receptors, but they
can be categorized into two groups: intracellular receptors
(found in the cytoplasm or nucleus) and extracellular or cell
surface receptors (found in the plasma membrane) [68]. )e
CRS plays a role in a wide range of physiological and
pathological processes, such as the extracellular matrix,
growth factor signaling, and cell activation in response to
microbial invasion. )e progression of degenerative diseases
such as cancer, atherosclerosis, and neurological disorders is
dependent on cell surface receptors [69].

)e main goal of cancer detection and/or treatment is to
develop drugs that can target the tumor microenvironment.
Some overexpressed receptors, such as αVβ3 integrin, folate
receptor (FAR-α), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR),
vascular endothelial cell growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2),
and neuropilin-1 (NRP1), are commonly exploited as targets
for cancer applications [69]. Overexpression of the human
epidermal receptor 2 (HER2) proteins is frequently seen in a
variety of primary tumors and contributes to carcinogenesis,
particularly in breast cancer [71, 72].

)e cell membrane, which separates the interior of
cells from the outside environment, is engaged in a
number of cellular functions, including selectively iden-
tifying and transporting specific molecules, as well as cell
signaling transmission. Deng and coauthors [73] dis-
covered that Ru complexes containing phenylterpyridine
derivatives had anticancer properties and identified their
cell membrane target receptors. )e coupling of ruthe-
nium polypyridyl subunits and EGFR-inhibiting 4-anili-
noquinazoline ligands results in a class of extremely active
dual-targeting anticancer drugs. )e anticancer potency
of the most active Ru(II) polypyridyl complexes is similar
to that of cisplatin and higher than that of gefitinib,
according to an in vitro antiproliferation experiment
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against a range of EGRF-overexpressing cancer cell lines
[73].

3. Metal Complexes-Biomolecule
Conjugation in Targeted Cancer Therapy and
Their Challenges

)e production of metal complexes as medications or
diagnostic agents has piqued the interest of medicinal
chemistry. A metal complex, also known as a coordination
compound, is made up of a core metal atom and an array
of molecules or anions known as ligands. Metal com-
pounds provide therapeutic action mechanisms that or-
ganic agents cannot achieve due to their vast range of
coordination numbers, geometries, and their kinetic
properties (Figure 3) [74]. Preclinical studies in vitro and
in vivo have investigated various metal compounds as
antitumor medicines. Complexes with ionic organic li-
gands, classical inorganic agents, and increasingly or-
ganometallic species are all present in the various agents
examined. Main group metals (such as bismuth, tin,
antimony), transition metals (such as rhodium, vana-
dium, iron, cobalt, and gold), and cerium are among the
metals studied. In contrast to organic molecules, metals
provide accessible redox states, a wide range of coordi-
nation numbers, and ligand substitution kinetics for the
design of anticancer medicines [75, 76].

Metallocomplexes have created new challenges in terms
of pharmacological limitations including low water solu-
bility and reduced bioavailability. In order to attain a greater
therapeutic index, breakthrough metal complexes must
boost the selectivity of tumor cells over healthy cells, in
addition to improving solubility. Targeting ligands, which
are coupled to metal and carry the medicine to the inter-
esting cells, can provide precise delivery. A targeted delivery
system is defined as the ability of a molecule (ligands or
metal complexes) to be recognized by membrane receptors
on tumor cells, resulting in efficient accumulation into tu-
mor tissue. )is build-up can also be caused by tumor cells’

high need for a substance that is not or lesser required by
normal cells, like vitamins and sugars [77, 78].

Metals have distinct properties such as various coordi-
nation modes, redox activity, and reactivity and are required
for a variety of metabolic activities in cells. )eir concen-
tration is tightly regulated inside the cells due to their re-
activity. )ese metals all could produce reactive oxygen
species (ROS), which are important in cell metabolism,
signaling for proliferation, differentiation, and cell death,
and are a part of the cellular redox balance. Furthermore,
ligand substitution and modification of existing chemical
structures resulted in the synthesis of a wide spectrum of
metal-based compounds, some of which have a better cy-
totoxic and pharmacokinetic profile than others. Figure 4
depicts the mechanism and specific function of metal
complexation in increased drug-metal complex efficacy or
potency [79].

Many anticancer drug applications had been designed to
apply as cancer cell reductase enzymes for target-specific
activation. Some may also comprise metal complexes as
prodrugs for bioreductive activation [80]. For instance,
cobalt complexes are reported to be bioreductive prodrugs,
having a completely inert oxidized cobalt(III) state and really
labile reduced cobalt(II) state [81].)e Pt(IV)metal complex
is an inert prodrug, and its reduction yields an active Pt(II)
complex and equivalents of active ligands. Metal complex-
drug conjugation can grow the potency and the performance
of the drug. Besides these, curcumin is a bioactive ligand;
however, it has poor stability and bioavailability [82]. )e
coordination of curcumin to an oxovanadium(IV) dipyr-
idophenazine (dppz) complex was found to prevent the
hydrolytic cleavage of curcumin under physiological con-
ditions and increases the efficiency of curcumin to target
DNA cleavage [83]. )e metal complex can itself be bio-
logically active. With the active metal complex and active
organic molecules from a single prodrug, more than one way
of acting upon a target can be realized. Synergy action drugs
can be more potent than the parent organic drug and be able
to avoid drug resistance mechanisms [84].

Conjugation of a drug to a positively charged metal
complex has been shown to greatly enhance the aqueous
solubility of the drug because of its hydrophilicity. Alter-
natively, conjugation of metal to negatively charged groups
can reduce the negative charge of a drug, enhancing passive
cellular uptake and absorption [79]. )ose are effective
approaches to enhancing both the pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic properties of the parental drug and
metal-conjugated drugs to enter the cell. Reducing side
effects and booming of the bioavailability of the metal-drug
complexes can mainly depend on changes in environmental
situations, which include the redox status of the metals and
the pH conditions [85–87].

3.1. Folic Acid-Conjugated Metal Complexes. Folic acid be-
longs to a category of water-soluble vitamins that function as
a coenzyme in the production of DNA, RNA, and protein
constituents, as well as numerous single carbon transfer
processes [88]. Hamed and coauthor [89] investigated the

Figure 2: Model of extracellular/surface cell target mechanism
(adapted from Ref. [70]).
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Figure 3: Mechanism of metal complex targeting cellular structure. Adapted from Ref. [74].
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absorption efficiencies of folic acid alone and in complexes
with metals like Fe(III) and Cu(I), finding that the metal
complexes were substantially more absorbed in the blood
than folic acid. )erefore, they have concluded that folic
acid-transition metal complexes are preferential over folic
acid alone because of their higher absorption efficiency than
folic acid. On the other hand, folic acid serves as a bidentate
ligand, allowing it to extract or withdraw important metals
from the blood serum [89].

Yang and coauthors [39] reported the platinum por-
phyrin complex (PPC) coupled with folic acid can selectively
accumulate in tumor tissue. PPC is an efficient photosen-
sitizer for tumor-targeted photodynamic treatment (PDT)
[90].)e folic acid used as a targeting biomolecule is bonded
to PPC to improve the photosensitizer’s tumor-targeting
competency via folate receptor mediated.)rough the heavy
atom impact, platinum is coordinated with the porphyrin
conjugate to boost the photodynamic therapeutic efficacy of
the drug [91]. As a result, the folate-conjugated PPC
demonstrated remarkable therapeutic efficacy in a dose-
dependent manner against HeLa cells, with an IC50 of
roughly 5.78 μMafter irradiation.)e surviving rate of HeLa
cells (positive folate receptor) was only 22.25± 4.75%; when
the concentration of sample was increased to 20 μM, the
survival rate of A549 cells (negative folate receptor) was
75.25± 4.75%, indicating that PPC accumulates selectively in
cancerous cells with high folate receptor expression. As PPC
is one of the photo sensors, even if it accumulated in the cell
due to folic acid, it is not active in the absence of radiation.
)ese findings showed that the synthesized platinum-por-
phyrin with folate might be employed as an effective pho-
tosensitizing agent for cancer treatment.

Targeted therapy medications are gaining popularity
because most cancer-killing drugs lack specificity for tumor
cells, causing significant toxic effects in healthy organs during
treatment. Ru-NO@FA@CDs is a NO-delivery nanoplatform
in which a folic acid (FA), a Ru-NO donor, and ruthenium
nitrosyl molecules are covalently bound to the surface of
carbon dots (CDs) was described as a targeted medication
(Scheme 1). Confocal laser scanning microscopy was used to
confirm the specific binding of RuNO@FA@CDs to the folate
receptor (FAR) human cervical cancer cell.)e Ru-NO@FA@
CDs nanoplatform exhibited targeted NO delivery to several
cell lines, which was monitored using fluorescence under
complete control of visible light irradiation [92].

To create a multifunctional NO-delivery nanoplatform,
ruthenium nitrosyls were covalently linked onto the surface
of a CD carrier, together with cancer-cell-guiding FA
molecules. )e RF-overexpressed cancer cell lines are
preferentially targeted by the Ru-NO@FA@CDs nanoplat-
form, which allows for intracellular delivery of NO under the
control of light to kill cancer cells. )e Ru-NO@FA@CDs
nanoplatform could be monitored by fluorescence as it was
utilized and absorbed by cells since CDs have inherent
fluorescence. Furthermore, the amount of NO released from
the Ru-NO@FA@CDs nanoplatform may be regulated by
altering the exposure of the nanoplatform to visible light,
allowing for spatiotemporal delivery of NO at concentra-
tions ranging from nM to M. )is opened the possibility of

using it to treat disorders caused by a lack of NO, as well as
cancer therapy mediated by NO [39].

Folates (also known as vitamin B9) play a crucial role in
metabolic activities like RNAandDNA synthesis,making them
vital for the human genome and cell health. )e decreased
tetrahydrofolate form of folate, which plays a critical role in
rapid cell division and growth, has been associated with the
pivotal role of folates in DNA synthesis, repair, and methyl-
ation. Reduced folate levels have been linked to the develop-
ment of cancers like colorectal, lung, and breast cancers,
possibly due to higher DNA damage and mutation rates. )e
reduced folate carrier (RFC) is an anion exchanger that pri-
marily carries reduced folate; the proton-coupled folate
transporter (PCFT) can carry folate in an acidic environment;
and the folate receptors (FARs), which have a high affinity for
folic acid (FA), can transport it into cells via endocytosis [93].

Kidney, lung, breast, ovarian, colorectal, cervical, brain,
and nasopharyngeal carcinomas all show elevated expres-
sion of the FARs, and this enhanced expression has been
associated with tumor growth.)e FA, which is stable across
a wide pH and temperature range, can be employed as a
nonimmunogenic and biocompatible targeting motif to
covalently conjugate with an optical imaging or therapeutic
agent, making the FAR a possible target for cancer diag-
nostics and treatment [38].

Eu-FA, Eu-MTX, Tb-FA, and Tb-MTX are the visual
probes (lanthanide(III)) developed by Du and coauthors
[94] to make it possible to image folate receptors in cancer
cells. Each complex consists of a high-intensity antenna
complex covalently coupled to FA or methotrexate (MTX)
(Figure 5). A crucial enzyme in the conversion of folate to its
tetrahydrofolate form is dihydrofolate reductase; it is
inhibited by MTX, causing cell death by reducing DNA and
RNA synthesis. Folates and antifolates have also been uti-
lized as targeting agents in a range of imaging applications.
)e scientists were able to effectively create four luminous
lanthanide complexes that are extremely stable in a wide
range of environments. Nonmalignant cells do not readily
absorb the folate- and MTX-tethered complexes. FAR-
positive cancer cell lines, on the other hand, internalized all
four complexes, showing that both FA and MTX can be
employed as folate receptor-targeting groups (Table 1). As
expected, the complex bound to MTX turned out to be more
dangerous than FA, even though the MTX complexes
allowed for imaging of the therapeutic activity location.
Significantly, Eu(III) complexes were discovered to be
considerably more hazardous than Tb(III) complexes. By
incubating cells with both Eu-MTX and Tb-FA, cell biol-
ogists can investigate MTX toxicity coupled with FA action.
)is is due to the fact that the emission from these com-
pounds is solved easily. )e fact that FA- and MTX-labeled
complexes differ in the oral adenosquamous cell line (CAL-
27) indicates that folate and antifolate imaging can be uti-
lized to evaluate changes in folate receptors [94].

3.2. FA-HSA-Conjugated Metallodrugs. When 9–10 FA
groups for each HSA molecule were introduced, it was
possible to preferentially target tumor cells and tissues while
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reducing nonspecific damage to normal cells. Molecular or
biomaterial FA-conjugated drug delivery techniques include
copolymer nanoparticles, albumin, and liposomes [95].
Drug delivery systems based on human serum albumin
(HSA) may be the most effective of them due to their unique
properties. HSA is a biopolymer with several desirable
characteristics, including water solubility, biocompatibility,
biodegradability, and high safety. More importantly, HSA
possesses a large number of surface functional groups that
are easily conjugated to FA. At the stage, the target carriers
were FA-functionalized human serum albumin (FA-HSA)
conjugates [96–98]. Human serum albumin (HAS) carriers
for Cu(II) complexes (Figure 6) were produced by conju-
gating folic acid (FA) with HAS, as reported by Gou et al.
[99]. C3 and C4 have a significant cytotoxic effect against
both cancerous and noncancerous cells.

On the other hand, in cancer cells, the cytotoxic activity
of the FA-HAS metallodrug complexes is three times higher,
whereas no such effects are detected in normal cells (Ta-
ble 2). In comparison to Cu(II) complexes alone, FA-HSA
metallodrugs complex have the potential to target FAR-
positive tumor cells preferentially while causing minimal
cytotoxicity in normal cells. )e intrinsic ROS-mediated
mitochondrial pathway may play a role in cancer cell death
caused by FA-HSA-Cu(II) complexes. In addition, targeting
FA-HSA carriers enhances anticancer activity, arrests the
cell cycle during the G2/M phase of cancer cells (HeLa), and
downregulates cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) and cyclin
B1. Furthermore, HeLa cells are killed by the FA-HSA
metallodrug combination through an endogenous

ROS-mediated mitochondrial pathway, which is aided by
Bcl-2 family gene regulation [99, 100].

3.3. Albumin-Conjugated Metal Complexes. Cancer cells’
redoxmetabolism differs from that of normal cells in that they
have higher intracellular ROS concentrations. In addition to
intercalation, metal-based drugs seem to increase ROS levels
in cancer cells and/or block ROS-detoxifying enzymes (e.g.,
glutathione) as an anticancer mechanism [101]. Certainly,
metal-based drugs’ redox cycling is suggested to be a vital
factor for enhanced ROS generation, which can damage DNA
and contribute to cancer cell death. In blood plasma, human
serum albumin (HSA) is the most abundant protein in
millimolar quantities [102, 103]. HSA transports fatty acids,
drugs, metal ions, and metal complexes and includes amino
acid tryptophan at the position 214, which fluoresces intensely
at 347 nm when excited at 295 nm. In the presence of the
complex, the quenching of HSA fluorescence was evaluated
[104]. When the complex binds to the tryptophan residue of
HSA, fluorescence quenching occurs, resulting in albumin
conformational change, subunit interactions, denaturation,
and substrate binding [105, 106].

Simunkova and collaborators investigated the anticancer
properties of copper(II) complexes containing flufenamic
acid, mefenamic acid, tolfenamic acid, and 1,10-phena-
throline (Figure 7). )e complexes interact with albumin as
targeting biomolecules, and the targeted drug delivery ve-
hicles for Cu(II) complexes have a high affinity binding
constant (K� 106). Once the albumin-bound complexes
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arrive at their destination, then the metal complex is freed
from the carrier and binds to DNA. Cu(II) complexes are
thus good superoxide dismutase (SOD) mimics as well as
effective DNA intercalating agents. Furthermore, their
ability to promote DNA damage is due to a redox cycling
mechanism that produces hydroxyl radicals, singlet oxygen,
and superoxide radical anions [107, 108].

3.4. Erlotinib-Conjugated Metal Complexes. In some ma-
lignancies, epidermal growth factor and its receptor (EGFR)

overexpression is viewed as a prospective chemotherapeutic
target. EGFR signaling activation has been linked to en-
hanced proliferation and reduced apoptosis, angiogenesis,
and metastasis in tumor cells. )erefore, the EGFR gene is a
promising target for the development of anticancer drugs.
An EGFR-targeting drug, erlotinib, has shown promise in
cancer therapy in clinical studies. It is a suitable organic
pharmacophore and has good inhibitory capability. Erloti-
nib works by inhibiting the activity of the EGFR tyrosine
kinase by binding to the kinase domain in an ATP-com-
petitive manner. Erlotinib conjugates are made by

Table 1: )e cytotoxic effects of Ln-tethered complexes.

As synthesis agents MDA-MB-231 (IC50, mM) HeLa (IC50, mM) MLO-Y4 (IC50, mM)
Eu-FA 3.59± 1.33 1.67± 0.52 12.86± 4.61
Tb-FA 5.24± 1.27 2.25± 0.86 12.79± 3.56
Eu-MTX 0.26± 0.06 0.58± 0.79 9.07± 3.25
Tb-MTX 1.90± 0.32 1.64± 0.79 9.22± 4.17
MTX 1.60± 0.22 1.91± 0.17 2.91± 0.25
(adapted from [94]).
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combining erlotinib with a metal center that binds to a
known biological target EGFR or a reactive gold complex
that promotes erlotinib transfer. Indeed, Erlotinib-targeted
zinc(II) phthalocyanine had show selective photodynamic
activity in EGFR+HepG2 cancer cells [109–111].

Ortega and coauthor [110] used X-ray diffraction to
characterize erlotinib triphenylphosphane gold(I) conjugate
(Scheme 2), which is designed to bind to the well-known
biological target EGFR with high affinity. In the tumorigenic
and triple-negative MDA-MB-231 cell line, the gold com-
pound showed 68-fold higher cytotoxicity than erlotinib.
Studies using contrast phase inverted microscopy revealed
that the conjugate caused significant alterations in cellular
morphology. )e compound can raise intracellular ROS
levels, according to flow cytometry and cell-based fluores-
cence tests. )e conjugate caused mitochondrial malfunc-
tion and DNA damage after producing ROS in cancer cells,
resulting in S and G2/M arrest as well as apoptotic activation.
While erlotinib is known to suppress EGFR tyrosine kinase
efficacy and cause the arrest of G1-phase, this study dis-
covered that adding a phosphane gold(I) substrate to the
erlotinib pharmacophore modified the bioactivity of the
resultant molecule substantially. When employing new
erlotinib-gold(I) conjugates, it was studied whether
changing the property of the co-ligand (i.e., phosphane and
N-heterocyclic carbene-type ligands with varying electronic
characteristics and/or lipophilicity) could increase selectivity
for cancer than noncancer cells. Consequently, the com-
plexes easily enter the cancer cell and generate ROS, which

leads to apoptosis of cancer cells as well as decrease the side
effect of the drug on normal cells [110].

To and coauthors [112] reported in vitro and in vivo
effects of the gold(III)-porphyrin complex [Au(III)(TPP)]Cl
in inhibiting proliferation of cisplatin-sensitive, cisplatin-
resistant, and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-carrying nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma (NPC) cells through the induction of
cellular apoptosis. [Au(TPP)]Cl showed 100-fold higher
potency than cisplatin in killing NPC cells, including cis-
platin-sensitive and cisplatin-resistant variants and also a
variant harboring the EBV. [Au(TPP)]Cl has the capability
of noncovalently binding to DNA and targeting tumor
activities as antitumor and has no major side effects, and
hence it is a promising chemotherapeutic agent against NPC
cells. In this work, a very important point is the porphyrin
ring and its derivatives should be recommended for com-
plexing Au(III); otherwise it is decomposed to Au(I), which
is less effective and has side effects on normal cells [112].

3.5. SAHA- and VPA-Conjugated Metal Complexes. Grift
and coauthors [44] studied the histone deacetylase (HDAC)
enzyme-targeting molecules such as suberoylanilide
hydroxamic acid (SAHA) and valproic acid (VPA), which
are substitutes for the chlorido of trans-platinum planar
amine (TPA) complex (Figure 8). Histones are perhaps the
most significant protein constituent of chromatin, which is
responsible for wrapping DNA around it. HDACs are zinc-
containing enzymes or metalloenzymes that result in
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Table 2: Inhibition of human cancer cell lines growth (IC50 μM) for C1–C4 and their HSA-FA complexes.

Compound
Cell growth inhibition,

IC50± SD (mM)
MCF-7 HeLa

PLN 14.15± 0.59 18.36± 1.75
PLN-HSA_FA 6.75± 1.27 8.25± 0.86
C1 6.62± 0.72 7.58± 0.95
C1-HSA_FA 3.57± 0.21 3.67± 0.34
C2 13.86± 0.35 4.68± 0.47
C2-HSA_FA 1.39± 0.16 1.45± 0.15
C3 3.32± 0.31 3.71± 0.27
C3-HSA_FA 1.24± 0.13 0.98± 0.11
C4 3.22± 0.29 3.68± 0.15
C4-HSA_FA 1.21± 0.16 1.01± 0.03
Cisplantin 20.15± 1.91 10.62± 1.12
Cisplantin-HSA_FA 45.64± 4.62 38.29± 2.47
HSA_FA >50 >50
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chromatin constriction and transcriptional suppression by
deacetylating core histone lysine residues. )erefore,
inhibiting HDAC activity has a significant impact on
chromatin structure and its functions. As a result, cis-
[Pt(NH3) 2(malSAHA-2H)], a bifunctional anticancer Pt
therapeutic candidate with dual DNA binding and HDAC
inhibitory action, was developed, and the IC50 was calculated
as shown in the aforementioned study [43] (Table 3).

SAHA (Figure 9) is composed of a hydroxamic acid
group that chelates Zn2+ in the enzyme’s active site cavity, a
hydrophobic chain that passes through the narrow cavity,
and a phenyl head group at the cavity’s entrance. )is head
group’s structural changes may result in a change in binding
affinity 34 or an expansion of inhibitor activity. For example,
SAHA analogues with fluorescent head groups have been
developed and could be utilized in optical microscopy to
track HDAC-dependent events in real time [113].

3.6. Biotin-Conjugated Metal Complexes. Among vitamin
compounds, biotin is the most promising targeting agent.
Biotin absorbed by human peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs) is dependent on the regular activity of the Na-
K-ATPase enzyme. Biotin is transported with Na ions in and
out of the cell [114]. Babak and

co-authors [115] synthesized ruthenium(II)-arene
complexes bearing biotin-containing ligands. As a result, a
new drug delivery system based on endocytosis through
tumor-specific vitamin receptors has emerged (Scheme 3).
Ruthenium coordination resulted in dramatically increased
cytotoxicity, despite the fact that Ru(II)-biotin complexes
had a lower affinity for avidin than unmodified biotin.
According to in vitro anticancer activity data, these unique
half-sandwich ruthenium(II)-biotin conjugates may operate
as biological vectors to cancer cells, notwithstanding the lack
of a strong link between the existence of cellular metal
complexes, cytotoxicity, and the biotin moiety. )e purpose
of this vector is to limit toxicity by targeting and accumu-
lating the complex in cancer cells [115].

Biotin (vitamin H) is required for cell proliferation, and
many rapidly increasing cancer cells have a high concen-
tration of a particular vitamin receptor on their surface
(sodium-dependent multivitamin transporter, SMVT).
Ferrocenyl-biotin conjugates may have improved anticancer
effects. As a result, biotin could be used as a biological vector

to transport deadly chemicals to cancer cells selectively.
Desthiobiotin and biotin-derived acids with aminoacyl
linkers are used to the acylation of ferrocene. )e conjugates
and molecules produced by the acylation of ferrocene with
biotin (Figure 10) have a high affinity for avidin and are
cytotoxic to cancer cell lines, demonstrating that the biotin
receptor is well expressed. )is suggests that the biotin
moiety could be employed as a biological vector to carry
cancer cells with lethal ferrocenyl groups [116].

Kallus and coauthors [117] described the anticancer
effects of triapine- and biotin-conjugated copper(II) and
iron(III) complexes (Figure 11), in which triapine is themost
well-known anticancer drug of thiosemicarbazone chemical
class. )e biotin metal complexes of the biotinylated de-
rivative exhibited dramatically lowered anticancer activity.
)is phenomenon might be due to the metals utilized (Cu
and Fe), and biotins are very important elements/molecules
for cancer cell proliferation, which leads to cancer cell
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Table 3: IC50 values (μM) for test agents determined using A2780
and A2780cisR following 72 h of incubation.

Cytotoxicity mean IC50± SEM
Test agent A2780 A2780cisR
Cisplatin 2.9± 0.1 28.5± 1.5
Transplatin >100 >100
Sodium valproate >100 >100
Trans-[PtCl2(py)2] >100 >100
Trans-[Pt(VPA-1H)2(py)2]. >100 95.1± 7.30
Trans-[PtCl2(NH3)(py)]. >100 >100
Trans-[Pt(VPA-1H)2NH3(py)]. 86.5± 1.20 76.3± 04.20

[AuCl(PPh3)] + Erlotinib + KOH

N

NOO

O
O

H3C

H3C

HN

Au

PPh3

Scheme 2: Synthesis of the erlotinib-gold (I) conjugate.
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resistance to death. On the other hand, the metal-free biotin-
conjugated ligands were comparable to the reference drug
triapine in terms of activity [117].

A tumor-targeting compound might be linked to Pt
complexes to develop targeted therapies, potentially im-
proving efficacy while reducing negative effects. Some vi-
tamins are highly sought after by cancer cells, and vitamin
uptake receptors are overexpressed on the cell surface. As a
result, vitamin-bound Pt compounds can enter easily into
cancerous cells and could be used as anticancer agents that
lead the cancer cell apoptosis. Biotin (vitamin H or B7) has
recently gained a lot of interest because cancer cells absorb it
more than normal cells. Biotin can be synthesized from an
ureido, tetrahydrothiophene, and valeric acid. It is a coen-
zyme for carboxylases, which are involved in the synthesis of
amino acids and fatty acids as well as signal transduction and
gene expression. Biotin is largely absorbed by the SMVT,
which has previously been discovered to be overexpressed in
cancer cells from the kidney, lung, breast, and ovary. Biotin-
bound drug delivery methods boost drug cellular absorption
while also allowing for safer and more focused medication
administration to tumor areas [115, 118].

Muhammad and coauthors [119] developed and in-
vestigated mono- and dibiotinylated Pt(IV) complexes for
cancer treatment (Figure 12). Pt cellular absorption in breast
cancer cells is greatly improved by tethering the biotin

moiety to the Pt(IV) scaffold, but Pt accumulation in breast
epithelial cells is significantly reduced. )e mono-
biotinylated Pt(IV) complex is more active than the
dibiotinylated Pt(IV) complex in terms of reactivity and
cytotoxicity. Pt-Bio-I inhibits cisplatin-resistant MDA-MB-
231 cells much more effectively than cisplatin and inhibits
MCF-7 cancer cells similarly to cisplatin. Due to its low
toxicity to mammary epithelial cells, Pt-Bio-I may offer
certain advantages over cisplatin in the breast cancer
treatment. One hydroxyl ligand in axial position of Pt(IV)
complexes appears to enhance DNA response and cancer
cell cytotoxicity [119].

3.7. Hyaluronic Acid (HA)-Conjugated Metal Complexes.
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a sequential anionic polymer
composed of 1,4-D-glucuronic acid and 1,3-N-acetyl-D-
glucosamine repeating disaccharide units (Figure 13). It is a
nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan present in neuronal, epi-
thelial, and connective tissues. HA is made up of hydroxyl,
carboxylic acid, and N-acetyl groups and can be coupled
with a variety of different compounds [120]. HA has a variety
of applications in medicine, cosmetics, and nutraceuticals
due to its outstanding viscoelasticity, high moisture holding
capacity, and high biocompatibility. It is frequently utilized
for ophthalmology surgery, arthritis treatment, tissue
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engineering, and drug delivery since it is nonimmunogenic,
nontoxic, noninflammatory, biocompatible, and biode-
gradable. As a drug delivery mechanism, HA has been
combined with a range of drugs, such as paclitaxel (PTX)
and doxorubicin (Dox), and other biopharmaceuticals. )e
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect selectively
transfers nanoparticles of HA medicine to cancer cells [121].
Furthermore, the interaction of HA with several receptors,
such as cluster determinant44 (CD44), receptor for HA-
mediated motility (RHAMM), and lymphatic vascular en-
dothelial receptor-1, improves selective delivery (LYVE-1).
)e reticuloendothelial system (RES) cannot clear HA
nanomedicines due to their negative surface charge. As a
result, HA conducted research in the realm of drug delivery
to improve material biocompatibility and drug delivery by
passive and active targeting [122].

For drug administration and magnetic resonance im-
aging, Shu and coauthors [123] developed doxorubicin
(DOX) loaded into a zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF)
lined with polydopamine (PDA), chelated with Fe3+, and
coupled with hyaluronic acid (HA) (Figure 14). A Fe3+-
mediated coordination process linked the target molecule
HA to DOX@ZIF-8. )e integrated DOX might be released
from the nanocarrier in a pH-dependent and sustained way.
)e inhibition experiment also revealed that DOX@ZIF-8-
HA’s ability to target CD44-overexpressed PC-3 cells ef-
fectively increased intracellular absorption and improved in
vitro chemotherapeutic efficacy when compared with DOX.
Furthermore, the Fe3+ chelation provided DOX@ZIF-HA a
high contrast potential for MR imaging. )e developed
DOX@ZIF-HAmight be used as a possible theranostic agent
for chemotherapy and MR imaging of CD44-overexpressed
PC-3 cells [123, 124].

4. Folate-Conjugated Metal Nanomaterials in
Targeted Cancer Therapy

Folate (FA, pteroyl-L-glutamic acid) is a tiny organic bio-
molecule with unique properties. FA offers various advan-
tages as a member of the vitamin B family, including cheap
cost, immunogenicity, biocompatibility, molecular weight,
and strong affinity for the folate receptor (FAR), a highly
selective tumormarker overexpressed in over 90% of ovarian
carcinomas. Moreover, the FA molecule contains many
active sites, making it a typical ligand for metal coordination.
FA was able to coordinate with metallic elements such as
Fe(III) and Cu(II) via –COOH; however, the topologies and
dimensions of these coordination complexes were erratic
and unpredictable, which had a strong link to the coordi-
nation state [125–127].

Liu and coauthors [128] used FA as a ligand to make
metal complexes in the nanoscale, such as folate-nickel
nanotubes (FA-Ni NTs) and folate-cobalt nanotubes (FA-Co
NTs) and studied their anticancer effects in vivo and in vitro.
Unlike the widely used folate-drug conjugates, this complex
nanotube’s production technique is easy and straightfor-
ward, yielding in a constant form and uniform morphology.
According to in vitro studies, folate-cobalt nanotubes (FA-
Co NTs) exhibit remarkable anticancer effects against tumor
cells with high rates of FAR expression, while causing
minimal damage to normal cells. Furthermore, when en-
capsulating the anticancer medication doxorubicin via cell
surface receptor-mediated endocytosis, certain types of NTs
had a stronger antitumor capacity. Furthermore, pharma-
cokinetic parameters of FA-Co NTs in mice were explored,
as well as its capacity to target tumor tissues in tumor-
bearing animals. When administered separately in vivo, FA-
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Co NTs can significantly slow tumor growth with little side
effects. As indicated, the IC50 capacity of cancer cells HeLa
and A54, as well as a normal cell, L-O2, was investigated
(Table 4). )ese findings will help researchers learn more
about FA-based metal complex nanomaterials as a possible
anticancer nanomedicine and targeted drug carrier
[128, 129].

5. Conclusions

Anticancer medicines based on platinum (Pt) have received
a lot of attention. However, substantial side effects, lack of
target-specific actions, and drug resistance have restricted
their use. Without promoting side effects and/or cancer cell
resistance, cancer will continue to be one of the leading
causes of death in humans around the world. Some of the
receptors attach to biomolecule ligands such as biotin, folic
acid, hyaluronic acid, and others, allowing them to enter the
cell and promote cancer cell proliferation. Overexpressed
receptors, such as EGFR, FAR, and biotin receptors, are
known to play a role in cell differentiation, proliferation, and
migration and have been identified as critical tumor-specific
targets. In this aspect, metal complexes can engage in a wide
range of different and novel modes of action, such as ligand
exchange reactions, the generation of ROS, and the release of
bioactive molecules, as well as interacting with cell mem-
branes, nucleic acids, and organelles. As anticancer drugs,
nonplatinum complexes containing metal ions (Zn, Fe, Ru,
Cu, Au, and Ir) and lanthanide complexes must be utilized.
Metal complexes that are more easily reduced are more
cytotoxic. In the presence of biological reductants, the an-
ticancer activities of ruthenium(III), cobalt(III), copper(II),
and iron(III) complexes are thought to be dependent on
their reduction to the next oxidation state, which improves
their antimetastatic activity. Similarly, a combination of
metal prodrugs with nano-vehicles can mediate transport of
drug molecules to active targets of the cancer tissue. Metal-
drug complex activation by light could become the most
promising approach, allowing the use of highly inert
complexes that are only activated where a light source is
applied. In addition to drug development, conjugated bio-
molecules drug delivery systems with better pharmacoki-
netic and pharmacodynamic features, such as higher
bioavailability, have emerged as viable options for the
requisite therapeutic efficacy over the previous decade.
Combining novel anticancer metal complexes with bio-
molecules that target the cancer cellular metabolomics
pathway could open a new route for cancer treatment, that
is, both effective and safe. It is clear that future research will
focus on finding new molecular targets and thereby

improving bioavailability, reducing adverse side effects, and
improving the structural components of metal-drug com-
plexes conjugated to biomolecules for cancer therapy.
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The SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant has spread rapidly and is considered the predominant variant in the world, and its main
characteristic is related to evade immunity from natural infection or vaccines, due to its multiple mutations in the spike
protein. On the other hand, medicinal plants have been used as alternatives therapies to ameliorate some signs and symptoms
in COVID-19, and in our previous work, the cat’s claw (Uncaria tomentosa) stem bark has been studied in vitro and showed
antiviral activity on SARS-CoV-2 as well as in silico studies on the 3CLpro protein and as disruptor between the ACE-2 human
receptor and the spike protein. The aim in this computational study was to determine the main phytochemical constituents
from U. tomentosa stem bark against the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein based on molecular modeling. A molecular
docking was carried out on the isolated phytochemicals in a previous work against the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein-
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binding domain (PDB ID: 7T9K). Next, a molecular dynamic study was carried out to monitor the stability during the MD
simulations. As results proanthocyanidin-C1 (-10.76 kcal/mol), quinovic acid-type 2 (-9.86 kcal/mol), and proanthocyanidin-B2
(-9.82 kcal/mol) were the constituents with the best binding free energy on the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein, and the
best compound was stable during the dynamic simulation under physiological conditions. It is concluded that the
anthocyanidin-based compounds determined in the stem bark ethanol extract could be responsible for the potential antiviral
activity on SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant, and the proanthocyanidin-C1 emerged as a powerful candidate to combat new
variants.

1. Introduction

Since November 2021, the World Health Organization
(WHO) declared the variant of COVID-19 named Omicron
(B.1.1.529) as a variant of concern after its detection for the
first time in South Africa [1]. S. S. A. Karim and Q. A. Karim
[2] demonstrated that the Omicron variant was character-
ized by the highest number of spike (S) protein mutations
compared to Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta variant of con-
cerns. The fifth variant of SARS-CoV-2 has become domi-
nant in countries Africa, Asia, North America, the United
States, and Europe [3]. Indeed, on December 3, the number
of confirmed Omicron cases was 219, while on December 9,
2021, 2152 people were affected, which a large number of
this variant was described in Denmark, the United King-
dom, and South Africa [4]. The Office for National Statistics
(ONS) of the United Kingdom showed that in the week end-
ing January 14, 2022, with omicron as the dominant variant,
1382 deaths were registered in England and Wales [5].
According to Omicron variant, the spike protein (S protein)
presented 30 mutations in this protein which were identified
such as A67V, H69, V70, T95I, G142D, E156, F157, R158G,
G339D, S371L, S373P, S375F, Q493R, G496S, Q498R,
L452R, T478K, N501Y, Y505H, T547K, D614G, H655Y,
N679K, P681R, N764K, D796Y, N856K, Q954H, N969K,and
L981F, meanwhile, the Delta variant ((B.1.617.2) presented
mutations at T19R, T95I, G142D, E156,F157, R158G,
L452R, T478K, D614G, P681R, P812R, and D950N [6].

On the one hand, the vaccine successes against omicron
variant remain unclear compared to their power versus
infection with SARS-CoV-2 [3]. Additionally, the emergence
of new variants of concern (COV) causes the collapse of the
health system especially in developing countries which are
unable to ensure the health care offer to their population
[7]. Thanks to their effectiveness against viral disease, the
plant extracts and their compounds have received increasing
attention and might be a hopeful alternative to discover anti-
viral agents [8–10]. In this context, several research works
have attempted to investigate the effect of the plant extracts
and natural products against COVID-19. Indeed, in silico
study, Alamri and collaborators [11] identified 9 natural
compounds including calonysterone, isocodonocarpine,
and withanolide A bound strictly to PLpro, while chrysopha-
nol 8-(6-galloylglucoside), luteolin 7-rutinoside, and kaemp-
ferol 7-(6″-galloylglucoside) linked strongly with RdRp, and
3,4,5-tri-O-galloylquinic acid, mulberrofuran G, and chryso-
phanol 8-(6-galloylglucoside) bound efficiently to 3CLpro. In
another study, Qamar et al., [12] using in silico approach
demonstrated that licoleafol, Calceolarioside B, methyl ros-
marinate, myricitrin, and 5,7,3′,4′-tetrahydroxy-2′-(3,3-

dimethylallyl) isoflavone from Glycyrrhiza uralensis, Hyptis
atrorubens Poit, Myrica cerifera, and Psorothamnus arbores-
cens, respectively, exert an inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro

effect. These products showed better linking affinity and bet-
ter docking scores compared to the nelfinavir and pruliflox-
acin a control drug. Similarly, Yepes-Pérez et al. [13]
reported the potential therapeutic activities, in silico, of
cadambine, speciophylline, and proanthocyanidin-B2
against SARS-CoV-2 by strong interaction with 3CLpro.
Another study showed the inhibition effect of angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor caused by isothymol
isolated from Ammoides verticillata plant [14]. A study con-
ducted, in vitro, by Yepes-Pérez and colleagues found an
interesting inhibition of 92.7% of SARS-CoV-2 at 25.0μg/
mL and an important reduction the cytopathic effect
induced by SARS-CoV-2, after 48 h hydroalcoholic extract
of Uncaria tomentosa treatment on Vero E6 cells [15]. In
recent study, Nair et al. [16] investigated, in vivo, the antivi-
ral activity of Artemisia annua L. hot-water extracts on five
infectious variants of SARS-CoV-2 including alpha
(B.1.1.7), beta (B.1.351), gamma (P.1), delta (B.1.617.2),
and kappa (B.1.617.1) using Vero E6 cells. As results, the
extracts of A. annua exhibit an important activity versus
SARS-CoV-2 and its five variants.

Uncaria tomentosa, a member of Rubiaceae family, com-
monly called cat’s claw or uña de gato is distributed in the
Amazon region of Peru and other South American countries
such as Colombia, Ecuador, and Brazil [17]. U. tomentosa
commonly has been used by patients to treat the gastrointes-
tinal disease, inflammatory diseases, and viral infections
[18]. Previous papers reported that U. tomentosa contains
various secondary metabolites including triterpenes, oxi-
ndole alkaloids, vegetal steroids, tannin, phenolic com-
pounds, and flavonoids [19, 20]. Concerning the biological
proprieties, pharmacological investigations showed that
plant extracts exhibit multiple biological properties as antivi-
ral on RNA-type virus like dengue [21], herpes [22], and
SARS-CoV-2 [15]. Molecular docking protocols are a valu-
able computational strategy used in modern drug design
which studies the ability of one or a few compounds to bind
a given molecular target. In this regard, protein-ligand dock-
ings of the main components of ethanolic extracts of cat’s
claw were performed against the three-dimensional struc-
ture of the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike glycoprotein (PDB
ID: 7T9K) [23] (Figure 1).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ligand Dataset Preparation of U. tomentosa Stem Bark.
Ligands used in this computational study are components
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determined of the cat’s claw ethanol extract byHPLC-MS in the
antiviral activity in vitro against SARS-CoV-2. These com-
pounds were classified as oxindole alkaloids: isomitraphylline,
isopteropodine, isorynchophylline, mitraphylline, pteropodine,
rhynchophylline, speciophylline, and uncarine F; indole alka-
loid: 3-dihydrocadambine; quinovic acids: quinovic acid-2;
and proanthocyanins: chlorogenic acid, epicatechin, proantho-
cyanidin-B2, proanthocyanidin-B4, and proanthocyanidin-C1.

2.2. Generation of 3D-Pharmacophore Model. SARS-CoV-2
Omicron spike is one of the most essential and promising
targets; it is the main part that SARS-CoV-2 virus used to
penetrate the host cells. Spike is consisted of two main parts
S1 and S2; S1 part contain receptor-binding domain (RBD);

it can recognize and bind with ACE-2 that facilitate the attack
of virus against targeted host cells Figure [2]. Azithromycin
shows a good inhibitory activity to RBD that can restrict the
binding of SARS-CoV-2 spike with host ACE-2 [24]. The
structure-based pharmacophore model was generated by BIO-
VIA Discovery Studio 2019 client software; the pharmaco-
phore queries was generated depending on the amino acid
present in RBD; the best-fitted values and relative fit values
were calculated in Table 1. The main objective of the pharma-
cophore structure-based drug design is to generate a 3D-
pharmacophore model based on the known pocket. In this
study, the pocket of RBD-SARS-CoV-2 was used to generate
the queries (features) based on the amino acids present in tar-
get pocket. These features (Figures 2, 3, and 4) are essential for

S1

N-protein

S-protein

RBDS2
ACE2

S2

Host receptor

RBDS1-NTD
S1-CTD

Figure 1: Schematic structure of the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein attached with host ACE2.

Table 1: Essential features, fit values, and relative fit values of the tested ligands and Azithromycin based on the generated pharmacophore
model.

Ligand Pharmacophoric queries Pharmacophore-fit score Relative fit value

Pteropodine 2.75 0.951

Speciophylline 2.56 0.885

Rhynchophylline 2.43 0.840

Mitraphylline 3.02 1.044

Uncarine F 3.12 1.079

Isorhynchophylline 3.01 1.041

Isomitraphylline 2.56 0.885

Quinovic acid-type 2 2.58 1.107

3-Dihydrocadambine 2.33 0.806

Chlorogenic acid 2.30 0.795

Proanthocyanidin-B4 2.14 0.740

Proanthocyanidin-B2 3.01 1.041

Proanthocyanidin-C1 2.98 1.031

Isopteropodine 1.36 0.470

Epicatechin 2.01 0.695

Azithromycin 2.89 1

∗relative fit value = tested compound fit value/azithromycin fit value
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Chlorogenic acid
C16H18O9
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Proanthocyanidin C1
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Figure 2: Phytochemical components of the ethanolic extract of U. tomentosa stem bark.
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the activity. Consequently, any ligand will match or fit with
these features is expected to be active.

2.3. Molecular Docking Studies. After doing the structure-
based pharmacophore study for fifteen compounds isolated
from Uncaria tomentosa (cat’s Claw) stem bark, the molecu-
lar docking was done inside the pocket of RBD-SARS-CoV-2
Omicron spike protein by using BIOVIA Discovery Studio
2019 client. The SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein crystal
protein (PDB code: 7T9K) was downloaded from https://
www.rcsb.org, acceded on January 25, 2022. At first water
molecules have been removed from the complex. Then, crys-
tallographic disorders and unfilled valence atoms were cor-
rected using protein report and utility and clean protein
options. Protein energy was minimized by applying
CHARMM force fields. The rigid of binding site was the
structure of protein that was obtained by applying fixed
atom constraint. The protein essential amino acids were
defined and prepared for docking process. 2D structures of
tested compounds were drawn using ChemBioDraw
Ultra17.0 and saved in MDL-SD file format; from BIOVIA
Discovery Studio 2019 client, the saved file was opened, 3D
structures were protonated, and energy was minimized by
applying 0.05 RMSD kcal/mol CHARMM force field. Then,
the minimized structures were prepared for docking using
prepared ligand protocol. The molecular docking process
was carried out using the CDOCKER protocol. The receptor
was held rigid, while the ligands were allowed to be flexible
during the refinement in which each molecule was allowed
to produce ten different interaction poses with the protein.
Then docking scores (-CDOCKER interaction energy) of
the best-fitted poses with the active site at RBD-SARS-
CoV-2 Omicron spike protein were recorded, and a 3D view
was generated [25]. We use all these processes to predict the
proposed binding mode, affinity, preferred orientation of
each docking pose, and binding free energy (ΔG) of the
tested compounds with RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike
protein Table 2.

2.3.1. Validation of Molecular Docking. The molecular dock-
ing was initially validated by redocking of the cocrystallized
ligand into the active site of the respective receptor with the
calculation of root mean square deviation (RMSD) for reli-
ability and reproducibility of the proposed docking algo-
rithm. In cocrystallized ligand not integrated with SARS-
CoV-2 Omicron spike, we used Azithromycin as a guide
and as coligand. Azithromycin was redocked on RBD-
SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein (PDB ID: 7T9K) and
the RMSD 1.46 blew 2.00 A° indicating a validated method.

2.4. Molecular Dynamics Simulation (MD). Molecular
dynamics simulation of the protein-ligand complexes was
carried on the docked complexes for proanthocyanidin-B2
(the most active in the molecular docking analysis) with
the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein (PDB ID: 7T9K)
using GROMACS [26] 2021.1 version and Linux 5.4 pack-
age. The GROMOS96 54a7 force field was selected as the
force field for proteins, and the ligand topologies were gen-
erated from the PRODRG [27] server. All the complexes
were solvated using simple point charge (SPC) water mole-
cules in a rectangular box. To make the simulation system
electrically neutral, the required number of Na+ and Cl−
ions were added, while 0.15mol/L salt concentrations were
set in all the systems. Using the steepest descent method,
all the solvated systems were subjected to energy minimiza-
tion for 5000 steps. Afterwards, NVT (constant number of
particles, volume, and temperature) series, NPT (constant
number of particles, pressure, and temperature) series, and
the production run were conducted in the MD simulation.
The NVT and the NPT series were conducted at a 300K
temperature and 1 atm pressure for the duration of 300 ps.
V-rescale thermostat and Parrinello-Rahman barostat were
selected for the performed simulation. Finally, the produc-
tion run was performed at 300K for a duration of 100ns
(nanoseconds). Thereafter, a comparative analysis was per-
formed measuring root mean square deviation (RMSD),
root mean square fluctuation (RMSF), radius of gyration
(Rg), solvent accessible surface area (SASA), and hydrogen
bonds to analyze their stability. The Xmgrace program was
used to represent the analyses in the form of plots.

2.5. Molecular Similarity. The molecular similarity is a com-
putational ligand-based calculation that is used to expect the
similarity between two molecules. The principle that this
study based on that the structurally similar ligands are pre-
dicted to have related properties to different molecules.
Molecular similarity calculation targets the molecular prop-
erties of the examined ligands, such as LogP and molecular
weight. Additionally, the molecular similarity mostly
depends on the measures of distances in space in both struc-
tural and physicochemical descriptors.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Selecting of Ligands Based on Phytochemical Constituents
of U. tomentosa Ethanol Extract. The ligands selected were
established based on our previous study, which 15 metabo-
lites were determined by HPLC-MS [15] in hydroalcoholic

Figure 3: The generated hypothetical 3D-pharmacophore
geometry with targeted pocket features; aromatic ring or
hydrophobic (blue), ionic center (orange), hydrogen bond donor
(violet), and acceptor center (green). (a) Queries of generated
pharmacophore.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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extract of U. tomentosa (Figure 2). They were identified as
oxindole alkaloids, indole alkaloids, quinovic acid, and
proanthocyanidins. The total phytoconstituents were classi-
fied as spirooxindole alkaloids, indole glycosides alkaloids,
quinovic acid, and proanthocyanidins. Other investigations
have confirmed our findings based on the phytochemical

profile carried out on different extracts from stem bark,
which is traditionally consumed in different forms such as
infusions, teas, decoction, macerated, and lately dosage
forms like capsules and tablets which can be sold in pharma-
cies. Although in national hospitals from Peru, bags contain-
ing a powder of U. tomentosa (uña de gato) are used for
rheumatic pain as alternative treatment. Several studies
attributed to its alkaloids as the responsible of the biological
activity like antiviral. However, other studies revealed the
total extract synergisms of the pharmacological effect, acting
by different mechanisms. Furthermore, the quality control of
U. tomentosa is based on the determination of its eight alka-
loids as in the American Pharmacopoeia (USP) and corre-
sponds to its fingerprint [28].

3.2. Generation of 3D-Pharmacophore Model

3.2.1. Activity Prediction. The test set of the isolated com-
pounds and Azithromycin were examined against the gener-
ated 3D-pharmacophore model. In this process, fit values
and relative fit values (that quantitatively represent the exis-
tence of that essential features) were calculated. All ligands
were proved to have the main essential features of inhibitor
(Table 1). Interestingly, some ligands showed high fit values
and good matching with 3D-pharmacophore queries.

3.3. Docking Studies. Molecular docking protocol is a valu-
able computational strategy used in modern drug design
which study the ability of one or a few compounds to bind
a given molecular target. In this regard, protein-ligand dock-
ings of the main components of ethanolic extracts of cat’s
claw were performed against the three-dimensional struc-
ture Omicron spike glycoprotein-RBD of SARS-CoV-2
(PDB ID: 7T9K) [23].

(i)

Figure 4: Mapping of the tested ligands on the generated pharmacophore (a) ligand: 3-dihydrocadambine (fit value = 2:33), (b) ligand chlorogenic
acid (fit value = 2:30), (c) ligand isomitraphylline (fit value = 2:56), (d) ligand isorhynchophylline (fit value = 3:01), (e) ligand proanthocyanidin-
B2 (fit value = 3:01), (f) ligand proanthocyanidin-C1 (fit value = 2:98), (g) ligand rhynchophylline (fit value = 2:43), (h) ligand uncarine F
(fit value = 3:12), and (i) ligand speciophylline (fit value = 2:56).

Table 2: Best binding energy (kcalmol–1) based on BIOVIA
Discovery Studio scoring of the main constituents of the U.
tomentosa into SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein-binding
domain (PDB ID: 7T9K).

Protein ligand complex
Binding affinity

(kcal/mol)
RMSD value

Isomitraphylline -7.75 1.66

Quinovic acid-type 2 -9.86 1.56

Isopteropodine -7.66 1.63

Isorhynchophylline -7.35 0.96

Mitraphylline -7.67 1.16

Pteropodine -6.72 1.67

Rhynchophylline -7.49 1.05

Speciophylline -6.45 1.06

Uncarine F -7.11 1.36

3-Dihydrocadambine -8.58 1.63

Chlorogenic acid -6.42 1.06

Epicatechin -6.89 1.69

Proanthocyanidin-B2 -9.82 1.12

Proanthocyanidin-B4 -8.95 1.25

Proanthocyanidin-C1 -10.76 1.56

Azithromycin -9.32 1.23
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The binding mode of Azithromycin exhibited an energy
binding of -9.32kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omi-
cron spike protein, which formed nine Pi-Alkyl interactions

with Val976, Met740, Leu966, Pro589, and Lys856; moreover,
four hydrogen bonds was created with Thr573, Thr549, and
Cys743 with a distance of 1.78, 1.82, 1.84, and 1.87Å, respec-
tively, additionally the cationic NH2 center binding with
Asp745 ionic interaction (Figure 5).

The binding mode of 3-dihydrocadambine exhibited an
energy binding of -8.58 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-
CoV-2 Omicron spike protein, which interacted with
Lys547, Cys590, Gly744, Asp745, Thr549, and Lys856 by
eleven hydrogen bonds with a distance of 2.72, 2.77, 2.60,
2.50, 2.59, 1.86, 2.16, 2.60, 2.51, 2.29, and 2.68°A, and addi-
tionally formed two Pi-Alkyl interactions with Val976 and
Lys856 (Figure 6).

The binding mode of chlorogenic acid exhibited an
energy binding of -6.42 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-
CoV-2 Omicron spike protein, which creates one Pi-alkyl
interaction with Leu966 and additionally interacts with
Lys856, Tyr741, Met740, Lys547, Gly744, Asp745, Thr549,
Leu977, and Asn978 by eleven hydrogen bonds with a dis-
tance range of 1.91 and 2.90°A (Figure S1). The binding
mode of isomitraphylline exhibited an energy binding of
-7.75 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike
protein, which created three Pi-Alkyl interactions with
Val976, Lys856, and Pro589; additionally interacted with
Leu966, Gly744, Asn978, Asp745, and Thr549 by seven
hydrogen bonds; and moreover, interacted with Asp745 by
ionic interaction with cationic amino group. (Figure 7).

The binding mode of isopteropodine exhibited an energy
binding of -7.66kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omi-
cron spike protein. The hydrophilic centers create four con-
ventional hydrogen bonds and seven nonconventional
hydrogen bonds with Gly548, Thr549, Asn540, Asp745,
Glu748, and Asn978 and additionally interact with Leu977

Figure 5: (Azithromycin) docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron
spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi interactions are
represented in purple lines with mapping surface showing
Azithromycin occupying the active pocket of RBD-SARS-CoV-2
Omicron spike protein.

Figure 6: 3-Dihydrocadambine docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2
Omicron spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi
interactions are represented in purple lines with mapping surface
showing 3-dihydrocadambine occupying the active pocket of
RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein.

Figure 7: Isomitraphylline docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron
spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi interactions are
represented in purple lines with mapping surface showing
isomitraphylline occupying the active pocket of RBD-SARS-CoV-
2 Omicron spike protein.
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and Val976 by two Pi-alkyl interactions and form ionic inter-
actions with Glu748 and Asp745 (Figure 8).

The binding mode of isorhynchophylline exhibited an
energy binding of -7.35 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-
CoV-2 Omicron spike protein, which creates five Pi-Alkyl
and Pi-Sigma interactions with Ile587, Pro589, Phe541,
and Val976. Besides that, it was interacted with Thr572,

Thr573, and Lys 856 by four hydrogen bonds with a distance
of 2.05 to 2.68°A (Figure 9).

The binding mode of mitraphylline exhibited an energy
binding of -7.67 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omi-
cron spike protein, which creates two Pi-Alkyl interactions
with Pro589 and Leu977 and, moreover, interacts with
Gly744, Asp745, Thr549, and Lys547 by five hydrogen
bonds with a distance range of 2.09 to 2.68°A (Figure 10).

The binding mode of proanthocyanidin-B2 exhibited an
energy binding of -9.82 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-
2 Omicron spike protein. This complex was stabilized by
creating four strong Pi-Alkyl, Pi-amide, and Pi-sigma inter-
actions with Lys547, Gly548, Pro589 and Thr572 and, more-
over, interacted with Arg567, Thr573, Gly744, Asn978,
Asp745, Thr549, Ile587, and Thr572 by nine hydrogen
bonds with a distance range of 2.00 to 3.07°A (Figure 11A),
while proanthocyanidin-B4 exhibited an energy binding of
-8.95 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike
protein. It creates three Pi-Alkyl and Pi-amide interactions
with Cys743, Met740, and Val976 and additionally interacts
with Thr573, Cys590, Thr549, Pro589, Asp745, Gly744,
Ser975, and Lys547 by eight hydrogen bonds with a distance
range of 1.8 to 3.02°A (Figure 11(b)).

The binding mode of proanthocyanidin-C1 exhibited an
energy binding of -10.76 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-
CoV-2 Omicron spike protein. The complex was stabilized
by creating four Pi-Alkyl and Pi-Sigma interactions with
Lys856, Pro589, and Val976 and, moreover, interacted with
Gly744, Pro589, Ser967, Thr549, Asp745, Tr572, and
Thr573 by nine hydrogen bonds with a distance range of
2.11 to 2.99°A.(Figure 12).

The binding mode of quinovic acid exhibited an energy
binding of -9.86kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2

Figure 8: Isopteropodine docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron
spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi interactions are
represented in purple lines with mapping surface showing
isopteropodine occupying the active pocket of RBD-SARS-CoV-2
Omicron spike protein.

Figure 9: Isorhynchophylline docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2
Omicron spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi
interactions are represented in purple lines.

Figure 10: Mitraphylline docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron
spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi interactions are
represented in purple lines.
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Omicron spike protein, which creates three Pi-Alkyl interac-
tions with Lys547 and Val976 and moreover interacts with
Asp745, Gln321, Cys743, Arg1000, Tyr741, and Thr573 by
seven hydrogen bonds with a distance range of 1.68 to 2.52Å
(Figure 13).

The bindingmode of rhynchophylline exhibited an energy
binding of -7.49kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omi-
cron spike protein. It creates four Pi-Alkyl interactions with
Leu966, Met740, Phe592, and Pro589 and, additionally, inter-
acts with Gly458 and Thr549 by two hydrogen bonds with a

distance of 2.57 and 2.58Å (Figure 14). The binding mode of
pteropodine exhibited an energy binding of -6.72kcal/mol-1
against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein, which cre-
ates four Pi-Alkyl interactions with Leu546, Phe541, Val976,
and Leu966 and moreover interacts with Gly548, Val976,
and Ser975 by three hydrogen bonds (Figure S2).

The binding mode of speciophylline exhibited an energy
binding of -6.45 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omi-
cron spike protein, which creates three Pi-Alkyl interactions
with Leu966, Leu977, and Met740 and moreover interacts
with Arg1000 and Thr549 by two hydrogen bonds
(Figure S3A), while uncarine F exhibited an energy binding
of -7.11 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron
spike protein. It forms two Pi-Alkyl interactions with
Pro589 and Leu977 and moreover interacts with Asp745,
Gly744, Thr549, and Lys547 by four hydrogen with a
distance range of 2.09 to 2.68Å (Figure S3B). The binding
mode of epicatechin exhibited an energy binding of
-6.89 kcal/mol-1 against RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike
protein. It creates one Pi-Alkyl interaction with Pro589
and additionally interacts with Ile578, Lys856, and Asp745
by three hydrogen bonds (Figure S4).

These facts are in good agreement with our previous
report which computational and in vitro experiments con-
firmed that the hydroalcoholic fraction from cat’s claw
inhibited the release of SARS-CoV-2 infectious particles
and reduced the cytopathic effect caused by the virus [15].
Therefore, virtual screening suggests that some components
in hydroalcoholic extract of U. tomentosa stem bark could
positively modulates the recently emerged SARS-CoV-2
Omicron infection. However, experimental assays are
needed to support these computational predictions. In addi-
tion, as can be seen in a previous report [28], calculated

(a) (b)

Figure 11: (a) Proanthocyanidin-B2 docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein and (b) proanthocyanidin-B4 docked in RBD-
SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi interactions are represented in purple lines with mapping
surface showing the ligands occupying the active pocket of RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein.

Figure 12: Proanthocyanidin-C1 docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2
Omicron spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi
interactions are represented in purple lines.
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pharmacokinetic indices for the most qualified cat’s claw
components showed the druggability of the selected compo-
nents and their potential as likely orally active antiviral. Cal-
culated parameters revealed that most of components
exhibited favorable characteristics as the drug like; hence,
U. tomentosa may constitute itself a promissory option to
fight against COVID-19 infection.

3.4. Molecular Dynamics Simulation (MD). Molecular
dynamics and simulation (MD) studies were carried out in

order to determine the stability and convergence of 7T9K/
proanthocyanidin-B2, 7T9K/proanthocyanidin-C1, and 7T9K/
quinovic acid complexes. According to 7T9K/Pproanthocyani-
din-B2, the dynamic movements of atoms and conformational
variations of backbone atoms of the protein-ligand complex
were calculated by RMSD to detect their stability upon apo
and ligand bonded state. It is observed that the protein and
ligand exhibit very lower RMSD with no major fluctuations
indicating their greater stability. The complex was slightly stable
until 25 ns~ and showed more stability later. The flexibility of
each residue was calculated in terms of RMSF to get better
insight on the region of proteins that are being fluctuated during
the simulation. It can be understood that the binding of ligand
does not make the protein in any areas. The compactness of the
complex was represented by the radius of gyration (Rg). The
lower degree of fluctuation throughout the simulation period
indicates the greater compactness of a system. The Rg of the
complex was found to be slightly lower than the starting period.
Interaction between protein-ligand complexes and solvents was
measured by solvent accessible surface area (SASA) over the
simulation period. So, SASA of the complex was calculated to
analyze the extent of the conformational changes occurred dur-
ing the interaction. Interestingly, the protein featured a slight
reduction of the surface area showing relatively lower SASA
value than the starting period. Hydrogen bonding between a
protein-ligand complex is essential to stabilize the structure. It
was observed that the highest number of conformations of the
protein formed up to six hydrogen bonds with the ligand
(Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20). Additionally, we calculated
the binding free energy of the last 20ns of MD production run
of the protein-ligand complex with an interval of 100ps from
MD trajectories using MM/PBSA method. We also utilized
the MmPbSaStat.py script that calculated the average free bind-
ing energy and its standard deviation/error from the output files
that were obtained from g_mmpbsa. The ligand showed less
binding free energy of -121 KJ/mol with the protein. Further,
we identified the contribution of each residue of the protein in
terms of binding free energy to the interaction with the
ligand. By decomposing the total binding free energy of the
system into per residue contribution energy, the contribution
of each residue was calculated. This gave us an insight into
the “crucial” residues that contributes favorably to the bind-
ing of this molecule to the protein. It was found that THR-
549, ARG-567, THR-573, ILE587, GLY-744, ASP745, and
ASN-978 residues of the protein contributed higher than -5
KJ/mol binding energy and thereby are hotspot residues in
binding with the ligand.

According to 7T9K/proanthocyanidin-C1 complex, it is
observed that the protein and ligand exhibit very lower
RMSD with no major fluctuations indicating their greater
stability. The complex was unstable until 10 ns~, and it
becomes stable until 40 ns~ with minor fluctuation and
showed stability later. The flexibility of each residue was cal-
culated in terms of RMSF to get better insight on the region
of proteins that are being fluctuated during the simulation. It
can be understood that the binding of ligand makes the pro-
tein slightly flexible in 1700-1800 residue areas. The com-
pactness of the complex was represented by the radius of
gyration (Rg). The lower degree of fluctuation throughout

Figure 13: Quinovic acid docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron
spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi interactions are
represented in purple lines.

Figure 14: Rhynchophylline docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2
Omicron spike protein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi
interactions are represented in purple lines.
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Figure 15: MD simulation trajectory analysis of (a) root mean square deviation (RMSD) of proanthocyanidin-B2 bound with 7T9K at 100-
ns time frame, (b) root mean square fluctuation (RMSF), (c) radius of gyration (Rg), (d) solvent accessible surface area plot of
proanthocyanidin-B2 bound with 7T9K at 100-ns time frame, and (e) number of H-Bond plot of proanthocyanidin-B2 bound with
7T9K at 100 ns time frame.
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Figure 16: (a) Total binding energy plot of proanthocyanidin-B2 bound with 7T9K at 100-ns time frame. (b) Contribution energy plot with
interacting amino acids.
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the simulation period indicates the greater compactness of a
system. The Rg of the complex was found to be slightly lower
than the starting period. The interaction between protein-
ligand complexes and solvents was measured by solvent
accessible surface area (SASA) over the simulation period.
So, SASA of the complex was calculated to analyze the extent
of the conformational changes occurred during the interac-
tion. Interestingly, the protein featured a slight reduction
of the surface area showing relatively lower SASA value than
the starting period. Hydrogen bonding between a protein-
ligand complex is essential to stabilize the structure. It was
observed that the highest number of conformations of the

protein formed up to two hydrogen bonds with the ligand.
Moreover, we calculated the binding free energy of the last
20 ns of MD production run of the protein-ligand complex
with an interval of 100 ps from MD trajectories using MM/
PBSA method. We also utilized the MmPbSaStat.py script
that calculated the average free binding energy and its stan-
dard deviation/error from the output files that were obtained
from g_mmpbsa. The ligand showed less binding free energy
of -96 KJ/mol with the protein. Further, we identified the
contribution of each residue of the protein in terms of bind-
ing free energy to the interaction with the ligand. By decom-
posing the total binding free energy of the system into per
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Figure 17: MD simulation trajectory analysis of (a) root mean square deviation (RMSD) of proanthocyanidin-C1 bound with 7T9K at 100-
ns time frame, (b) root mean square fluctuation (RMSF), (c) radius of gyration (Rg), (d) solvent accessible surface area plot of
proanthocyanidin-C1 bound with 7T9K at 100-ns time frame, and (e) number of H-Bond plot of proanthocyanidin-C1 bound with
7T9K at 100 ns time frame.
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Figure 18: (a) Total binding energy plot of proanthocyanidin-C1 bound with 7T9K at 100-ns time frame. (b) Contribution energy plot with
interacting amino acids.
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Figure 19: MD simulation trajectory analysis of (a) root mean square deviation (RMSD) of quinovic acid bound with 7T9K at 100-ns time
frame, (b) root mean square fluctuation (RMSF), (c) radius of gyration (Rg), (d) solvent accessible surface area plot of quinovic acid bound
with 7T9K at 100-ns time frame, and (e) number of H-Bond plot of quinovic acid bound with 7T9K at 100-ns time frame.
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residue contribution energy, the contribution of each residue
was calculated. This gave us an insight into the “crucial” res-
idues that contributes favorably to the binding of this mole-
cule to the protein. It was found that LYS-547, THR573,
TYR-741, ASP745, GLU-784, and ARG-1000 residues of
the protein contributed higher than -8 KJ/mol binding
energy and thereby are hotspot residues in binding with
the ligand.

According to 7T9K/quinovic acid complex, the dynamic
movements of atoms and conformational variations of back-
bone atoms of the protein-ligand complex were calculated
by RMSD to detect their stability upon apo and ligand
bonded state. It is observed that the protein, ligand, and
complex exhibit very lower RMSD with no major fluctua-
tions indicating their greater stability. The complex was

unstable until 17 ns~ and showed stability later. The flexibil-
ity of each residue was calculated in terms of RMSF to get
better insight on the region of proteins that are being fluctu-
ated during the simulation. The compactness of the complex
was represented by the radius of gyration (Rg). The lower
degree of fluctuation throughout the simulation period indi-
cates the greater compactness of a system. The Rg of the
complex was found to be slightly lower than the starting
period. Interaction between protein-ligand complexes and
solvents was measured by solvent accessible surface area
(SASA) over the simulation period. So, SASA of the complex
was calculated to analyze the extent of the conformational
changes occurred during the interaction. Interestingly, the
protein featured a slight reduction of the surface area show-
ing relatively lower SASA value than the starting period.
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Figure 20: (a) Total binding energy plot of quinovic acid bound with 7T9K at 100-ns time frame. (b) Contribution energy plot with
interacting amino acids.

Table 3: Ligands with Azithromycin and their molecular properties.

Comp.
ALog
p

M. Wt HBA HBD
Rotatable
bonds

Rings
Aromatic
rings

MFPSA
Minimum
distance

Is similar to
Azithromycin

Rhynchophylline 0.542 385.477 4 2 5 4 1 0.174 1.16308 True

Isorhynchophylline 0.542 385.477 4 2 5 4 1 0.174 1.16308 True

Proanthocyanidin-
B4

2.45 584.568 12 10 3 6 3 0.423 1.52546 True

Quinovic acid 1.101 957.106 19 11 10 8 0 0.328 1.4189 True

Proanthocyanidin-
B2

1.224 584.568 12 10 3 6 3 0.425 1.54092 True

Speciophylline -0.284 375.482 4 2 2 5 0 0.189 1.45461 False

Proanthocyanidin-
C1

2.879 878.868 18 15 5 9 4 0.426 2.11191 False

Epicatechin 2.021 290.268 6 5 1 3 2 0.415 1.61445 False

Chlorogenic acid -0.34 354.309 9 6 5 2 1 0.487 1.41617 True

3-
Dihydrocadambine

-2.649 553.622 11 7 5 6 0 0.334 1.51574 False

Uncarine F -0.399 369.434 4 2 2 5 1 0.196 1.5013 False

Isomitraphylline -0.399 369.434 4 2 2 5 1 0.196 1.5013 False

Isopteropodine -0.399 369.434 4 2 2 5 1 0.196 1.5013 False

Pteropodine -0.407 373.466 4 2 2 5 0 0.191 1.46941 False

Mitraphylline -0.399 369.434 4 2 2 5 1 0.196 1.5013 False

Azithromycin 2.078 748.984 14 5 7 3 0 0.209 — Reference
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Hydrogen bonding between a protein-ligand complex is
essential to stabilize the structure. It was observed that the
highest number of conformations of the protein formed up
to five hydrogen bonds with the ligand.

Additionally, we calculated the binding free energy of the
last 20ns of MD production run of the protein-ligand com-
plex with an interval of 100 ps from MD trajectories using
MM/PBSA method. We also utilized the MmPbSaStat.py
script that calculated the average free binding energy and
its standard deviation/error from the output files that were
obtained from g_mmpbsa. The ligand showed less binding
free energy of -120 KJ/mol with the protein. Further, we
identified the contribution of each residue of the protein in
terms of binding free energy to the interaction with the
ligand. By decomposing the total binding free energy of the
system into per residue contribution energy, the contribu-
tion of each residue was calculated. This gave us an insight
into the “crucial” residues that contributes favorably to the
binding of this molecule to the protein. It was found that
THR-549, THR-572, GLY-744, and ASP745 residues of the
protein contributed higher than -7 KJ/mol binding energy
and thereby are hotspot residues in binding with the ligand.

Finally, the MD simulation results suggest that (1) the
ligands were stable at the binding pocket in the 100-ns MD
simulations, (2) ligand does not leave the Omicron receptor-
binding domain (RBD) while 100ns MD run, and (3) 100ns
molecular dynamics simulation suggest the rationality and
validity of our docking studies. Accordingly, some chemical
components of hydroalcoholic extract of U. tomentosa, partic-
ularly, proanthocyanidin-B2, proanthocyanidin-C1, and qui-
novic acid could suppress Omicron viral spike function,
which in turn suggest that U. tomentosa may interfere with
internalization of the Omicron variant in the human host.

Altogether, computational modeling studies showed
strong evidence that several chemical components in hydro-
alcoholic extract of U. tomentosa, especially proanthocyani-
din-B2, proanthocyanidin-C1, and quinovic acid are able
to bind to SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein via key inter-
actions with those critical amino acids which mediates
attachment of the virus to the host cell surface in stable com-

plexes. In turn, we firmly believe that these results could
open new avenues for treating COVID-19 infection associ-
ated with the Omicron variant. However, further studies
are needed aiming to validate, support, and extend computa-
tional findings, as well as determine the potential benefits of
hydroalcoholic extract of U. tomentosa against the SARS-
CoV-2 Omicron variant.

3.5. Molecular Similarity. In this research, a molecular simi-
larity study has been preceded for fifteen ligands that
showed antiviral activities against Azithromycin targeted
on RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein, by using Dis-
covery studio software. The used molecular properties listed
in Table 3 [29] include the number of rotatable bonds, num-
ber of cyclic rings, number of aromatic rings, number of
hydrogen bond donors (HBD), number of hydrogen bond
acceptors (HBA), partition coefficient (ALog p), molecular
weight (M. Wt), and molecular fractional polar surface area
(MFPSA) (Figure 21) which shows that rhynchophylline,
isorhynchophylline, proanthocyanidin-B4, proanthocyani-
din-B2, and quinovic acid (red balls) are similar to Azithro-
mycin (green ball).

4. Conclusions

U. tomentosa have demonstrated antiviral activity against
the SARS-CoV in vitro and also in silico on potential targets
such as the RBD in spike protein, the complex SARS-CoV-2/
ACE-2 junction, and the 3CLpro protein., Based on the phy-
tochemicals constituents determined in our previous work,
15 compounds were docked against SARS-CoV-2 Omicron
spike protein-binding domain (RBD) (PDB ID: 7T9K)
resulting proanthocyanidin-C1 (-10.76 Kcal/mol), quinovic
acid-type 2 (-9.86 kcal/mol), and proanthocyanidin-B2
(-9.82 kcal/mol) like the constituents with best binding
energy on the SARS-CoV-2 omicron spike protein and
proanthocyanidin-C1 which was stable at the binding pocket
in the 100-ns of molecular dynamic simulations under phys-
iological parameters. Although in vitro analysis on omicron
variant is needed, proanthocyanidin-C1 might be considered
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Figure 21: The similarity analysis between the tested molecules and (Azithromycin). Green ball = (reference); red balls = similar ligands;
blue balls = not similar ligands.
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as a candidate molecule against new variants or the total
extract of U. tomentosa, which all constituents would syner-
gism the antiviral effect.
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opodine docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike pro-
tein, hydrogen bonds (green), and the pi interactions are
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docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike protein and
(B) uncarine F docked in RBD-SARS-CoV-2 Omicron spike
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